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FOREWORD
HUD is committed to providing opportunities to hardworking American families through lower housing
costs, greater economic growth, and more opportunities for economic mobility.
Over the past year, I had the opportunity to reach out to people throughout the country, listen to their
life experiences, and seek their ideas. Community residents told of their struggles to find an affordable
home. Developers and builders, eager to build homes but stymied by too many requirements and
delays, identified changes and models that can free the market. State, local, and tribal leaders expressed
frustration: some represent communities where job growth is outpacing housing growth; others are
frustrated with their inability to attract builders in an area with little growth but continuing need,
particularly in rural areas and on tribal lands. State and local officials shared success stories as well, as
they removed unnecessary regulatory barriers and implemented cultural changes within planning and
building departments. My team and I also had the privilege to work with staff from the other agencies to
learn about their activities to reduce regulatory barriers. Throughout the activities, I have seen a
commitment at every level of government to reduce regulatory barriers and encourage a functioning
housing market.
I am honored to issue this report, which includes the HUD activities to obtain stakeholder input;
important actions the Federal Government is taking to reduce federal regulatory barriers; state, local,
and tribal activities to increase housing supply and reduce costs; and ways in which the Federal
government can encourage and support jurisdictions to increase housing supply across income levels.
Much work remains to be done. In many ways, this report is a starting point. It identifies actions
governments can take to make their housing markets more responsive to their residents’ needs. The
Federal Government can play an important role in supporting these efforts, not just in its ongoing
review to reduce regulation, but in disseminating models, providing education and technical assistance,
and aligning resources to better meet the needs of Americans. I am confident, following our work and
the shared recognition of the need to make the housing market function more effectively, we will make
progress on increasing housing supply and eliminating unnecessary barriers.
Benjamin S. Carson, Sr.

Secretary
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
HUD has developed this report on Eliminating Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing in response to
the high cost of housing in many highly regulated housing markets throughout the United States that
share a common concern: a lack of housing supply due to burdensome regulatory regimes. Because of
the market imbalance, many American households do not have the opportunity to affordably rent or
sustainably purchase their homes. In 2017, 37.8 million households (over 31 percent of all households)
spent more than 30 percent of their pre-tax income on housing, with more than 18 million (10.8 million
of whom are renters) spending more than one-half of their income on housing.1
A cornerstone of the Trump Administration’s economic policy is the tearing down of overly burdensome
and unnecessary government regulations that hinder freedom and opportunity. The Administration’s
economic policies, including deregulation, led to a booming economy, strong wage growth, and
historically low levels of unemployment before the COVID-19 national emergency. The President’s
deregulatory policies helped millions of Americans move up the economic ladder, particularly minority
and low- and moderate-income households. Even in the midst of the economic renaissance, however,
many American households continued to spend more and more of their hard-earned income on housing
costs each month, which hinders economic opportunities for low- and moderate-income Americans and
dampens overall economic growth, particularly in housing markets with low inventory.
To improve housing affordability in a truly sustainable manner, we need innovative solutions. Merely
increasing federal demand subsidies for housing without increasing supply would increase housing
prices in areas with constrained supply.2 Solutions must address the regulatory barriers inhibiting the
construction and development of housing supply to meet demand. Addressing these barriers requires a
concerted effort from all levels of government.
As the economy rebounds from the COVID-19 national emergency, policymakers must continue to focus
attention on the issues of housing supply and housing affordability, as both are critical to sustaining
long-term economic prosperity and opportunity. If the status quo remains, many Americans will
continue to be unable to access affordable housing opportunities and to pursue the American dream of
owning a home of their own. Increasing the supply of housing by removing overly burdensome rules and
regulations will reduce housing costs, boost economic growth, and provide more Americans with
opportunities for economic mobility. In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, many longstanding
patterns may change in response to different housing preferences, greater acceptance of teleworking,
and new social practices. HUD recognizes the potential disruption of long-term trends may require local
governments to adjust policies and practices to respond to changes in housing demand. Local
1

Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019, p. 4. (Cambridge,
MA: Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2019).
2
Edward L. Glaeser, “The Closing of America’s Urban Frontier,” Cityscape, 22(2), 5-21 (2020).
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jurisdictions may want to avoid making sweeping changes before the nature and scope of those
permanent changes (if any) are better known.
This report reflects recommendations HUD has assembled from its long-term work on reducing
regulatory barriers together with information obtained through coordination with the Departments of
Agriculture (USDA), Energy (DOE), the Interior (DOI), Labor (DOL), and Transportation (DOT); the
Treasury (Treasury); the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); the White House Offices of Domestic
Policy, Economic Policy, Management and Budget, and Intergovernmental Affairs; and the Council of
Economic Advisers. The fact-finding team brought Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, private
sector representatives, and many other stakeholders together to discuss housing affordability challenges
and potential solutions to those challenges. With the understanding that no two places are the same,
those discussions have been crucial to the development of this report.

Stakeholder Input
HUD solicited feedback from state, local, and tribal government officials, as well as relevant privatesector stakeholders, including developers, homebuilders, creditors, real estate professionals,
manufacturers, academic researchers, renters, advocates, and homeowners. Feedback was obtained
through a variety of mechanisms including roundtables hosted by the White House, HUD, and Treasury;
a listening session with tribal leadership; and many meetings conducted by individual federal agencies
with stakeholders to obtain feedback and receive input on potential actions. HUD issued a Request for
Information on November 22, 2019 on actions the Federal Government could take to reduce its
regulatory barriers and actions at the state and local level the Federal Government could support and
encourage.3 More than 625 comments were received from individuals, firms, trade associations, service
providers, researchers, and state and local government organizations covering HUD programs, the LowIncome Housing Tax Credit, labor, energy efficiency, environmental protection, infrastructure, building
codes, historic preservation, land use and zoning, and other issues. Agencies analyzed input received to
identify actionable recommendations for reducing regulatory barriers and increasing the supply of
affordable housing.

Regulatory Barriers
Regulations and processes that guide housing development, although designed to address important
goals, can negatively affect affordable housing creation. “Barriers” to housing are distinguished from
their less obstructive counterparts through several criteria, including: (1) the costs of implementing or
complying with the regulation or process exceed the social benefits; (2) complex, non-transparent
development processes limit entry to the market; and (3) restrictive land use regulations near
employment and services may limit labor mobility, harming households and the national economy.
This report focuses on eliminating barriers that inhibit housing supply from keeping up with demand.
The report highlights actions federal agencies have taken to reduce barriers, while recognizing that the
3

FR-6187-N-01 Request for Information, https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=HUD_FRDOC_0001-5420
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greatest drivers of supply occur at the local level. State and local governments must solve the specific
challenges in their housing markets. Not all parts of the United States are currently constrained by
regulatory barriers; in regions where population growth is slow or supply and demand are more
balanced, inadequate housing production may not be an urgent concern -- although poor housing
quality and low housing affordability due to low incomes may be. Throughout the country, among
various housing market types, delays and unnecessary costs, as well as restrictions on certain types of
housing, such as manufactured housing, raise housing prices.

Federal Actions
As part of the Trump Administration’s deregulatory efforts to allow markets to function efficiently, the
Federal Government has undertaken a wide range of actions to eliminate regulations, reduce costs, and
improve processes to support a greater supply of housing to meet Americans’ housing needs. The report
does not consider federal actions that would interfere in states’ regulation of land use or their
delegation of those powers to local jurisdictions. Local communities should have flexibility in designing
and implementing sound policies responsive to unique local needs and preferences.
Agencies reviewed the stakeholder input and conducted internal reviews of federal regulations related
to housing supply to determine whether they presented unnecessary barriers. Reviewers considered
changes to statutes, regulations, and guidance, as well as improvements in processes. A broad, but not
exhaustive, list of the Administration’s deregulatory accomplishments to increase housing supply is
contained in Table 1Table 1 (in Section 4), which identifies specific changes to federal regulations that
(1) have been completed, (2) are in the process of being implemented, or (3) are under review.

State and Local Opportunities
This report discusses actions all levels of government are taking to increase housing supply. It does not
identify “best practices,” because the effectiveness of a specific policy depends on the local context,
including the housing market. State, local and tribal governments must also make important judgements
about what is best for their communities. Whether to accept a diversity of housing types, for example,
to address affordability issues, may lead to some of the most challenging debates between local leaders
and their constituencies. Some practices, however, are believed to improve affordability in almost all
circumstances.
A variety of actions being taken by state and local governments to improve their regulatory structures
and to remove impediments to greater housing supply in their communities are highlighted in this
report. Two important areas of their efforts include: (1) reducing costs of development, and (2)
improving the development approval and permitting process.
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Among the solutions being tried are:
 Relaxing development requirements that contribute to higher construction costs such as
setbacks and minimum lot sizes, reducing parking minimums, limiting local design standards,
and encouraging the reuse of existing stock.
 Allowing more by-right development, a market-based solution aimed at eliminating the cost and
delay of a discretionary approval process and reducing the price of land per unit.
 Educating jurisdictions about their choices on the specifics of funding infrastructure, which can
make a difference in whether a project is financially feasible.
 Improving the development review and permit process, as states have done by implementing
time limits for local government review. Local jurisdictions have implemented one-stop
permitting shops, electronic plan review, online tracking, and assigning an individual to
coordinate among agencies.
 Redesigning the community engagement process to enable current and future community
members to have input in the jurisdiction’s overall plan for development without having power
over individual private-market projects.
 Revising state environmental protection statutes to reduce the review time and appeal
opportunities.
 Coordinating among jurisdictions in application of building codes and permit approvals.
 Conducting a comprehensive review of state regulations to reduce regulations harming
businesses and employees, including occupational licensing reform.

Supporting State and Local Activities
Federal agencies can support state, local, and tribal governments by sharing solutions, helping
jurisdictions that want to make improvements, and supporting innovation in areas such as regulation,
construction, and community engagement. While the Federal Government’s primary focus at this time is
supporting the economic recovery for all Americans, the report identifies ways the Federal Government
can support and encourage state, local, and tribal action through education, outreach, and research,
while recognizing that it is not the Federal Government’s role to dictate to other units of government
strategies to meet the housing needs and preferences of communities.
The Administration’s actions to reduce regulatory barriers to increase housing supply have prompted
state and local action. This report captures activities underway and opportunities across all levels of
government that enable more jurisdictions to free the market and better respond to the housing needs
of their residents.

Next Steps
The report identifies many federal regulations and practices that could be revised to eliminate
unnecessary burdens to providing Americans with affordable, safe, quality places to live, including
opportunities to make sustainable homeownership more achievable. Several agencies have already
ix

taken action on a number of the recommendations received. Agencies are encouraged to continue their
efforts to reduce regulatory burdens, including pursuing recommendations contained in this report.
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
This report was developed in response to the high cost of housing in many highly regulated housing
markets throughout the United States that share a common concern: a lack of housing supply due to
burdensome regulatory regimes. Because of the market imbalance, many American households do not
have the opportunity to affordably rent or sustainably purchase their homes.
A cornerstone of the Trump Administration’s economic policy is the tearing down of overly burdensome
and unnecessary government regulations that hinder freedom and opportunity. The Administration’s
economic policies, including deregulation, led to a booming economy, strong wage growth, and
historically low levels of unemployment before the COVID-19 national emergency. These deregulatory
policies helped millions of Americans move up the economic ladder, particularly minority and low- and
moderate-income households. Even in the midst of the economic renaissance, many American
households continued to spend more and more of their hard-earned income on housing costs each
month because of overregulation of housing markets, which hinders economic opportunities for lowand moderate-income Americans and dampens overall economic growth, in particular in housing
markets with low inventory.
In 2017, 37.8 million households (over 31 percent of households) spent more than 30 percent of their
pre-tax income on housing, with more than 18 million (10.8 million of which are renters) spending more
than one-half of their income on housing.4 The total number of cost-burdened households in the US fell
by 4.9 million from its peak in 2010.5 Another common measure of affordability is the ratio of median
home price to median household income, which indicates how difficult it is for potential buyers to
qualify for a mortgage and save for a down payment. On a nationwide basis, this ratio rose from a low of
3.3 in 2011 to 4.1 in 2018.6 This report uses the term “affordable” in the context of households’ ability to
pay for housing and have sufficient funds remaining for other needs; it is not focused on subsidized
housing nor specifically rental housing. The relationship between housing supply and demand affects
renters, potential owners, and owners across the income spectrum. If supply does not sufficiently meet
increased demand for new housing, continued upward pressure on housing prices will mean fewer
households can sustainably purchase homes, increasing the pool of renters and driving up rents as well.7
In identifying solutions, it is important to understand the affordability challenges households face in
certain markets. Like labor markets, housing markets operate at the metropolitan level, and housing
affordability varies greatly across metropolitan regions (see Figure 1). While the price-to-income ratio
was 4.1 nationally, analysis by the Joint Center for Housing Studies of the 100 largest metros found in
4

Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019 (Cambridge, MA:
Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2019), 4.
5
Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019, p. 4.
6
Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019, p. 2.
7
Joel Kotkin and Wendell Cox. America’s Emerging Housing Crisis. National Community Renaissance (2017).
Retrieved from: https://joelkotkin.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/5_NAT_HousingCrisis-Report.pdf
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those “with price-to-income ratios above 5.0, the median-income household could afford just 36
percent of recently sold homes on average in 2017. In metros where the ratio is under 3.0, however, the
median-income household could afford 84 percent of recently sold homes.”8 Price-to-income ratios
were high not only in the expected places, such as San Jose and Honolulu, but in many fast-growing
Southern and Western markets, such as Atlanta (3.2), Dallas (3.7), Nashville (3.9), Salt Lake City (4.4),
and Denver (5.6). Even in relatively affordable markets, such as Grand Rapids, Indianapolis, and Kansas
City, increasing price-to-income ratios are raising concerns potential buyers are being priced out of
homeownership in much of the country.9
Figure 1. Homebuying remains affordable in many markets as price-to-income ratios increase

Source: Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019, Figure 2, p. 3.

The Economic Report of the President, 2020, provides important context on the challenges of
affordability, particularly in highly regulated metropolitan areas.10 This report focuses on actions to
reduce federal barriers and support local solutions, rather than repeat the detailed analyses previously
conducted by the Administration.
Rising housing costs mean Americans have fewer housing opportunities, including the opportunity to
achieve sustainable homeownership, which is the number one builder of wealth for most American
families. Low- and middle-income Americans are hit the hardest by high housing costs, which strain
household budgets, limit educational opportunities, impair workforce mobility, slow job creation,

8

Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019, p. 2.
Kotkin and Cox, 12.
10
Council of Economic Advisors. The Economic Report of the President (2020). Retrieved from:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/2020-Economic-Report-of-the-President-WHCEA.pdf
9
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increase financial risks, and contribute to poor health. Furthermore, research has linked more stringent
housing regulations with higher homelessness rates.11
A primary driver in rising housing costs is the lack of housing supply to meet demand, which has
occurred in markets throughout the United States.12 A balanced housing market generally requires
construction to outpace the rate of household formation. New housing construction essentially stopped
from 2009 to 2011 and has only barely kept pace with population growth since then (see Figure 2).
Housing permits averaged slightly more than one million annually over the past 10 years, compared with
more than 1.5 million permits per year during the previous decade. The drop-off in new housing
construction has kept upward pressure on house prices and rents. One reason may be stronger demand
for housing closer to employment centers, whereas production of new housing is easiest on
undeveloped land farther away. One possible impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is higher levels of
telework reducing the demand for housing closer to employment centers. This is reflected in recent
data showing a significant increase in housing starts.13
Figure 2: Supply is below historical averages

Source: Based on data from U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, “New Private
Housing Units Authorized by Building Permits” (2020 [PERMIT], accessed April 16, 2020, from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/PERMIT).

11

Steven Raphael, “Housing Regulation and Homelessness,” in Housing the Homeless, eds. Ingrid Gould Ellen and
Brendan O’Flaherty (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2010).
12
McKinsey Global Institute, A Tool Kit to Close California’s Housing Gap: 3.5 Million Homes by 2025 (New York:
McKinsey & Company, 2016). https://www.counties.org/sites/main/files/fileattachments/daniel_weisfield_mckinsey_-_csac_annual_meeting_-_tool_kit_to_close_housing_gap_-_120116.pdf.
13
https://www.census.gov/construction/nrc/pdf/newresconst.pdf
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Between 1970 and 1979, an average of 8.2 homes were built for every 1,000 residents. The annual
average fell to 3.0 homes per 1,000 residents between 2010 and 2018, with significant variation among
states. From 2010 to 2018 the average number of homes constructed per 1,000 residents was 5.3 in
Texas, 4.3 in Florida, 2.0 in California, and 1.7 in New York.14 The variation can be seen at the regional
level as well, as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Single-family construction varies by region

Source: Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019, Figure 7, p. 9.

While housing construction has been increasing, the construction of single-family homes under 1,800
square feet constituted 22 percent of single-family completions in 2017, down from 32 percent on
average in 1999–2011. Completions of homes with more than 3,000 square feet have outnumbered
those of small homes since 2013. The median sales price for small homes was $197,000 in 2017, less
than half the price for large homes.15 The relative lack of smaller, more affordable new homes likely
reflects that the costs of labor, land, and materials make it unprofitable to build for the middle market.16
Housing can be difficult to build in many areas due to the multitude of regulatory barriers – laws,
regulations, and administrative practices – imposed by Federal, state, and local governments. Certain
regulations are necessary to enhance public health, safety, and quality of life, but others create burdens
without offering commensurate public benefits. Regulatory barriers can include: overly restrictive
zoning and growth management controls; rent controls; cumbersome building and rehabilitation codes;
excessive energy and water efficiency mandates; unreasonable maximum-density allowances; historic

14

Council of Economic Advisors. The Economic Report of the President (2020), p. 270.
Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019, p. 8.
16
Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019, p. 8.
15
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preservation requirements; overly burdensome wetland or environmental regulations; outdated
manufactured-housing regulations and restrictions; undue parking requirements; cumbersome and
time-consuming permitting and review procedures; tax policies that discourage investment or
reinvestment; overly complex labor requirements; and inordinate impact or developer fees. Research
has linked higher home prices and lower housing supply to many of those regulations. Many of the
markets with the most severe shortages in affordable housing have the most restrictive state and local
regulatory barriers to development. One study suggests that zoning, a common form of land-use
regulation, accounted for more than 10 percent of housing costs in eight high-cost markets. In San
Francisco, the “zoning tax” accounted for 50 percent of housing costs.17
Unnecessarily steep regulatory barriers lead to poorly functioning housing markets, where supply and
demand are out of balance. When regulations distort the market, fewer American families can access
housing in areas of opportunity and fewer qualified households can participate in home ownership. High
housing costs have been associated with declines in employment and income and a loss of population.18
Regulations that reduce housing supply have a substantial impact on housing and labor market
dynamics.19
A study that examined the link between housing costs and internal net migration and employment
growth concluded with a recommendation that “increasing the supply of housing to reduce price
appreciation and . . . developing affordable housing for young working families may be the best
economic development strategy the state could undertake.”20 A recent study suggests the constrained
housing supply in high-productivity cities has prevented workers from moving to those strong labor
markets, creating a geographic misallocation of labor that may have decreased the United States’ annual
economic growth rate by up to 36 percent between 1964 and 2009.21
The academic research is consistent with the experiences of stakeholders who provided input for this
report. A local official from Kansas was concerned that his jurisdiction was growing jobs but not growing
houses, because “the house is where the job goes to sleep at night.” A local official in California had an
ideal site available for a potential new employer but would be unable to provide sufficient housing for
incoming employees. Situations such as these impede the nation’s economic growth.
17

Edward L. Glaeser, Joseph Gyourko, and Raven Saks, “Why is Manhattan So Expensive? Regulation and the Rise
in House Prices,” Journal of Law and Economics 48, no. 2 (2005): 331–370.
18
Edward L. Glaeser, The Economic Impact of Restricting Housing Supply (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University,
Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston, 2006)
http://www.americandreamcoalition.org/housing/housing_final.pdf.
19
Edward L. Glaeser, Joseph Gyourko, and Raven E. Saks. 2005. Why have housing prices gone up? American
Economic Review, 95(2), 329-333.
20
Barry Bluestone, Sustaining the Mass Economy: Housing Costs, Population Dynamics, and Employment, Housing
and the Economy in Greater Boston: Trends, Impacts and Potential Responses (Boston: Boston Federal Reserve
Bank, 2006): 30.
21
Chang-Tai Hsieh and Enrico Moretti, “Housing Constraints and Spatial Misallocation,” American Economic Journal
11, no. 2 (2019): 1–39. http://eml.berkeley.edu//~moretti/growth.pdf
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Higher housing costs also affect the Federal Government’s ability to provide housing assistance to lowincome households through a range of programs. In 2018, the Federal Government spent more than
$43.9 billion in rental assistance, assisting 5.2 million households.22 The Federal Government provides
additional housing support through the tax code, with more than $8.7 billion in annual tax expenditures
in Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) to developers of low-income housing.23 The largest share of
federal tax dollars is spent in areas with high-cost and highly regulated housing markets; this reflects
both the large number of Americans who live in those areas and the high per-unit cost of building and
renting housing. Nearly one-fourth of the U.S. population lives in metro areas with expensive, tightly
regulated housing markets. Higher government expenditures on households in high-rent areas, through
higher Fair Market Rents, reduce the funds available to serve other needy families.
To improve housing affordability in a truly sustainable manner, we need innovative solutions. Merely
increasing federal demand subsidies for housing in local areas where housing supply is limited by tight
regulations could increase housing prices in those locations.24 The Great Recession led to a nearly 10year period of underproduction of housing, contributing to the lack of supply and overall affordability
challenges.

To improve housing affordability in a truly sustainable manner, we need innovative
solutions.

As the economy rebounds from the COVID-19 pandemic, policymakers must continue to focus attention
on the issues of housing supply and housing affordability, as they are critical to sustaining long-term
economic prosperity and opportunity. If the status quo remains, many Americans will continue to be
unable to access affordable housing opportunities. Increasing the supply of housing by removing overly
burdensome rules and regulations will reduce housing costs, boost economic growth, and provide more
Americans with opportunities for economic mobility.
HUD brought Federal, state, local, and tribal governments, private sector representatives, and many
other stakeholders together to discuss housing affordability challenges and potential solutions to those
challenges. With the understanding that no two places are the same, and respecting the need for states
and localities to make their own policy decisions, these discussions have been crucial to the
development of this report. This report consists of seven sections, the first of which is this introduction.
The second describes the activities through which HUD obtained stakeholder input. The third section

22

Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, United States Federal Rental Assistance Fact Sheet (December 2019).
https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/federal-rental-assistance-fact-sheets#US.
23
Joint Committee on Taxation. 2019. “Estimates of Federal Tax Expenditures for Fiscal Years 2019-2023.” JCX-5519. Washington, DC: Joint Committee on Taxation. An estimated $27 billion in tax expenditures is provided for the
deduction for mortgage interest on owner-occupied residences.
24
Edward L. Glaeser, “The Closing of America’s Urban Frontier,” Cityscape 22, no. 2, (2020).
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discusses what constitutes a regulatory barrier and the importance of local context in housing markets.
The fourth section highlights important actions the Federal Government is taking to reduce federal
regulatory barriers. The report then identifies state, local, and tribal activities to increase housing supply
and reduce costs, some of which may be useful models for other jurisdictions. It then discusses ways in
which the Federal Government can encourage and support jurisdictions to increase housing supply
across income levels. The report concludes with a discussion of next steps.

7

SECTION 2. STAKEHOLDER INPUT
This report provides recommendations obtained through fact-finding for this report as well as HUD’s
ongoing efforts to reduce regulatory barriers to affordable housing. HUD and other agencies solicited
feedback from state, local, and tribal government officials, as well as relevant private-sector
stakeholders, including developers, homebuilders, creditors, real estate professionals, manufacturers,
academic researchers, renters, advocates, and homeowners. HUD and other agencies obtained feedback
through a variety of mechanisms. The White House hosted two roundtables, one with industry
stakeholders and one with state and local officials. The Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) hosted three roundtables, focusing on construction, land use regulation, and development
finance; those roundtables were attended by representatives from other agencies. The Department of
the Treasury (Treasury) hosted two roundtables with a selection of local, regional, and national
organizations and Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) that finance and develop
affordable housing. HUD held a listening session with tribal leadership attending the National Congress
of American Indians’ annual convention in Albuquerque, NM. HUD, Treasury, and the Department of
Agriculture (USDA) representatives met with staff from State Housing Finance Agencies. Other federal
agencies conducted meetings with stakeholders to obtain feedback and received input in response to
specific regulatory actions.
HUD published a Request for Information on November 22, 2019, on actions the Federal Government
could take to reduce its regulatory barriers, as well as actions at the state and local levels that the
Federal Government could support and encourage.25 More than 625 comments were received from
individuals, firms, trade associations, service providers, researchers, and state and local government
organizations. Although much of the input addressed HUD programs and Low-Income Housing Tax
Credits, comments also covered labor, energy efficiency, environmental protection laws, infrastructure,
building codes, historic preservation, land use and zoning, and other issues. Agencies analyzed input
received to identify actionable recommendations for reducing regulatory barriers and increasing the
supply of affordable housing.

25

FR-6187-N-01 Request for Information, https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=HUD_FRDOC_0001-5420.
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SECTION 3. REGULATORY BARRIERS
This report examines a wide range of regulations for potential regulatory barriers, including zoning and
growth management controls, rent controls, building and rehabilitation codes, energy and water
efficiency mandates, historic preservation requirements, wetland and environmental regulations,
manufactured-housing regulations and restrictions, maximum-density allowances, parking
requirements, permitting and review procedures, impact and developer fees, labor requirements, and
tax policies that discourage investment or reinvestment.

Defining a regulatory barrier
All regulations and processes that guide housing development, while often designed to address
important goals, can negatively affect housing affordability. The location and quality of new homes
necessarily impact the surrounding community. Zoning ordinances and building codes, for example,
have been intended to minimize negative impacts of new development, such as fire safety measures
that protect a building’s residents, immediate neighbors, and the wider community.
Regulations or processes that act as “barriers” to housing are distinguished from their less obstructive
counterparts through several criteria, including:
 Result in net costs. The costs of implementing or complying with the regulation or process
exceed the social benefits.
 Create barriers to competition. Complex, non-transparent development processes favor
experienced, deep-pocketed, well-connected firms, effectively limiting entry to the market for
smaller or newer companies.26
 Generate significant social costs. Restrictive land use regulations may limit labor mobility,
keeping workers from moving to better job opportunities because affordable housing is
unavailable, and dampen the national economy.27

Quantifying the cost of regulations
Ideally one could conduct a cost-benefit analysis to identify which regulations are net gains to society
and which impose net costs. Unfortunately, it is technically and conceptually difficult to calculate precise
costs or benefits of most regulations and processes that govern housing development given the
complexity of housing markets, regulatory environments, and their interactions. Furthermore, a dearth
of analysis on social costs suggests insufficient consideration is given to balancing costs and benefits as
26

Jacob Cosman and Luis Quintero, Fewer Players, Fewer Homes: Concentration and the New Dynamics of Housing
Supply (working paper, Carey Business School, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, 2019).
27
Peter Ganong and Daniel Shoag, “Why Has Regional Income Convergence in the U.S. Declined?” Journal of Urban
Economics 102 (2017): 76–90; Edward L. Glaeser and Matthew E. Kahn, “The Greenness of Cities: Carbon Dioxide
Emissions and Urban Development,” Journal of Urban Economics 67, no. 3 (2010): 404–418.
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regulations are adopted. Reviewing the different approaches used by researchers may help in
understanding the difficulty of accurately measuring the dollar-value impact of regulatory barriers. Each
approach has strengths and limitations.
Glaeser, Gyourko, and Saks estimate the size of the “regulatory tax” by backing out estimated
construction costs (using R.S. Means data) from the price of newly built homes.28 They attribute any gap
between new housing prices and estimated construction costs to the effects of regulation. Their analysis
of 21 metropolitan areas found nine markets with a regulatory tax of greater than 10 percent, with the
regulatory tax accounting for one-third to one-half of the median home value in several metro areas in
California and one-fifth of the value in Boston and DC metro areas.29 Although the regulatory tax
concept is straightforward, this approach overlooks the fact that some impacts of regulations are baked
into “hard” construction costs. Construction labor costs reflect local prevailing wage laws and union
work requirements. Building codes and local design requirements determine the type of materials used.
The regulatory tax method gives an estimate of how regulations affect prices of newly built housing, but
it does not address how regulatory constraints on building new supply affect the price of existing
housing, which is a much larger share of overall housing stock.
Several sets of researchers have attempted to inventory the types of land use regulations adopted by
local governments and analyze the correlation between these regulations, housing prices, and quantity
of construction.30 Regulatory inventories provide insight into the prevalence of particular policies and
allow analysis of individual components (e.g., minimum lot size, presence of growth boundary) and the
collective effect of the entire bundle (usually aggregated into an index of stringency). The main
drawback to creating such an inventory is that most researchers collect data through surveying local
planners; planners may not know factual information being requested and are frequently asked to
provide their subjective impressions (e.g., “Are regulations in your jurisdiction becoming stricter or more
relaxed compared with 10 years ago?”).31 Statistical analysis using regulatory indices to estimate effects
on prices and construction levels are usually unable to distinguish the impacts of the regulations as
written from the costs of their implementation, including mitigating community opposition.
Furthermore, land use regulations, as well as their implementation and enforcement, constitute one of
many components of the regulatory environment that drives supply and prices.

28

Glaeser, Gyourko, and Saks, “Why is Manhattan So Expensive?”
In a more recent study, Glaeser and Gyourko compare house prices to the minimum profitable production cost
(MPPC) and find that 26 percent of homes are expensive, defined as having a house price-to-MPPC ratio of greater
than 1.25, with 10 percent having a ratio greater than 2. See Edward L. Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko, “The
Economic Implications of Housing Supply,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 32, no. 1 (2018): 3–30.
30
Joseph Gyourko, Jonathan Hartley, and Jacob Krimmel, “The Local Residential Land Use Regulatory Environment
Across U.S. Housing Markets: Evidence from a New Wharton Index (NBER Working Paper No. 26573, Cambridge,
MA: National Bureau of Economic Research, 2019); Sarah Mawhorter and Carolina Reid, Terner California
Residential Land Use Survey (Berkeley, CA: University of California, Berkeley, 2018).
31
Paul G. Lewis and Nicholas J. Marantz, “What Planners Know,” Journal of the American Planning Association 85,
no. 4 (2019): 445–462
29
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The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) has used a similar approach by surveying its member
developers about the costs of complying with regulations.32 In partnership with the National Multifamily
Housing Council, a survey asked developers to estimate the percentage of project costs for multifamily
developments attributable to various categories of regulatory costs, including: applying for zoning
approval, fees charged when site work begins and when building construction is authorized, additional
development requirements, land dedicated to the government or left unbuilt, complying with
affordability mandates, increases from changes to building codes over the past 10 years, complying with
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements, and pure cost of delay. On the
basis of 40 responses, the study estimated regulation imposed by all levels of government accounts for
32.1 percent of the cost of an average multifamily development (most projects were between 50 and
500 units). Because regulations vary greatly across jurisdictions, a national average of the cost of
compliance derived from a small and not necessarily representative sample of developers is limited in
helping identify cost differences among places or in a specific location.
In its survey of regulatory costs for single-family homes, the NAHB found regulations imposed by
government at all levels account for 24.3 percent of the final price of a new single-family home built for
sale.33 This constituted $84,671 of the average price of a new home priced at $348,900 in 2016 (from
the Census Bureau’s series on New Residential Sales). NAHB’s previous study in 2011 similarly found
regulations constituted about 25 percent of the cost of a home, which would be $65,224 for the average
new home priced at $260,800.
The wide degree of local variation in regulations – both laws written on paper and the strictness of
implementation – is a consistent challenge in quantifying costs of regulations. Research by Ganong and
Shoag use state-level counts of court cases involving land use regulations to measure the changing
stringency of regulations over time.34 Although this method provides more insights into time patterns
than the regulatory inventories, state-level metrics obscure the fact that regulations vary just as much
across jurisdictions within a state (and even within a metropolitan area) as across states.35
The different research methods are useful tools for understanding the costs of a subset of state and
local regulations; however, they typically do not capture the benefits of those regulations, making it
32

Paul Emrath and Caitlin Walter, Multifamily Cost of Regulation: 2018 Special Study (Washington, DC: National
Association of Home Builders, National Multifamily Housing Council, 2018)
https://www.nahbclassic.org/fileUpload_details.aspx?contentTypeID=3&contentID=262391&subContentID=71289
4&channelID=311.
33
The report caveats that these are not net costs; the potential benefits of regulation are not considered Paul
Emrath, Government Regulation in the Price of a New Home: Special Study for Housing Economics. (Washington,
DC: National Association of Home Builders, 2016)
https://www.nahbclassic.org/fileUpload_details.aspx?contentTypeID=3&contentID=250611&subContentID=67024
7.
34
Ganong and Shoag, “Why Has Regional Income Convergence in the U.S. Declined?”
35
Jenny Schuetz, “No Renters in My Suburban Backyard,” Journal of Policy Analysis and Management 28, no. 2
(Spring 2009): 296–320. Cecile Murray and Jenny Schuetz, “Is California’s Apartment Market Broken? (working
paper, Brookings Institution, Washington, DC, 2019).
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hard to establish which regulations are excessive or unnecessary. In addition, they do not capture the
full range of regulatory costs. For example, land prices also reflect rules governing wetlands, floodplains,
and taxes. A methodology for quantifying the cost of regulations and an estimate of that cost is provided
in the Appendix.

Functioning housing markets
Because accurately capturing the full set of costs and benefits of the wide range of regulations affecting
housing supply is difficult, the most effective way to evaluate whether regulations and processes
collectively impede well-functioning housing markets may be by looking at market dynamics. Practical
diagnostic questions include:
 Is the housing market producing enough additional housing to meet demand?
 Within a city or metropolitan area, is housing being built where people want to live?
 Does the market provide a diverse range of housing choices that match household budgets, size,
and other characteristics?
Housing markets operate at the regional level, usually defined by a metropolitan area, because, at least
prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and an associated increase in teleworking, the spatial range of housing
markets was determined by regional labor markets and commuting patterns. Metropolitan areas consist
of many local political jurisdictions – cities, towns, and counties – that are the primary entities
responsible for adopting and enforcing land use regulations. The regulations adopted by one jurisdiction
affect housing outcomes of its neighbors and the region overall.36 Jurisdictions may be unwilling to build
housing, because it generates less tax revenue than businesses and requires investment in public
infrastructure and services, such as schools. That can lead to a “free rider” problem, in which each
jurisdiction counts on its neighbors to develop the housing needed in the metropolitan area. If cities and
towns in a metro area believe serving a diverse market is not their responsibility, the metro area can
become unaffordable for a large part of its population, including workers essential to the functioning of
a local economy.37 While the overarching consideration is how well housing markets are functioning
across an entire metropolitan area, many policy decisions are made at the local level.
As discussed below, state governments can play a more active role in policymaking. However, state
legislatures consist of members representing urban, suburban, and rural areas with varying interests. In
some cases, metropolitan areas straddle multiple states (for example, the Charlotte metro area includes
jurisdictions in North and South Carolina; the Washington, DC metro includes jurisdictions in Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia, and the District of Columbia).38 In discussions of local housing markets, cities are
36

Jan Brueckner, “Testing for Strategic Interaction Among Local Governments: The Case of Growth Controls,”
Journal of Urban Economics 44, no. 3 (1998): 438–467.
37
Callum Clark. Gentrification in Dallas, Beyond Gentrification: Towards more equitable urban growth, 55-68 (n.d.).
https://urbanreforminstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Toward-More-Equitable-Urban-Growth.pdf
38
U.S. Census Bureau. “Delineation Files.” www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/time-series/demo/metromicro/delineation-files.html.
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often distinguished from suburbs. Recent research indicates that even within urban areas, many
residents live in suburban neighborhoods. Within central cities, 47 percent of households described
their neighborhood as suburban compared to 64 percent of households outside of central cities.39
Overall, 52 percent of households describe their neighborhood as suburban, 27 percent describe their
neighborhood as urban, and 21 percent describe their neighborhood as rural.
Even in the absence of regulations, housing markets are subject to frictions and classic market failures.
The development process of acquiring land, building or upgrading infrastructure, and building and
selling homes takes time to complete (even without regulatory delays). This time lag means localized
housing supply and demand can easily be out of balance in the short run. Because housing is durable,
markets adjust differently to positive and negative demand shocks.40 Local markets can build more
housing to meet increased demand, but excess homes are not usually torn down when demand
decreases. Supply and demand are highly localized: building more homes in Texas does not alleviate a
shortage in California. Large-scale redevelopment in built-out urban areas requires land assembly, which
is subject to hold-out problems.41 Real estate involves complex legal transactions prone to asymmetric
information - between sellers and buyers, between borrowers and lenders – and often requires thirdparty intermediaries, creating principal-agent problems. Some regulations are intended to alleviate
market frictions and failures; for example, stormwater management regulations are intended to limit
hazardous substances at construction sites from washing into environmentally sensitive areas.42 The
challenge is to preserve regulations that improve housing market functioning and create social benefits,
including quality of life, while reducing regulatory barriers that impede the functioning of free markets
and create net social costs.

The challenge is to preserve regulations that improve housing market functioning and
create social benefits, while reducing regulatory barriers that impede markets and
create net social costs.

Context matters
This report focuses on eliminating barriers that inhibit housing supply from keeping up with demand.
The San Francisco Bay Area, Greater Boston, and New York City are commonly cited examples of high
39

Shawn Buchholz. Urban. Suburban. Rural. How Do Households Describe Where They Live? (2020),
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/pdredge/pdr-edge-frm-asst-sec-080320.html.
40
Edward Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko, “Urban Decline and Durable Housing,” Journal of Political Economy 113,
no. 2 (2005).
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Assembly,” American Economic Journal: Economic Policy 8, no. 3 (2016): 69–105; Chris Cunningham, “Estimating
the Holdout Problem in Land Assembly” (working paper, FRB Atlanta, No. 2013-19, 2013).
42
National Research Council of the National Academies of Science. Urban Stormwater Management in the United
States (Washington, DC: National Academies Press, 2008)
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cost, highly regulated markets, but barriers are found in many other locations as well. Where land is
scarce and prices are high, density restrictions may be the principal barrier; in places where land is
abundant, cost-additive regulations may be the principal barrier to affordability. Both kinds of
restrictions need to be reduced, with different approaches based on the type of market. It is the
responsibility of states and local governments, not the Federal Government, to solve the specific
challenges in their housing markets.
Additionally, not all parts of the U.S. are currently constrained by regulatory barriers; in regions where
population growth is slow or supply and demand are more balanced, inadequate housing production
may not be an urgent concern -- although housing affordability due to low incomes, as well as poor
housing quality, may be. Throughout the country, among various housing market types, delays and
unnecessary costs as well as land use regulations that restrict certain types of housing, such as
manufactured housing, raise housing prices. High land prices contribute to the lack of middle-market
housing. Land costs rise when demand is strong and land use regulations limit the number of new units
that can be built or impose significant costs on development through fees and long approval processes.
For example, urban containment, in which a jurisdiction imposes geographical constraints on urban
growth, tends to result in higher housing costs and can reduce consumer welfare unless there are
offsetting benefits.
To understand which parts of the country are affected most by regulatory barriers, it is helpful to think
about three broad types of urban housing markets. Although urban economists have proposed different
terms for these market types, they generally agree on which metro areas fall into each group (see Figure
4).43 The first group consists of metro areas with consistently high and growing housing demand – strong
growth of jobs, population, and incomes and high prices and rents (“expensive” metros), presumably
from restrictive local land use regulations that limit housing supply. Most California metros, Seattle,
Boston, New York City, and Washington, DC fall into this category. The second group consists of metro
areas with excess housing supply and relatively low housing prices (“legacy” metros). In metro areas
such as Detroit, St. Louis, Baltimore, and Cleveland, central cities experienced large-scale population
losses beginning in the 1950s, and most population growth has occurred in suburban jurisdictions with
relatively elastic housing supply. The third group of metros, including Atlanta, Phoenix, and Nashville,
have to date maintained well-balanced housing markets (“expansive” metros). They have seen
consistent population and job growth, providing demand for additional housing, and have generally built
enough new housing to meet demand, without undue constraints from regulation. Several of those
areas, however, are beginning to experience the negative effects of insufficient housing in high-demand
locations. Metro areas’ classifications may need to be refined in the future to reflect population shifts as
people react to the COVID-19 pandemic and changes in work, particularly wide-spread acceptance of
teleworking. The potential disruption of long-term trends may require local governments to adjust
policies and practices to respond to changes in housing demand.

43

See, for example, Glaeser and Gyourko, “The Economic Implications of Housing Supply,” 3–30; Issi Romem, Has
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A study of 22 metropolitan areas in the Sun Belt with populations of at least 1 million found those metro
areas are growing faster than their counterparts in the Rustbelt and along the coasts. They tend to be
more diverse demographically and are adding more younger and older residents than the rest of the
nation.44 Although the Sun Belt has a reputation for housing affordability – a low cost of living has been
a driver of its growth – homeownership rates are declining and more households are experiencing
housing cost burdens.
Figure 4: Classification of cities into three market types

Source: BuildZoom, 2016, https://www.buildzoom.com/blog/cities-expansion-slowing

Rural areas have different housing market challenges than urban areas. These include the prevalence of
substandard housing, crowding, lack of scale for efficient construction, and lack of financial products
targeted for low-value homes and manufactured housing.45 Other challenges are similar to market
conditions in legacy metros: lack of investment in renovation and construction has led to a housing
44
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deficit;46 low incomes result in housing cost burdens, insufficient rental housing, and infrastructure
needs.
Regulatory barriers are not the only cause of housing affordability problems. Low-income households
everywhere in the United States have difficulty affording market-rate housing, because their incomes
are too low to pay the operating costs on minimum-quality housing.47 A growing economy led to income
gains that lessened worst case housing needs; the number of renter households with worst case needs
decreased to 7.7 million in 2017 from 8.3 million in 2015.48 Among all renter households, a 10.1-percent
increase in median incomes between 2015 and 2017 was consumed, in part, by a 7.5-percent increase in
median housing costs for renters.
Many legacy metros throughout the Northeast and Midwest, as well as many rural areas, have a large
share of older, poor quality housing, which poses financial challenges for homeowners and landlords
and can create health problems for residents. Financial products targeted for maintenance and
rehabilitation of existing homes could relieve financial stress in those areas, but that is largely beyond
the scope of this report. The Trump Administration is committed to the revitalization of economically
distressed communities, as evidenced by the work of the White House Opportunity and Revitalization
Council and implementation of the Opportunity Zones tax incentive established by the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act. That Council, chaired by Secretary Carson, works to implement the Opportunity Zones initiative,
aligning federal policies and programs to support America’s most vulnerable communities and sharing
best practices of revitalization at all levels of government.49 Opportunity Zones enable private capital
and public investment to stimulate economic opportunity, encourage entrepreneurship, expand
educational opportunities, develop and rehabilitate quality housing stock, promote workforce
development, and promote safety and prevent crime in economically distressed communities. Projects
include new affordable housing developments; buildings under rehabilitation after sitting vacant for
decades; mixed-use construction; innovative business campuses for local entrepreneurs; and muchneeded preservation of historic areas.50
As part of the Trump Administration’s deregulatory efforts to allow free markets to function efficiently,
the Federal Government has undertaken a wide range of actions to eliminate regulations, reduce costs,
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and improve processes to support a greater supply of housing to meet Americans’ housing needs, as
discussed in the following section.
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SECTION 4. FEDERAL ACTIONS
This report identities some of the federal, state, local, and tribal laws, regulations, and administrative
practices that artificially raise the costs of housing development and contribute to shortages in housing
supply. This section focuses on unnecessary barriers created by the Federal Government. Each agency
worked to identify and assess actions it can take under existing authorities, and where appropriate,
consider support for legislative actions, to minimize federal regulatory barriers that unnecessarily raise
the costs of housing development.
Fact-finding for this report explored regulations across a number of domains. Some affect all housing,
such as stormwater management and building codes. Others affect housing in certain geographical
locations, such as wetlands management, flood insurance, or historic preservation. Some federal laws,
such as the Davis-Bacon Act, which requires the payment of prevailing wage rates to all laborers and
mechanics on federal or federally-assisted construction contracts, extend beyond housing. Much of the
input focused on regulations and processes related to federally-assisted or federally-insured housing.
Changes to specific programs, such as rental assistance eligibility and verification rules, and process
improvements, such as Interior’s development of a portal that allows HUD to access title status reports
(TSRs) when HUD’s Office of Loan Guarantee is insuring tribal properties to hasten the issuance of loan
guarantee certificates to lenders, will improve processing efficiency and make federal dollars go further.
Other revisions, such as better matching energy efficiency standards to types of equipment to increase
affordability for homeowners of older properties and providing greater clarity on wages for construction
contractors, will affect a wider spectrum of units. Other federal programs could affect the larger, nonassisted market, such as tax policy and financing practices for developers, builders, and individual home
buyers, but such initiatives would require significant statutory changes beyond the scope of this report.
HUD and other agencies reviewed the stakeholder input and conducted internal reviews of regulations
related to housing supply to determine if they presented unnecessary barriers. The review considered
changes to statutes, regulations, and guidance, as well as improvements in processes. HUD has worked
with the other agencies to compile those actions. Table 1 identifies specific changes to federal
regulations that (1) have been completed, (2) are in the process of being implemented, or (3) are under
review. The table captures the wide range of actions the Trump Administration has undertaken to
increase the housing supply and decrease housing costs but is not an exhaustive list. Below is a sampling
of recommendations being implemented and considered. Comments from stakeholders are shared to
reflect the range of information received and do not necessarily reflect the Federal Government’s
position on the issue.
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Interagency
Increase interagency collaboration
Several federal agencies operate programs that support housing, with each program created by specific
statutory provisions developed over time to respond to various needs. It is therefore not surprising rules
for programs that were not initially designed to work together may be duplicative or in conflict and may
create inefficiencies that prevent the most efficient use of federal resources. For example, in the area of
rental assistance, stakeholders identified property inspections, income verification, and eligibility
requirements as examples of burdensome overlap.
Federal mortgage insurance. Stakeholders recommended increased collaboration for federal insurance
programs, specifically those of FHA, USDA, and the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to create more
uniform guidelines on issues such as lender certification. The federal agencies involved in consumer
mortgage lending currently participate in the Joint Federal Housing Agencies Working Group: Federal
Housing Finance Agency, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), Government National Mortgage
Association (Ginnie Mae), FHA, VA, and USDA. While this working group is not focused on reducing
regulatory barriers, FHA and Ginnie Mae will use the existing framework as a starting point for
discussions among the member agencies on improving alignment on servicing practices and lender
certifications.
Tribal coordination. Several federal agencies have programs to support Native Americans, including
Interior, HUD, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), and USDA. Tribal leaders expressed
concerns during a listening session that “IHS [the Indian Health Service], BIA [Bureau of Indian Affairs],
and HUD don’t know what each other is doing on regulatory or operational activities,” and felt greater
coordination was needed. In one example, an infrastructure upgrade required working with USDA
(which would not fund the upgrade because the Tribe was not the utility provider), the Department of
Energy (DOE), and IHS (which would not allow intermingling of funds), creating delays and additional
burdens. As another example, a development on tribal land may require five different environmental
reviews, adding years of delay as well as significant costs. A first step is to continue the work of the
Interagency Coordinated Environmental Review Process Workgroup, which obtained invaluable input
from numerous tribal leaders and Indian communities and drafted recommendations to streamline the
environmental review process, reflected in its Final Report in December 2015.51
HUD launched the Tribal Housing and Related Infrastructure Interagency Task Force (THRIITF) on June
22, 2020 to coordinate and streamline environmental reviews for tribal housing and related
infrastructure. THRIITF members are: White House Council on Environmental Quality, HUD, Department
of Interior, DOE, HHS, USDA, Department of Transportation, Environmental Protection Agency, and
Department of Commerce. As directed by the Senate Appropriations Committee, THRIITF will address
51
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and implement the working group recommendations to continue the review of related environmental
laws and authorities to identify opportunities for greater efficiencies; explore whether environmental
reviews could be expedited if agencies which fund similar types of projects developed aligned
categorical exclusions; and identify specific regulatory and policy improvements. THRIITF provides an
opportunity to continue interagency coordination and collaboration to improve the interoperability of
federal programs beyond environmental issues and better enable Tribes to meet the needs of their
members.

The Tribal Housing and Related Infrastructure Interagency Task Force provides an
opportunity to continue interagency coordination and collaboration to improve the
interoperability of federal programs beyond environmental issues and better enable
Tribes to meet the needs of their members.

Federal coordination at the regional level supports tribal activities. For example, the Makah Tribe,
located at the northwestern tip of Washington State, is working to relocate critical community facilities,
infrastructure, and housing out of the tsunami zone. In February 2020, the Makah Tribe invited partners
from the State and Federal Government, philanthropic and private financing sectors to work with the
Tribe at the intersection of community-driven investments, grant making, Opportunity Zone financing,
and impact investing. Invitees included representatives of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Economic
Development Administration, Environmental Protection Agency, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco,
HUD, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit
Administration, National Park Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Small Business
Administration, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Geologic Survey, Urban Waters Federal Partnership,
and USDA Rural Development, along with other funding and technical assistance providers to address
the components of the comprehensive relocation program. The complexities of combining federal
funding for infrastructure, community facilities, and housing make coordination key to address the
multiple requirements.

Opportunity Zones
Created under the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), Opportunity Zones (OZ) comprise 8,764 census
tracts, nominated by state and territorial executives and certified by the U.S. Department of the
Treasury. The Opportunity Zones tax incentive is designed to spur economic development and job
creation in these communities through preferential tax treatment for those investing certain eligible
capital gains into Opportunity Zones through Qualified Opportunity Funds.
The Opportunity Zones tax incentive increases economic activity by spurring private sector investment,
job creation, and self-sufficiency. It gives greater scope for market forces to guide entrepreneurs and
investors because it has no cap on participation and requires no government approval, which also allows
communities to focus on working with partners, entrepreneurship, and investors rather than
20

paperwork. This combination supports revitalization of communities so upward mobility, improved
housing, and home ownership is within reach for more people.
The Council of Economic Advisors (CEA) finds that the OZ tax cuts have spurred a large investment
response. The CEA estimates that Qualified Opportunity Funds raised $75 billion in private capital by the
end of 2019, most of which would not have entered OZs without the incentive.52 The growth in
investment has already made OZs more attractive to their residents, as reflected in what buyers are
willing to pay for homes located in the OZs. The CEA estimates that Opportunity Zone designation has
caused a 1.1 percent increase in housing values. Greater amenities and economic opportunity behind
the housing value increase will be broadly enjoyed, and for the nearly half of OZ residents who own their
homes, the increase provides an estimated $11 billion in new wealth.53

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Table 1 contains a range of deregulatory actions HUD has taken during the Trump Administration.54
These include streamlining administrative regulations for Multifamily Housing Programs and
implementing family income reviews under the Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST) Act;
removal of the FHA Inspector Roster; project approval for single-family condominiums; revising rules on
mandatory separation distances between HUD-assisted projects and hazardous materials to better align
HUD requirements with industry standards; and updating the Manufactured Home Construction and
Safety Standards on formaldehyde to align HUD's requirements with EPA's requirements to reduce
regulatory obligations and eliminate a previously implemented health notice that was not required in
any other housing type. HUD has also been working on improving internal processes and other actions
to reduce regulatory and administrative burdens to enable its programs to more efficiently and
effectively serve its stakeholders.55

Improve environmental review process
HUD has undertaken a significant review of its environmental review regulations to better balance its
mission of providing affordable housing with its statutory obligations under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).56 HUD’s effort follows the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) update to its own
overarching NEPA regulations. A primary goal of HUD’s proposed regulatory reform is to make the
regulations easier to follow through structural reorganization and removal of duplicative or vague
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provisions. To assist with a complicated area of law, the regulations add a new section providing an
overview or “roadmap” to compliance.
Over time, HUD’s environmental review regulations have been construed to create requirements that
delay and unnecessarily complicate compliance. The regulatory reform effort seeks to clarify the
environmental review process and remove restrictions not legally required and those with little or no
protective benefit to the environment or the proposed project. For example, HUD proposes to allow
acquisition of property, without the use of HUD funds and without physical impact, prior to the
completion of the environmental review. Currently, HUD considers acquisition to be a type of activity
that triggers NEPA’s “choice limiting action” prohibitions; however, this is not consistent with applicable
case law and CEQ’s updated regulations.
HUD’s environmental regulations have not been significantly revised since 1996; accordingly, activities
identified as “categorically excluded” from NEPA no longer align with current agency programs and
processes. The proposed regulatory revisions add or broaden Categorical Exclusion activities and
downgrade evaluative requirements when an activity has proven over time not to pose an impact to the
human environment. For example, activities categorically excluded from NEPA and not subject to
related environmental laws and authorities (CENST Activities) would, under the proposal, include new
activities, such as transfers from one form of HUD rental Assistance to another, pre-payment of loans,
removal of title encumbrances such as Declarations of Trust, routine maintenance, and certain interior
repair and rehabilitation activities at public housing developments. Activities categorically excluded from
NEPA but subject to other related environmental laws and authorities (CEST Activities) include new
activities, such as multifamily construction (including an increase of up to 60 units or 20 percent density
depending on the preceding use), using another federal agency categorical exclusion.
The proposed regulations also broaden CEST Activities related to infrastructure and rehabilitation
activities. The proposed revisions to HUD Categorical Exclusions will both reduce the number of
regulatory restrictions applicable to HUD-assisted projects and streamline compliance, reducing delay
for housing activities attributed to the environmental review process. HUD also proposes to eliminate
duplicative environmental requirements by permitting HUD to adopt another federal agency’s review (if
one exists) and supplement as necessary. The proposed regulations also allow the adoption of another
agency’s categorical exclusion categories even when joint project funding does not exist. The proposed
regulations streamline procedural requirements as well. Public participation requirements would be
modernized by combining the current rule’s two waiting periods under Part 58 into one, saving each
individual project approximately 15 days during HUD’s release of funds process, and allowing for online
publication of notices (eliminating costs and time associated with newspaper publication). These
extensive revisions are expected to reduce the burden and time associated with HUD’s environmental
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review process and save approximately $20 million annually in regulatory costs, in addition to reduced
costs associated with time savings and ease of environmental review preparation.

Improve manufactured housing regulation
Manufactured housing plays a vital role in meeting the nation’s affordable housing needs, providing 5.5
percent of occupied housing units and 7.2 percent of the single-family housing stock. More than 7
million families reside in manufactured housing, with a median annual household income of $33,000.
Manufactured homes are particularly important in rural communities, constituting approximately 15.4
percent of occupied housing units.57
Of the more than 625 comments submitted in response to HUD’s Request for Information, almost 300
addressed manufactured housing. Specific areas of concern were the delay in implementing new
construction standards; regulatory burdens caused by recent rules that had been implemented to allow
greater innovation pending the publication of updated standards, such as onsite completion; and the
potential for financing programs to better support manufactured housing. Another issue is the potential
barrier created by state and local zoning and land use regulations to siting manufactured housing in a
community.
The National Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974 required HUD to
establish federal construction and safety standards for manufactured homes. Federal oversight was
needed to impose a streamlined, uniform set of standards, which ultimately reduce regulatory burdens
faced by manufacturers at a time when local regulatory systems were incapable of effectively
performing consistent inspections of dwelling units that were built, in some cases, many states away.
The HUD Code58 created a single national construction code for manufactured housing, replacing a
patchwork of locally modified versions of three regional building codes. It established a design standard
and a nationally uniform inspection framework that have been in place for more than 40 years. The
manufactured housing industry continues to innovate and over the past decade developed designs that
meet a wider range of consumer demand, requiring updates to the HUD Code, waivers, and alternative
construction letters.
HUD’s first Code became effective June 1976. Since that time, the International Code Council (ICC) was
established. The ICC develops residential building codes through a participatory process with regular
updates to the codes.59 Some stakeholders recommended Congress eliminate HUD’s oversight of the
subset of factory-built homes that are HUD Code manufactured homes and instead have the ICC’s
International Residential Code apply. They noted the wide availability of modular housing (built under
the International Residential Code) as evidence of a viable alternative to a federal national code. In
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addition, the ICC process would provide more timely updates to standards while ensuring participation
in the code process. Jurisdictions’ familiarity with the ICC family of codes could lead to greater
incorporation of manufactured housing in America’s communities and provide a more equal playing
field among the range of factory-built housing.
Retention of the HUD Code has advantages in that it is uniformly applicable to all manufactured housing
nationwide. The federal manufactured housing program provides regulatory cost savings because the
homes are built to one construction and safety code that is supported through federal preemption. It
imposes minimal inspection fees, including a $100 per label fee paid to HUD, compared to the
thousands of dollars paid for site built and modular permitting and inspection fees. The federal
regulatory oversight scheme eliminates the need for multiple, staged inspections for different building
disciplines (structural, plumbing, mechanical, electrical, etc.) more common with regulatory oversight of
site-built construction. In addition, the ICC codes are subject to state and local amendments that create
complexities for manufactured home manufacturers and create challenges for interstate commerce.
The Manufactured Home Construction and Safety Standards and regulations were not updated
significantly between 2009 and 2019, which impeded the manufactured housing industry’s ability to
economize and leverage current construction techniques and materials. Under this Administration, HUD
completed revision of various regulations and made several administrative decisions that reduced
regulatory burdens faced by manufacturers, including eliminating red tape to producing homes that
integrate the latest innovations, technologies, and features that consumers demand. HUD recently
implemented improvements within the consensus process to streamline the review of proposed
standards changes, such as immediately assigning recommendations to subcommittees. Those changes
have enabled the Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee (MHCC) to efficiently process more than
300 deregulatory comments and scores of code change proposals in one year, providing time to
thoroughly review and discuss more substantive and complex recommendations. In addition, HUD has
strengthened its ability to conduct robust cost-benefit analyses which has previously hampered HUD’s
ability to complete a timely rulemaking process.
HUD continues to explore a range of actions under the current statutory authority to more responsibly
implement changes and enable the manufactured housing industry to better meet consumers’
demands. Proposed improvements, some of which were outlined in HUD’s Housing Finance Reform
Plan,60 include the following:
 To encourage innovation in manufactured housing, HUD should continue to streamline its
procedures to ensure HUD’s facilitation of adoption of regulations that reflect new building,
construction, and design developments, within the constraints of its statutory, formal
framework, which includes the Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee and a regulatory
development process. These actions could include streamlining the way public proposals are
assigned within the MHCC process and flow through the review process. HUD should also
60
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continue to improve upon its more recent actions to streamline the cost and benefit review
process, such as gathering more cost and benefit information within public proposals and
ensuring the MHCC addresses the required cost and benefit factors. Both actions are necessary
to allow HUD to update its regulations on a regular cadence, thereby better keeping up with
evolving technology.
HUD proposed updates to Title I standards that reduce regulatory burdens of participating in the
program as part of its Single Family Housing Policy Handbook 4000.1 (SF Handbook), which is
intended to serve as the consolidated, consistent, and comprehensive source of FHA Single
Family Housing policy.
HUD could elevate the Office of Manufactured Housing Programs within HUD and appoint a
Deputy Assistant Secretary to lead it, as was highlighted in HUD’s FY2021 Budget.

In addition to conducting reforms to improve HUD’s responsiveness to industry advances, stakeholders
requested HUD pre-empt state and local zoning ordinances that restrict manufactured housing. HUD did
not consider federal actions that interfere in states’ regulation of land use or delegation of those powers
to local jurisdictions. However, HUD can provide resources to state, local, and tribal governments to
help them better integrate manufactured housing into their communities to house their residents, such
as through technical assistance.

Preserving community and neighborhood choice
HUD issued the Preserving Community and Neighborhood Choice rule in August 2020, which reduces
the burden on HUD grantees for purposes of their Affirmatively Further Fair Housing (AFFH) certification
and requires a general commitment that grantees will use the funds to take active steps to promote fair
housing.61 Under the rule, grantee AFFH certifications will be deemed sufficient provided the grantee
took any action during the relevant period rationally related to promoting fair housing, such as helping
eliminate housing discrimination. The rule repeals the 2015 Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH) and the
1994 Analysis of Impediments (AI) requirements where they appear in the regulation.
The rule reflects HUD’s recognition that jurisdictions may find many ways to advance fair housing that
HUD officials cannot predict. Supporting a diversity of methods to affirmatively further fair housing
preserves flexibility for jurisdictions to take action based on the needs, interests, and means of the local
community, and respects the proper role and expertise of state and local authorities. HUD's Preserving
Community and Neighborhood Choice rule gives local communities maximum flexibility in designing and
implementing sound policies responsive to unique local needs, and it eliminates overly burdensome,
intrusive, and inconsistent reporting and monitoring requirements.
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Fair housing guidance
HUD issued a final rule on its implementation of the Fair Housing Act’s disparate impact standard in
September 2020 to bring HUD’s rule into closer alignment with the analysis and guidance provided by
the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2015 ruling in Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive
Communities Project, Inc.62 The rule revises the burden-shifting test for determining whether a given
practice has a discriminatory effect that violates the Fair Housing Act and adds to illustrations of
discriminatory housing practices found in HUD’s Fair Housing Act regulations. The rule provides greater
clarity of the law for individuals, litigants, regulators, and industry professionals.
The Fair Housing Act prohibits unlawful discrimination against persons with disabilities, including
through failure to design and construct certain multifamily housing in accordance with the Fair Housing
Act’s requirements for accessible housing. HUD currently recognizes ten safe harbors for compliance
with the Fair Housing Act’s accessibility requirements, including several editions of the International
Building Code (IBC). HUD issued a proposed rule in January 2020 to add five additional safe harbors,
including contemporary IBC editions.63 By updating the codes that constitute a safe harbor, HUD enables
multifamily developers to continue to provide accessibility while reducing duplicative costs and
processes.

FHA insurance program improvements
Multifamily three-year rule. FHA’s Office of Multifamily Programs previously had a policy that
applications for refinancing or acquisition of existing properties under Section 223(f) of the National
Housing Act may not be accepted unless and until 3 years had passed since completion of construction
or substantial rehabilitation of the property, a policy referred to by the housing mortgage industry as
the “Three-Year Rule.” Policy revisions published in March 2020 permit FHA to accept applications for
refinancing of newly built or substantially rehabilitated properties as soon as properties achieve the
applicable programmatic Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) for not less than one full month. Before
this revision, the program policy had been temporarily modified to meet program goals when economic
conditions decreased the availability of credit on two prior occasions, once in the mid-1970s and again
as a result of the 2008 economic recession. Historically, these waivers were extremely successful, as
refinancing to a lower interest rate freed up capital for property owners and developers that could
potentially be used for remodeling, maintenance, repairs, or adding units. This policy revision is
designed to promote opportunities for borrowers to refinance stabilized properties, facilitating the
supply of affordable housing.
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Electronic signatures. The Office of Multifamily Programs published Housing Notice 20-4, the “Electronic
Signature, Transmission, and Storage – Guidance for Multifamily Assisted Housing Industry Partners” in
May 2020. This notice provides guidance to multifamily housing owners and management agents on
acceptable procedures for use of electronic signatures and electronic transmission and storage of
documents and files pertaining to occupancy procedures and business operations of assisted multifamily
housing properties. Although in development before the pandemic, the guidance offered by this notice
provides much-needed flexibility for applicants and tenants as well as owners and agents of assisted
multifamily housing in response to COVID-19.
Multifamily incentives for Opportunity Zone investments. To encourage public and private investments
in urban and economically distressed areas, including qualified opportunity zones, HUD’s Office of
Multifamily Housing implemented a set of incentives for property owners who apply for certain loans
with FHA multifamily mortgage insurance for properties.64 HUD designated specialized Senior
Underwriters in each region of the country to process applications for FHA mortgage insurance for
properties in qualified opportunity zones to ensure expert and expedient review of these applications. In
addition, applicants for certain mortgage insurance programs are eligible for reduced application fees
for transactions in a qualified opportunity zone census tract. The application fee may be reduced from
the current fee of $3.00 per $1,000 dollars to $1.00 per $1,000 of the requested mortgage amount for
“broadly affordable housing,” those projects in which at least 90 percent of units are covered by (1) a
Section 8 Project Based Rental Assistance (PBRA) contract or (2) an affordability use restriction under
the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit program. For market rate and affordable housing transactions in
qualified opportunity zone census tracts, the FHA mortgage insurance application fee may be reduced
from $3.00 to $2.00 per $1,000 of the requested mortgage amount.

Rental Assistance Demonstration
The Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) was authorized by Congress in 2012 to create a tool to
preserve and improve certain stocks of HUD-assisted housing that were at risk of leaving the affordable
inventory. HUD has taken numerous steps to amplify the effectiveness of RAD, streamline program
requirements, and further protect residents. These include:






streamlining RAD conversion for small PHAs;
developing a first-of-its-kind streamlined environmental review that reduced the areas requiring
review from 17 to 4;
coordinating and aligning RAD and Section 18 of the Housing Act to allow transactions that
otherwise would not be feasible;
promoting the use of RAD in conjunction with the Opportunity Zone incentive to allow for
additional revitalization of properties; and
implementing the expansions of RAD permitted by Congress.
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Realign housing assistance programs
The Federal Housing Commissioner oversees and administers mortgage insurance on FHA’s single-family
forward and reverse, multifamily, and healthcare programs. Concurrently, the Commissioner also serves
as the Assistant Secretary for Housing, overseeing and administering programs that provide rental
assistance and subsidy to low-income, very low-income, and extremely low-income Americans including
Project-Based Rental Assistance (PBRA), Section 202 Housing for the Elderly, Section 811 Housing for the
Disabled, the Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program, federal regulation of manufactured
housing, and housing counseling.
Consolidating the PBRA, Public Housing, and Housing Choice Voucher subsidy programs (Sections 8 and
9), along with the RAD and Real Estate Assessment Center (REAC) functions into a newly created Office
of Rental Subsidy and Asset Oversight within HUD and separating the dual roles of Federal Housing
Commissioner and Assistant Secretary for Housing, as proposed in HUD’s Housing Finance Reform
Plan,65 would achieve greater efficiencies, reduce regulatory and administrative burdens, and promote
greater cost efficiency and asset management of the subsidized portfolio – all of which combine to
reduce the costs of providing these resources for rental housing.
Ideally Congress would enact legislation to separate the position and responsibilities of the Federal
Housing Commissioner from the position and responsibilities of the Assistant Secretary for Housing;
create a new Office of Rental Subsidy and Asset Oversight overseen by a Presidentially-appointed,
Senate-confirmed Assistant Secretary, which would consolidate multifamily housing subsidy programs,
Public Housing programs, and Housing Choice Voucher programs, with RAD and REAC; and establish the
Office of Native American Programs as a separate office, led by a President-appointed, Senateconfirmed Assistant Secretary and separate the Native American programs from the other programs
within HUD’s Office of Public and Indian Housing. Absent legislation, HUD could pursue a more limited
reorganization that separates its mortgage insurance and rental assistance programs. The proposed new
structure would help better target assistance to those seeking sustainable homeownership and those
receiving rental assistance, respectively.

Supporting innovation
Stakeholders emphasized the need for programs to support innovation that could increase the housing
supply. Ideas ranged from the need for financing tools for “missing middle” housing types to research
and outreach activities to support innovative construction strategies and technologies.
HUD is exploring some of these options. For example, FHA is considering updates to its Single Family
Housing Policy Handbook to clarify that a single unit property with an accessory dwelling unit (ADU)
65
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should be underwritten as One Unit. For properties with two or more units, the ADU would count as an
additional unit for underwriting purposes. That would support the construction of ADUs for owners of
single-family homes. Efforts are underway to identify how federal lending programs can better support
unsubsidized workforce housing. As discussed in Section 6, HUD’s Affordable Housing Research and
Technology Division, DOE’s Advanced Building Construction Initiative, and the National Institute of
Building Sciences, a non-profit non-governmental organization, have programs to support
improvements in construction productivity.

Applying COVID-19 lessons
As HUD has worked to implement the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act and
ensure its grantees can quickly access funds, program offices have identified waivers and other actions
to simplify processes and support innovation. Some of those efforts may contribute to longer term
efficiencies. HUD will review the waivers and other actions implemented during the COVID-19 response
to determine if any are candidates for regulatory or legislative proposals.
 The Office of Manufactured Housing issued its first industry-wide Alternative Construction (AC)
letter allowing windows used in manufactured homes produced through December 31, 2020, to
comply with standards that are not the specific HUD Code standards.66 The letter responded to
an industry-wide request resulting from supply chain disruptions from COVID-19 that led to
shortages of windows that comply with HUD Code requirements. The regulations would
normally require a specific manufacturer to request an AC letter for each model design.67 To
address this industry-wide need, HUD obtained a regulatory waiver to provide the letter without
requiring proactive requests from individual manufacturers, which would have imposed an
unnecessary burden of time and money for the manufacturers.
 HUD partnered with the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), Federal Housing Finance
Agency (FHFA), USDA, and VA to offer a new mortgage and housing assistance website to
provide homeowners and renters with the most up-to-date and accurate housing assistance
information during the COVID-19 national emergency.68 The entities are offering extensive
CARES Act assistance and protection for Americans having trouble paying their mortgage or
rent. This joint website consolidates the CARES Act mortgage relief, protections for renters,
resources for additional help, and information on how to avoid COVID-19 related scams.
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Department of the Treasury
Improve the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Incentive
Created by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,69 low-income housing Tax credits (LIHTCs) are the Federal
Government’s principal tool for incentivizing and subsidizing the construction and rehabilitation of
affordable rental housing. Since the mid-1990s, the LIHTC incentive has supported the construction or
rehabilitation of an annual average of approximately 106,400 affordable housing units, and more than 3
million units since its inception.70 Because LIHTCs are tax credits, each LIHTC dollar reduces federal
income tax liability by $1. The owners of an eligible low-income housing project may claim LIHTCs over a
10-year period, provided the buildings in the project are constructed and operated in compliance with
the Internal Revenue Code (Code)71 and the Code of Federal Regulations.72 The tax incentive remains
popular and enjoys broad bipartisan support.
Stakeholders have identified barriers to affordable housing arising from the lack of clarity around
property acquisition requirements, among other terms. Treasury recommends addressing these
barriers.
In response to the request for information (RFI) issued by HUD to address regulatory barriers, many
stakeholders recommended increasing annual state LIHTC allocations and other expansionary measures
to address the current supply shortage. Some stakeholders identified high per-unit development costs
as prohibitive to producing greater supply, particularly in highly regulated jurisdictions, and supported
measures to increase the economic efficiency of the incentive. High development costs have been the
subject of reports on the LIHTC tax incentive,73 including a 2018 GAO report that found per-unit costs
ranged from as little as $104,000 in Georgia to $606,000 in California (without accounting for the full
costs paid to syndicators).74 Rent restrictions and other requirements may, in some cases, limit project
feasibility, particularly in rural markets, where the potential rental income generated from LIHTC
properties may not be sufficient to cover development and ongoing maintenance costs for the full 30year use period. For this reason, developers often layer various additional subsidies, a practice that
increases development time and overall costs. Other affordable housing subsidies, such as HUD’s
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housing voucher programs, have been found to be cheaper when comparing costs over time on a perunit basis and the number of households served by LIHTC properties.75
In assessing LIHTC effectiveness, stakeholders and practitioners have raised concerns that the credits
subsidize properties that would have received unsubsidized funding without the incentive, certain
restrictions restrain production in supply-constrained markets, and too much of the costs associated
with LIHTC projects are consumed by nonproductive items—including cumbersome deal structuring,
extensive Qualified Allocation Plan requirements, legal and compliance costs, and outdated housing
construction practices. The lack of standardized data and reporting further limits the ability to assess the
effectiveness and application of the LIHTC incentive, leading to concerns of potential fraud and high
development costs.76,77
A fulsome review of the statutory and administrative rules implementing the LIHTC incentive is
warranted to modernize and streamline the incentive and to maximize the impact of related federal
subsidies. Further, such a review is consistent with retrospective rule reviews other federal financial
regulators perform and would be warranted given the age and complexity of the governing tax rules.
The complex statute and regulations have seen little structural change in the past 30 years.
Consistent with the Administration’s goals of streamlining the regulatory environment, Treasury is
currently considering a targeted list of actions that would particularly support affordable housing supply
where the need is most acute, including in high-cost state and local markets. In addition, these actions
would reduce fraud and waste and would increase the alignment of LIHTC support for affordable
housing development within Opportunity Zones, one of the signature new initiatives implemented by
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 to promote development in economically challenged areas.78
Although most actions focus on administrative improvements to existing incentives and programs,
certain actions would require Congressional action to further enhance the production and rehabilitation
of affordable housing.
Solicit public input on reforming LIHTC incentive. Treasury is considering soliciting public input on the
statutory and administrative rules governing the LIHTC tax incentive. Following receipt of stakeholder
input, Treasury could undertake a policy process to issue additional administrative reforms and propose
legislative reforms of the tax incentive. Areas of consideration may include providing incentives or
instituting requirements to control costs, encouraging innovative construction practices, aligning and
streamlining targeting requirements under Qualified Allocation Plans, and implementing data and
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reporting requirements to improve the efficiency of the LIHTC incentive, measure effectiveness, limit
costs, and prevent fraud, waste, and abuse.
Clarify the ten-year rule exception for “federally- or state-assisted” buildings. If a residential building is
acquired less than 10 years since the previous owner placed it into service, it does not generally qualify
for LIHTCs. An exception exists, however, for buildings that are “federally- or state-assisted.”
Uncertainty about the terms “federally- or state-assisted” has deterred prospective buyers from
acquiring and rehabilitating residential buildings during the initial 10-year period. Treasury recommends
that the IRS issue regulatory guidance, or create a sub-regulatory safe harbor, to clarify the meaning of
“federally or state assisted.”
Prevent abusive “planned foreclosures” from terminating LIHTC extended-use requirements. A LIHTC
building must continue to satisfy affordability and habitability requirements during the “extended use
period” (LIHTC extended-use requirements). The extended use period generally lasts at least 15 years
after the end of the period during which violations of the affordability and habitability requirements
would result in adverse tax consequences. The obligation to satisfy the LIHTC extended-use
requirements generally ends if the building is acquired through foreclosure. To prevent the planned
termination of the LIHTC extended-use requirements through a “planned foreclosure,” a statutory antiabuse rule causes the LIHTC extended-use requirements to survive a foreclosure if the Treasury
Department or the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) determines the “acquisition is part of an arrangement
with the taxpayer a purpose of which is to terminate” the requirements. The IRS, however, is not able to
proactively monitor all foreclosures to make such a determination on a case-by-case basis in a timely
manner. Treasury, therefore, recommends proposing anti-abuse regulations that would make that
determination for specified acquisitions of LIHTC buildings in foreclosures, including acquisitions
between related parties. Acquisitions related to foreclosures covered by the regulations would not
terminate the LIHTC extended-use requirements. The regulations, therefore, would prevent planned
foreclosures from achieving their desired effect. (The IRS would retain its existing authority to impose
this result on any abusive acquisition that may not be described in the regulations.)
Increase alignment with Opportunity Zones and effectiveness in Qualified Census Tracts (QCTs). In 2016,
the IRS issued Notice 2016-77,79 which addressed a statutory preference for placing a LIHTC project in a
qualified census tract (QCT) (an area of high poverty) if developing the project would contribute to a
“concerted community revitalization plan.” HCAs’ uncertainty about the meaning of “concerted
community revitalization plan” may be an obstacle preventing the use of this Congressionally intended
preference to benefit some high-poverty census tracts. Because of the significant overlap between QCTs
and designated Opportunity Zones, many Opportunity Zones are among the tracts that may fail to
benefit from the QCT preference until the uncertainty is resolved. Although the 2016 Notice requested
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public comment on how the QCT preference should be clarified, the Treasury and the IRS have not yet
issued the necessary guidance. To make the preference applicable to all eligible census tracts—including
Opportunity Zones—Treasury should consider either (i) providing a nationally applicable definition of
“concerted community revitalization plan”; or (ii) authorizing each HCA to determine the meaning of
that term for applying the QAP preference in making its own allocations.
Institute incentives or requirements to control costs and promote innovation for LIHTC projects. Under
the current structure, an HCA may lack sufficient incentive to determine “financial feasibility” or
“viability” by taking into account innovative housing construction practices that may help lower the
initial construction costs or the ongoing costs of maintenance. In addition, as detailed in other sections
of this report, the LIHTC statute and guidance may lack a robust incentive to constrain costs.80 Treasury
recommends exploring incentives to limit high development costs on LIHTC projects, including (i)
redefining the computation of LIHTCs earned to incentivize developers to constrain costs, such as
limiting credits on a per-residential unit or per square-foot basis, and (ii) causing HCA determinations of
feasibility and viability to take into account innovative housing construction practices, such as
manufactured and prefabricated housing, to lower upfront construction and ongoing maintenance
costs. These reforms would require Congressional action. To the extent public input is solicited pursuant
to this action, Treasury recommends these issues be explored more fully. Reforms should, however,
avoid an outcome whereby cost limits lead to poor construction and lower quality housing.
Reduce HCAs’ burden of monitoring compliance with LIHTC requirements in smaller projects. HCAs are
responsible for monitoring LIHTC projects for both habitability and affordability and for reporting any
adverse determinations to the IRS. HCAs may satisfy this responsibility by performing physical
inspections and file reviews on random samples of the low-income units in projects. Final regulations
issued in February 2019 require all such samples to comply with minimum sample sizes developed by
HUD’s Real Estate Assessment Center (REAC), replacing prior minimum samples of the lesser of the REAC
number or 20 percent of low-income units. The REAC sample sizes produce consistent levels of
confidence regardless of the size of the project from which a sample is drawn; in some cases, however,
the REAC sample sizes exceed 20 percent. Stakeholders expressed concern about the compliance
burden associated with the larger sample sizes. On July 1, 2020, Treasury publicly released proposed
regulations to restore the availability of sample sizes of 20 percent when that is less than the REAC
number.81

Community Development Financial Institutions Fund
The Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI) Fund plays an important role in generating
economic growth and opportunity in some of the Nation’s most distressed communities. The CDFI Fund
supports mission-driven financial institutions with focus on serving low-income communities and that
leverage their resources to attract private funding to create economic opportunity in low-income
80
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communities. The programs of the CDFI Fund include: the CDFI program, which provides financial and
technical assistance awards to certified CDFIs throughout the country; the Native Initiatives, which
builds the capacity of CDFIs serving Native American, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian communities;
the Capital Magnet Fund, which finances affordable housing and related economic development; the
New Markets Tax Credit Program, which helps economically distressed communities attract private
capital through federal tax credits; the Bank Enterprise Awards program which provides financial awards
to FDIC-insured institutions for eligible investments; and the CDFI Bond Guarantee Program, which
makes long-term capital available to CDFIs. More than 51,300 units of affordable housing were funded
in FY2019.82 Among those programs, the Capital Magnet Fund is specifically focused on the development
and preservation of affordable housing.
The Capital Magnet Fund (CMF) was established through the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of
2008 as a competitive grant program administered by the CDFI Fund. 83 Through CMF, the CDFI Fund
provides grants to Certified Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) and qualified
nonprofit affordable housing organizations. The CMF program provides grants to CDFIs and nonprofit
organizations that develop affordable housing. The purpose of the CMF Program is to attract private
investment for affordable housing for low-income families in areas of economic distress. A dollar of CMF
must generate, at a minimum, 10 times that amount in private financing. In practice, CMF award funds
have attracted $20 of additional investment for every dollar of award funding. 84 Priority is given to
award recipients serving areas of economic distress, including designated Opportunity Zones. The
unique structure of CMF allows for regional and local market penetration by offering flexibility in the
strategies for deploying funding and requiring significant private market resources.
Building on comments from a variety of stakeholders who participate in the CDFI Fund’s CMF program,
Treasury identified two key areas that present specific challenges fostered by competing or excessive
regulations in generating and rehabilitating affordable housing units – conflicting federal, state, and
local requirements and the burden of compliance and associated costs created by multiple layers of
financing. The CDFI Fund is currently considering (or has already implemented) the following specific
actions to enhance engagement efforts to remove certain barriers to affordable housing and to
streamline compliance requirements to reduce costs.
Incorporate an educational component into future CMF funding rounds. It is not generally clear how
CDFIs or other organizations consider regulatory barriers in determining where to lend or invest in
affordable housing. The CDFI Fund currently offers six presentation modules which provide overviews of
key CMF requirements and strategic objectives to assist applicants in developing and implementing their
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funding proposals.85 The CDFI Fund is considering whether CMF should explore how to integrate training
on successfully working with state and local jurisdictions to decrease regulatory barriers. Although
inclusion of this training module would be subject to administrative funding availability, it builds upon
existing educational tools, raises awareness of the issue with the broader CDFI industry, and aligns with
the CDFI Fund’s influential role in furthering affordable housing and community and economic
development.
Lower costs by streamlining CMF reporting and compliance requirements with affordable housing
funding sources. Housing developers rely on a variety of public and private funding sources to produce
affordable housing projects. In addition to financing costs, which industry stakeholders note can be
burdensome, high ongoing costs result from duplicative or conflicting compliance requirements and a
lack of alignment among funding sources. Industry stakeholders indicate streamlining and aligning
regulatory requirements around such things as income determination, lease requirements, appraisals,
and so forth could effectively lower costs and reduce the timeframes for deploying funds, which
additionally result in cost savings. Although alignment across all federally-sponsored affordable housing
assistance programs (by HUD, Treasury, USDA, etc.) may be impractical due to the statutory
requirements of each individual program, to the extent synergies exist, Treasury should explore ways to
align common compliance and monitoring requirements among Treasury initiatives, to reduce the
administrative cost burden to grant recipients and their partners. The CDFI Fund is considering whether
and how CMF may be able to align CMF compliance and regulatory requirements common to key
affordable housing financing resources, particularly LIHTC, to increase efficiency and reduce duplication.
An update of the CMF regulations would be needed to implement this alignment.
Incorporate questions into CMF grant applications to partner with local governments to reduce
regulatory barriers. When a CDFI applies for a CMF grant, the applicant must respond to a series of
questions established by the CDFI Fund in accordance with the mission-oriented statutory requirements
of CMF. The applicant must address the core CMF mission requirements and demonstrate a Concerted
Strategy to implement the proposed Affordable Housing and/or Economic Development Activities. As
noted in other parts of this report, local and state authorizations in some markets may pre-empt or
delay the timeframe to implement affordable housing projects or activities, including those facilitated by
CMF. To address this, CDFI Fund incorporated questions in the FY2020 CMF application guidelines that
evaluate an applicant’s prospective and past efforts to partner with local governments undertaking
efforts to reduce regulatory barriers to affordable housing. The application period opened on May 28
and closed on July 27, 2020.86
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Regulatory relief to address the impacts of COVID–19
In response to the COVID–19 pandemic, Treasury and the IRS provided several items of temporary relief
in connection with affordable residential rental housing projects that earn LIHTCs.87 The relief took three
forms:
 Extensions until December 31, 2020, of certain construction, rehabilitation, and restoration
benchmarks that were due to be met on or after April 1, 2020, and on or before December 30.
 Waivers until December 31, 2020, of requirements for project management recertification of
tenant income and agency monitoring of projects for affordability and habitability that would
require agency or project personnel to interact in person with others.
 Permission until December 31, 2020, for building owners to (1) take common spaces or
amenities out of service because of the COVID-19 pandemic or (2) temporarily house medical
and other essential personnel even if their incomes are greater than the maximum tenant
incomes under the LIHTC rules without incurring the adverse tax consequences that might
otherwise follow.
Treasury and the IRS also provided several items of temporary relief for Qualified Opportunity Funds
(QOFs) and their investors in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and clarified that certain relief
provisions in previously published regulations for all presidentially declared disasters apply to the
COVID–19 pandemic.88 The temporary relief:
 Extended the dates for many taxpayers to make an investment in a QOF to elect deferred
taxation of a previously realized capital gain.
 Treated as due to reasonable cause certain QOF failures to satisfy the 90 percent investment
standard if one or both of the QOF’s semiannual testing dates fell in the period beginning on
April 1, 2020, and ending on December 31, 2020.
 Gave QOFs and Qualified Opportunity Zone Businesses additional time to substantially improve
certain used assets if the unextended 30-month substantial-improvement period overlapped
with the period beginning on April 1, 2020, and ending on December 31, 2020.
 The clarified disaster-relief regulations had given most Qualified Opportunity Zone Businesses
up to 24 additional months in which to expend working capital assets. They also had given
certain QOFs an additional 12 months in which to reinvest certain amounts in Qualified
Opportunity Zone Property if the original 12-month reinvestment period included January 20,
2020.
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Department of Agriculture
Single family loan guarantee program
The Department of Agriculture (USDA) has made a number of improvements to its Single-Family Housing
Guaranteed Loan Program to reduce regulatory burdens on lenders to enable more rural residents to
benefit from the program. The Rural Housing Service introduced a new single close new construction
process, effective August 2019, to 1) increase liquidity for lenders by permitting them to securitize the
loans up to 12 months sooner than in the past; 2) free up capital for homebuilders to invest in more new
construction projects; and 3) provide low- and moderate-income households with an affordable
opportunity to purchase new dwellings.89 The regulatory changes provide increased flexibility in loan
terms to facilitate and encourage single close loans, which will stimulate new construction,
rehabilitation, and homeownership in rural areas.
The Rural Housing Service introduced the payment of loss claims at the time of foreclosure instead of
after a 9-month marketing period to 1) improve lender liquidity because claims are paid more timely,
and 2) reduce agency staffing needs in administering the payment of loss claims, effective April 2020.90
Improving lender liquidity facilitates additional investments in rural areas with the potential of
increasing loan affordability. Related changes to the appraisal are anticipated to streamline the
approach to loss claim payment processing, which will enable RHS to limit the amount of additional
interest included in the loss claim payment. Changes to the loss mitigation procedures continue the
Agency's efforts to improve the overall effectiveness of loss mitigation by emphasizing payment
reduction. The changes will continue to increase homeownership success and decrease foreclosures. A
corresponding reduction in lender REO property could improve community stability and decrease
expenses associated with foreclosure and property disposition.
The Single-Family Housing Guaranteed Loan Program removed a maximum interest rate cap that posed
a regulatory burden on lenders trying to make small loans in rural areas. 91 Lenders under certain
interest rate environments had been unable to make profitable small loans. The change, effective
October 2019, increased the availability of mortgage credit for affordable homes in rural areas.
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Improve environmental review process
USDA revised its Organizational and Internal Process Structure in FY2019 to improve its environmental
review and authorization process. This included 1) proactively managing projects and coordinating
timelines, 2) streamlining internal review processes, responsibilities, and project documentation, 3)
coordinating pre-Notice of Intent activities including project coordination plans and project proponent
checklists, 4) developing Programmatic Agreements for sequencing Section 106 historical preservation
reviews, 5) successfully rolling out to field – amending the agreement to include other USDA programs,
6) establishing indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity contracts for Environmental Impact Statements, 7)
implementing process enhancements, such as the U.S. Forest Service Environmental Assessment and
Decision Making, and 8) identifying land use planning considerations.

Support timber production
Although timber markets set the price of timber, the USDA Forest Service modernization efforts have
increased efficiencies in planning, preparation and execution of timber sales. Those efforts have given
the industry more flexibility to respond to market conditions by increasing the timber supply and the
number of timber sales. For example, the Forest Service proposed a rule that provides categorical
exclusions for restoration projects such as removing trees through commercial timber
harvesting to expedite time and the amount of lumber available.92

Department of Energy
Energy efficiency standards
The Department of Energy (DOE), through its Buildings Technologies Office, sets minimum energy
efficiency standards for approximately 60 categories of consumer products and commercial equipment
used in homes, businesses, and other applications, as required by existing law. All manufacturers and
importers of covered products must use the DOE test procedures to ensure compliance with the
standards, unless granted an explicit waiver to use an alternative test procedure.
DOE published a proposed rule in May 2019 to streamline its decision-making process for test procedure
waivers. Under the proposal, the Department would be required to notify an applicant for an interim
waiver of the disposition of the request, in writing, within 30 business days of receipt of the
application.93 If DOE failed to satisfy this requirement, the request for an interim waiver would be
deemed granted based on the criteria in DOE’s waiver regulations. An interim waiver would remain in
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effect until a waiver decision is published or until DOE publishes a new or amended test procedure that
addresses the issues presented in the application, whichever occurs earlier. This proposal is intended to
address delays in DOE's current process for considering requests for interim waivers and waivers from
the DOE test method, which in turn can result in significant delays for manufacturers in bringing new
and innovative products to market.
DOE serves an important role in determining the increased energy efficiency of consensus-based
building codes for residential and commercial buildings. The Department is currently reviewing agency
assessment methodologies to ensure an accurate calculation of increases in energy efficiency and lifecycle cost-effectiveness for building code updates.

Environmental Protection Agency
Stormwater management
Under the Clean Water Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has established the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), which requires permits for discharges from
construction activities that disturb one or more acres and discharges from smaller sites that are part of a
larger common plan of development or sale. Depending on the location of the construction site, either
EPA or the state administers the permit, which governs the contractor’s stormwater management
activities.94
Stormwater management has become an increasing component of construction costs, with roundtable
participants noting they spend $400,000 to $500,000 per project on stormwater management, resulting
in an increase in housing prices of 2 percent or more in the past 10 years. Given the social benefits,
recommendations were received that would enable compliance while reducing costs.
The stormwater management permit process was identified by commenters as an example of
“bureaucratic build”: a federal agency publishes regulations, the state imposes a stricter version to
ensure it is in compliance, then the local government adds another level of requirements to ensure it is
in compliance. This process was identified as a common occurrence throughout the federal system and a
source of frustration for firms, individuals, and organizations.
Stormwater management is an area that can benefit from technological improvements and other
innovations, yet state and local jurisdictions may be unwilling to accept innovation, concerned they will
be cited by EPA for a violation. For example, a builder created a method to simplify and improve site
inspections for stormwater management compliance that would reduce the burdens on builders and
inspectors, particularly in rural areas where building sites may be far apart. He was unable to get the
local jurisdiction to accept it unless the state would accept it; the state would not accept it unless EPA
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accepted it; and EPA said it was up to the state. Stakeholders asked that EPA support innovation by
developing a mechanism for identifying acceptable practices to enable state and local jurisdictions to
accept those innovations without fear of penalties or by issuing guidance that allows state and local
jurisdictions to pilot new techniques or accept a technique used successfully elsewhere.

Brownfields cleanup
A brownfield is a property that has the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant, complicating efforts to redevelop or reuse the site. Brownfield sites are often
in infill locations with existing transportation and utility infrastructure. Cleaning up and redeveloping
those properties can remove contaminants that harm air and water quality, reduce blight, and take
development pressure off green spaces and working lands. Brownfield redevelopment transforms
abandoned and underused sites into community and economic assets such as parks and plazas, mixeduse developments, and homes.95 Since its inception, the National Brownfields Program has provided
funding and technical assistance to communities across the country that resulted in 32,300 brownfields
properties being assessed, 2,100 brownfields properties being cleaned up, and 8,400 properties being
made ready for reuse. The impacts of these accomplishments include the leveraging of 168,500 jobs and
$33.3 billion in economic development.
EPA provided funding in FY2020 to 151 communities totaling $65.6 million through its Brownfield
Assessment, Revolving Loan Fund, and Cleanup (ARC) grants. Those funds are leveraged to attract
additional cleanup and redevelopment funding. Of the selected communities, 118 can potentially assess
or clean up brownfield sites in census tracts designated as Opportunity Zones. The Brownfields program
creates jobs in cleanup, construction, and redevelopment, generates local tax revenues, and improves
property values of nearby homes.
Under the Brownfields Utilization, Investment, and Local Development Act of 2018, EPA has increased
the funding cap for cleanup grants, expanded the entities that can receive grants to include nonprofits,
created two new grant types, and taken other actions that support the assessment and cleanup of
brownfield sites that will help communities redevelop sites, creating housing and other community and
economic assets.

Water infrastructure
EPA and the Department of the Army published a final Navigable Waters Protection Rule in April 2020,
clarifying application of the rule through streamlining definitions, identifying clear exclusions, and
defining terms. In more clearly distinguishing between federally protected waterways and state
protected waterways, the rule reduces uncertainty, which previously created barriers for property
owners and others.
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In August 2019, EPA issued a proposed rule to implement Section 401 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). In
June 2020, EPA published the final rule. EPA’s certification rules had not been updated in nearly 50 years
and inconsistencies with the text of CWA Section 401 led to confusion and unnecessary delays for
infrastructure projects. The rule increases the transparency and efficiency of the 401 certification
process and promotes timely review of infrastructure projects, streamlining the process for constructing
new energy infrastructure projects while continuing to ensure that Americans have clean water for
drinking and recreation.
EPA is also supporting water infrastructure through the Drinking Water and Clean Water State Revolving
Fund Programs, through which EPA partners with states to meet their highest priority water quality
needs by providing low-interest loans and other subsidies. Funds are provided primarily to public
entities, but can also be made available to private, and non-profit entities for eligible drinking water and
wastewater treatment facilities and a variety of other water and wastewater infrastructure projects.
Since their inception, the Programs have provided nearly $180 billion in financial assistance to fund
more than 41,200 water quality infrastructure projects and 15,400 drinking water projects in
communities across the country. EPA recently announced the availability of over $2.7 billion in
additional funds to assist states, tribes, and territories across the country with improving drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure to advance efforts to rebuild the country’s aging water infrastructure,
create local jobs, and ensure all Americans have safe and clean water. In June 2019, EPA and FEMA
partnered to streamline coordination between FEMA and the EPA-funded State Revolving Fund
programs to restore vital water infrastructure more quickly in times of disaster. The Water
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act of 2014 (WIFIA) established the WIFIA program, a federal
credit program administered by EPA for eligible water and wastewater infrastructure projects. In just 3
years, EPA has closed on 28 loans totaling more than $6.1 billion to help improve water quality for more
than 23 million Americans. Combined with other funding sources, these ventures will help finance more
than $13 billion for water infrastructure projects and create more than 27,000 jobs. The funds make real
improvements to water quality in these communities, while supporting local jobs.

Department of the Interior
Title Status Reports online portal
The Department of Interior’s Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is currently working to provide an online
portal that will allow HUD’s Office of Native American Programs (ONAP) to access BIA’s system to view
the status of certified Title Status Reports (TSRs). In an effort to improve the timing and completion of
private financing packages, this action will help potential American Indian homeowners receive
mortgage decisions faster. By expanding ONAP access to TSR status, ONAP officials will be able to
advocate for potential American Indian homeowners who are using HUD housing programs and
coordinate with the BIA to prevent bureaucratic bottlenecks that hinder housing finance on tribal trust
41

lands. As the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis’ Center for Indian Country Development has pointed
out, BIA often takes 6-12 months to provide a certified TSR. The delay has caused many lenders to recoil
from offering or approving financing packages. With this improved coordination and elimination of
bureaucratic barriers, DOI anticipates improved housing options for American Indians on trust lands.

Endangered Species Act regulatory update
In August 2019, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries) jointly announced revisions to
regulations that implement portions of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). The Service revised its
approach to applying protections for threatened species to more closely align its practice with NOAA
Fisheries so the two agencies are consistent in their application of this provision of the ESA. The Service
removed its blanket rule under section 4(d) of the ESA that automatically conveyed the same
protections for threatened species as for endangered species. This change will not affect the protections
for species currently listed as threatened, but will ensure that species listed as threatened in the future
receive the protections specifically tailored to the species' individual conservation needs.
Federal agencies whose discretionary actions may affect endangered or threatened species, or
designated critical habitat for those species, trigger the ESA’s Section 7 consultation process. This
requires them to consult with the Service or NOAA before the federal action begins. This process usually
results in permitting delays and project reconfiguration. The update of the ESA regulations eliminates
some of the uncertainties and time-consuming and permitting delays that have been associated with the
Section 7 consultation process.
NOAA Fisheries and the Service also revised the regulations for implementing Section 4 of the ESA. The
revisions include an analysis by both NOAA and the Service to determine whether the species is likely to
become endangered within the foreseeable future. The foreseeable future only extends so far into the
future as can reasonably be determined. The revised Section 4 regulations also require NOAA and the
Service to evaluate occupied areas of critical habitat first, and only consider unoccupied areas as
essential to the conservation of the species when there’s a reasonable certainty that both the area will
contribute to the conservation of the species, and the area contains one or more physical or biological
features essential to the species. These revisions provide certainty and regularity, to a previously
onerous process for development.

Historic preservation
Historic and existing buildings can help meet the nation’s affordable housing needs and, in some cases,
have been successfully adapted for use as low- and moderate-income housing. Older, modest-quality
structures are a critically important subset of naturally-occurring affordable housing. Rehabilitation of
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existing buildings typically is cheaper than new construction, and they frequently are located in
neighborhoods with established infrastructure, including access to mass transit and job opportunities.
Local historic preservation programs, however, can make building new housing more difficult for
property owners and developers. A study of historic districts in New York City found a modest drop in
new construction after areas were designated as historic districts. Moreover, outside Manhattan,
designating areas as historic districts led to property value increases in the district, which could hurt
housing affordability.96
Reuse of historic buildings for affordable housing preserves the historic character of neighborhoods and
communities, furthering the national policies established by Congress in the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA). In Fiscal Year 2019, the program supported 9,716 new housing units
and 6,564 rehabilitated housing units, of which 6,206 served low- and moderate-income households.97
Since 1977, more than 600,000 housing units have been created or rehabilitated. Many states have
additional state historic tax credits, including some that apply to homeowners.
The Federal Historic Tax Credit is a financial incentive that supports investment in historic buildings. It
encourages private property owners to rehabilitate historic properties for an income-producing use,
such as rental housing, office, retail, manufacturing, and entertainment space. It can be a catalyst for
neighborhood and downtown revitalization, as well as an effective tool to create affordable housing,
including mixed-use developments that have commercial space on the first floor and residences on the
upper floors.
To help ensure the historic character of buildings and districts is considered during project planning,
affordable housing projects often are subject to historic preservation review at the federal, state, and
local level. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is taking steps to build upon already
existing tools and guidance to further enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of federal preservation
reviews under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, which applies only when a project is
assisted with federal funding or financing.98
In 2006, the ACHP issued with HUD a joint Policy Statement on Affordable Housing and Historic
Preservation, which includes several principles that address the importance of flexibility and
streamlining in Section 106 review of affordable housing projects. These principles include: review of
effects in historic districts generally should focus only on exterior features; the need for archaeological
investigations should be avoided; and streamlining the Section 106 process to respond to local
conditions should be encouraged. The ACHP currently is in the process of reviewing the policy statement
for updates. Issues to be explored will examine ways to lower costs and may include the use of
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substitute materials when replacing historic features. The ACHP and its federal partners will disseminate
the resulting updated policy statement to states, tribes, localities, the preservation community, and
other stakeholders.
The ACHP affordable housing policy statement encourages seeking innovative and practical ways to
streamline the Section 106 process to respond to unique local conditions. The ACHP works regularly
with HUD and its Responsible Entities in meeting its Section 106 responsibilities, principally through the
development of Programmatic Agreements (PAs). A PA allows these parties to administer a range of
programs using funds from HUD, including Community Development Block Grants, Public Housing
Agencies, and HOME Investment Partnerships. The PAs can be tailored to a community’s needs,
recognizing its resources and access to qualified staff, and in consideration of the entity’s Consolidated
Plan, which includes an assessment of a community’s affordable housing and community development
needs.
Programmatic Agreements help reduce costs by eliminating unnecessary reviews for routine activities
and creating consistent standards for rehabilitation work. Executed PAs are routinely added to the HUD
Exchange site as a resource for other jurisdictions. Statewide and national PAs would allow stakeholders
to expand on the successful efficiencies of established local PAs. The ACHP regularly provides example
stipulations to HUD or its Responsible Entities to ensure the PAs contain the necessary language for
effective and efficient reviews. The ACHP will pursue additional steps to encourage more widespread
use of PAs and add standard guidance to further improve the efficiencies for historic preservation
reviews of affordable housing projects. A revised “Guidance on Agreement Documents” will serve as
best practice for other jurisdictions in developing strong PAs or revising dated ones. In addition to PAs,
ACHP, NPS, and HUD can work together to develop additional streamlining tools, including Program
Comment and Exempted Categories. These potential tools, available under the Section 106 regulations,
can provide broad Section 106 approval of a specified group of activities that do not cause adverse
effects, with shortened review timeframes and expedited resolution when adverse effects do occur.
The National Park Service issued proposed regulations to implement the 2016 amendments to the
National Historic Preservation Act and make additional revisions.99 The proposed rule would emphasize
the rights of private property owners within a proposed historic district. Currently, only if a majority of
the land owners in the proposed historic district object to listing in the National Register will the
proposed district not be listed. The proposed rule would extend to owners of the majority of land area
in a proposed historic district the same opportunity to object.
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Department of Labor
Fair Labor Standards Act
Department of Labor (DOL) has recently completed two regulatory changes to clarify who is liable for an
employee’s wages and calculations for determining whether employees are eligible for or exempt from
overtime pay under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Greater clarity enables contractors involved in
housing development to more accurately calculate their employment costs when submitting bids and
enables greater efficiencies in the construction process through improved coordination between
contractors and subcontractors.
The FLSA requires covered employers to pay nonexempt employees at least the federal minimum wage
for all hours worked and overtime for all hours worked over 40 hours in a work week. Although it does
not use the term ‘‘joint employer,’’ the Act contemplates situations in which additional persons are
jointly and severally liable with the employer for the employee’s wages due. The regulation, effective
March 16, 2020, breaks down barriers that keep companies from constructively overseeing, guiding and
helping their business partners. For small business owners and employees, the relationship and the
guidance coming from other contractors, as is often the case in the construction industry in which prime
contractors subcontract work to multiple layers of lower-tier subcontractors, can greatly improve the
workplace and help create jobs.
The FLSA provides that covered employees must receive overtime pay for hours worked more than 40 in
a work week of at least one and one-half times their regular rates of pay. The regulations account for
updated wages when determining an increase in the salary level threshold for overtime eligibility, but do
not include an automatic increase of the overtime salary threshold or change the duties test. The
Department issued an Overtime Final Rule in September 2019, effective January 1, 2020, informed by
public comment, listening sessions, and long-standing calculations. The rule adds clarity for employers
and allows them to use bonuses and incentive payments to satisfy up to 10 percent of the standard
salary level in recognition of evolving pay practices. For example, bonuses earned by construction
project and site managers may now count toward reaching that salary level to attain exempt status.

Department of Transportation
Considering regulatory barriers in grant programs
The Department of Transportation (DOT) issued a Notice of Funding Opportunity in September 2019 for
the Pilot Program from Transit-Oriented Development (TOD). The Pilot Program for TOD Planning
provides funding to local communities to integrate land use and transportation planning in new fixed
guideway and core capacity transit project corridors. Under the notice, DOT takes into account state,
local, and tribal government efforts to reduce regulatory barriers that unnecessarily raise the costs of
housing development or impede the development of affordable housing when making grant selections.
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DOT issued a Notice of Funding Opportunity in June 2020 for the Helping Obtain Prosperity of Everyone
(HOPE) Program. Under the program, applicants are required to identify proposed actions that reduce
regulatory barriers that unnecessarily raise the costs of housing development or impede the
development of affordable housing.
Currently, DOT encourages compatible land development near transit corridors through the issuance of
guidance under the Capital Investment Grant (CIG) Program. DOT encourages transit-supportive zoning
and densities along transit corridors through the published Land Use and Economic Development
Guidelines and the Capital Investment Grant Program Final Interim Policy Guidance. DOT will evaluate
the opportunity to add language to the land use guidance document and CIG guidance that require the
applicant to remove artificial barriers to housing.
DOT will continue to evaluate future Notices of Funding Opportunity for its discretionary grant programs
for opportunities to include reducing regulatory barriers to housing supply as an evaluation criterion,
focusing on those programs that have a direct nexus with land use. Future notices for discretionary
programs currently authorized such as Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development (BUILD)
and Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) will be evaluated for language on reducing regulatory
barriers and removing barriers to housing supply.

Environmental streamlining
DOT has numerous efforts underway to streamline the environmental review process which could
indirectly boost housing supply and speed the delivery of infrastructure that supports additional housing
development. These include:
 A regulation to codify the existing DOT NEPA Order and provide additional requirements for
early coordination and collaboration, process streamlining, and other efficiencies in the
environmental review and permitting process. The regulation is one step in the DOT-wide
efforts to comply with the One Federal Decision (OFD) Policy, which requires streamlined and
accelerated processing of environmental impact statements (EISs) for "major infrastructure
projects."100
 The Page Limits Guidance that sets out a 150-page limit for EISs (unless the project is of unusual
scope or complexity), and 75 pages for environmental assessments (EAs) to reduce the cost and
time required to prepare draft and final NEPA documents, and make the documents more clear,
concise, and focused. This will enable the public, stakeholders, and governmental agencies to
review and understand EAs and EISs more easily.
 The Section 1309 Final Rule will allow approved states to substitute their NEPA-comparable
environmental regulation (e.g., California Environmental Quality Act) for NEPA, removing the
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One Federal Decision was created by Executive Order 13807, with additional requirements established through
the inter-agency OFD Memorandum of Understanding and OMB's OFD accountability system guidance memo.
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requirement for DOT projects in the approved states to conduct separate, duplicative
environmental reviews under both NEPA and the state law.
The Interim Final Guidance under 23 U.S.C. 139 applies to the Federal Highway Administration,
Federal Railroad Administration, and Federal Transit Administration, and provides project
sponsors with direction regarding the environmental review process. The guidance updates the
existing Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
(SAFETEA-LU) Act, Section 6002 guidance, and incorporates the additional environmental
policies and procedures prescribed by the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act,
the FAST Act, and OFD, many of which provide additional streamlining and efficiency.

Construction activities
Reduce construction costs
Much of the literature on regulation and high housing costs focuses on land use regulations, taking
construction costs (labor and materials) as a given. For example, Glaser and colleagues calculate the
“regulatory tax” by subtracting construction costs from house prices. Yet regulations also drive up the
costs of materials, both by requiring specific materials (e.g., a specific thickness of insulation or type of
lightbulb) and by increasing the cost of producing those materials (e.g., the production of concrete), and
the cost of labor. Building material prices was one of the top three problems faced by builders in 2019
and is expected to be a problem in 2020, according to a National Association of Home Builders survey.101
Similarly, an analysis of LIHTC projects in California found the 40 percent increase in hard construction
costs since 2012 to be a significant factor in higher development costs.102
Several stakeholders discussed factors that influence the cost of building materials, including trade
policy, and indicated that lowering the cost of materials could encourage construction activity. The
enactment of the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement in January 2020 provides certainty to the
trade relationships with two of the United States’ largest trading partners, reducing price volatility and
lowering the cost of materials. With the U.S. residential construction and remodeling industries relying
on building materials sourced from Canada and Mexico, the agreement will help ease America's housing
affordability challenges and boost U.S. economic growth. The Administration has also taken action to
reduce federal regulations that could unnecessarily increase costs. As mentioned previously, the USDA
Forest Service modernization efforts have increased efficiencies in planning, preparation, and execution
of timber sales, giving industry more flexibility to respond to market conditions by increasing the supply
and the number of timber sales.
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National Association of Home Builders, Labor Shortages Remain Top Concern for Builders (Washington, DC:
NAHB, 2020), http://nahbnow.com/2020/02/labor-shortages-remain-top-concern-for-builders/.
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Carolina Reid, The Costs of Affordable Housing Production: Insights from California’s 9% Low-Income Housing
Tax Credit Program (Berkeley, CA: Terner Center for Housing Innovation, 2020),
http://ternercenter.berkeley.edu/uploads/LIHTC_Construction_Costs_March_2020.pdf.
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The supply chain is also affected by more local issues. A stakeholder explained steel-framed construction
in the West is more expensive because steel slab production is greater east of the Mississippi. The
portion of steel imported has decreased in the past few years, suggesting supply chains are adjusting to
meet demand. Another stakeholder noted California’s policies regarding electrification and embodied
carbon (e.g., the greenhouse gases produced in the manufacturing of building materials) may further
increase prices.103 Although no specific recommendations address those concerns, the Federal
Government was asked to consider the effects of such policies on housing production costs.
The Davis-Bacon Act, enacted in 1931, and Related Acts (DBRA) apply to contractors and subcontractors
performing on federally-funded or federally-assisted contracts in excess of $2,000. Besides applying to
direct federal construction contracts, the Davis-Bacon prevailing wage principle has been written into
more than 50 federal program statutes. Under DBRA, contractors and subcontractors must pay their
laborers and mechanics working on construction projects receiving federal funding, grants, loans, loan
guarantees, or insurance no less than the locally prevailing wages and fringe benefits for corresponding
work on similar projects in the area. The Department of Labor determines the locally prevailing wage
rates.104 The Davis-Bacon Act is supplemented by the 1934 Copeland “anti-kickback” Act (which requires
weekly reporting of wages actually paid and an affirmation from employers that any deductions from
employees’ wages have been proper) and by federal overtime pay and health and safety standards
statutes. Some states have enacted “little Davis-Bacon” acts within their respective jurisdictions.105
HUD received more than 100 comments on the Davis-Bacon Act in response to its Request for
Information, making it the second most commented on topic (after manufactured housing). Many
stakeholders recognized the importance of the Act in ensuring quality projects, maintaining skilled labor,
and preventing unscrupulous employer behaviors, whereas others noted it increased construction prices
through inappropriate determination of prevailing wages and significant administrative burden.
Comments requesting revisions to the Davis-Bacon Act focused on ways to support the Act while
reducing burdens.
A number of recommendations were received for regulatory changes that could enable the goals of the
Act to be met while supporting housing, which include the following:
 Raise the unit minimums that trigger the Act to increase the feasibility of smaller projects and
improve rural rental housing. Alternatively, consider applying Davis-Bacon only to projects for
which the federal contribution is 30 percent or more of construction costs.
 Improve the procedure for determining prevailing wage rates to make them more timely and
more representative of the relevant market. Currently the Department of Labor’s Wage and
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See, for example, Buy Clean California Act, AB-262 (2017–2018) at
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billCompareClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180AB262.
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U.S. Department of Labor, Davis-Bacon and Related Acts, https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/governmentcontracts/construction
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Congressional Research Service, The Davis-Bacon Act: Institutional Evolution and Public Policy (2007),
https://www.everycrsreport.com/files/20071130_94-408_69fb5d40cbc4e365e521ca9867058f812216d429.pdf
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Hour Division conducts surveys of projects to gather specific wage rate data.106 Consider using
the Bureau of Labor Statistics to improve the calculations.
Modify the regulations at 29 CFR § 1.6(c)(3)(ii) to change the effective date for Davis-Bacon
wage determinations from the date of loan closing to earlier in the loan process, specifically the
date HUD accepts a complete application for firm commitment of FHA insurance. This change
would provide contractors with certainty in wage determinations at the start of construction
and is consistent with the determination by HUD’s General Counsel’s office that a multifamily
development has been “federalized” after the filing of an application for mortgage insurance.
Pending completion of the regulatory change, DOL could issue a blanket regulatory waiver to
effectuate the change or streamline its hardship-based waiver process under 29 CFR § 1.8.

In addition, subregulatory policies, such as the following, were recommended to reduce the cost and
administrative burden of new construction and substantial rehabilitation of affordable and workforce
rental housing:
 By statute and regulation, HUD’s programs limit the percentage of space that can be dedicated
to and the percentage of project income that can be derived from, commercial uses, ensuring
the essential character of HUD-funded multifamily construction projects is residential. Updated
policy could recognize a broadened range of project components as material components of
Residential projects that contribute to the residential nature of the project, rather than as being
deemed non-residential space, including amenities common in rental properties today such as
fitness centers, club houses, and pools.
 Update subregulatory policy concerning the categorization of construction on new
developments to recognize that advances in Residential construction building and materials
allow for more routine construction of residential buildings of six stories, which is impeded by
the current subregulatory policy generally limiting Residential construction to four stories.
 Additionally, providing clarity on the categorization of wages will assist developers of affordable
housing in reducing excessive compliance-related costs. There has recently been confusion
created by varying applications of sub-regulatory guidance and informal communications issued
by the Department of Labor in lieu of previously published joint HUD and DOL guidance. As a
result, there has been an increase in questioning of the wage determinations being assigned in
connection with HUD-insured developments and a corresponding increase in potential
compliance costs in resolving challenges to the wage determinations. Importantly, HUD’s Office
of Inspector General has recently issued an audit report recommending consultation between
HUD and the Department of Labor to clarify a consistent policy for the application of wage
determinations.107
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U.S. Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Division, “Residential Construction,”
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/government-contracts/construction/surveys/residential.
107
OIG Audit Report Number: 2021-PH-0001.Wage Determinations for FHA-Insured Multifamily Construction
Projects, https://www.hudoig.gov/reports-publications/report/wage-determinations-fha-insured-multifamilyconstruction-projects.
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HUD’s experience implementing the multiple wage determinations confirms the challenges identified by
stakeholders; and in response to an Office of the Inspector General report, HUD will consult with
Department of Labor to identify administrative actions that could reduce unnecessary burdens in the
construction of federally-funded or federally-assisted housing while ensuring compliance with the DavisBacon Act.

Support construction training programs
The increasing need for more construction workers was mentioned in the roundtables and comment
letters. A survey conducted by the National Association of Home Builders of its members found 85
percent of responding builders expected the cost and availability of labor to be the most significant
challenge in 2020.108 The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reported approximately 334,000
construction industry job openings in July 2020 (preliminary data), as shown in Figure 5Error! Reference
source not found., with vacancies expected to reach an annual average of 733,900 during the 10-year
period ending 2029.109 Labor shortages can increase costs through higher wages and subcontractor bids,
longer construction times if laborers are less experienced (and even greater costs if inadequately trained
laborers cause errors requiring rework), and increased on-site project management. As construction
projects take longer and cost more, some builders may forgo new residential projects.110
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NAHB, Labor Shortages Remain Top Concern for Builders.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Occupational separations and openings,”
https://www.bls.gov/emp/tables/occupational-separations-and-openings.htm.
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National Association of Home Builders, Labor Shortages Still Hurting Affordability (Washington, DC: NAHB,
2019), http://eyeonhousing.org/2019/08/labor-shortages-still-hurting-affordability/.
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Figure 5: Labor and subcontractor shortages have increased
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Construction labor markets have been tightening since 2010 and slackened only recently due to the
effects of the pandemic shutdowns. Figure 6 shows the annual average monthly level of hires and
unfilled job openings in construction from BLS’ Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey. Unfilled
openings have grown significantly faster than hires over the period prior to 2020 (through July).
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Figure 6. Construction job openings have been increasing
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To address the need for skilled construction workers requires more effective partnerships between
employers and educators and investment in talent development and on-the-job training. Apprenticeship
programs have a long history of producing skilled workers in the construction industry; increased
Registered Apprenticeship opportunities will benefit both workers and employers. To support the next
generation of skilled workers, the Administration has called on Congress to increase investment in
Career and Technical Education to provide every high school student in America access to high-quality
vocational education.
Construction training is supported by Section 3 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 as
amended by the Housing and Community Development Act of 1992, which requires that employment
and other economic opportunities generated by federal financial assistance for housing and community
development programs be directed to the greatest extent feasible to low- and very low-income persons,
particularly those who receive government assistance for housing and are proximate to the project. HUD
issued a final rule in September 2020 to create more effective incentives for employers to retain and
invest in their low- and very low-income workers, streamline reporting requirements by aligning them
with typical business practices, provide for program-specific oversight, and clarify the obligations of
entities covered by Section 3.111 The purpose of those changes is to reduce the regulatory burden while
increasing the effect of the requirements for low- and very low-income persons and increasing
111

“Enhancing and Streamlining the Implementation of ‘Section 3’ Requirements for Creating Economic
Opportunities for Low- and Very Low-Income Persons and Eligible Businesses: A Proposed Rule by the Housing and
Urban Development Department on 04/04/2019,” Federal Register,
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/04/04/2019-06495/enhancing-and-streamlining-theimplementation-of-section-3-requirements-for-creating-economic
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compliance with Section 3 requirements. For example, HUD proposed focusing on labor hours rather
than new hires and allowing employers to determine an individual’s qualification as a Section 3 worker
at the time of hire. The changes support efforts to provide individuals with a full-time job sustained over
a long period to enable a worker to gain skills and progress toward self-sufficiency.
One recommendation was for HUD to emphasize competency-based education for Section 3 workers to
give them competencies that are stackable, portable and recognizable and add value to the contractor
for which they work. That recommendation is consistent with the work of the Department of Labor and
Education to recognize and support competency-based education.
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) Traditional Trades Training Task Force was formed
in May 2020 to promote the development of a robust workforce in the skilled preservation trades. This
specialized field requires both an environment of lifelong learning and skills-based training outside of
modern-day construction techniques and advanced degrees. Members of the Task Force include
representatives of the Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Department of Education,
National Trust for Historic Preservation, and other individuals with historic preservation, education, and
architecture expertise. The Task Force’s goal is to build a preservation ethic in construction trades and
highlight the worth of the skilled craft worker. The Task Force will consider key issues regarding
preservation trades credentialing, apprenticeships, and curriculum development. By exploring current
opportunities and future possibilities, the group will seek to develop recommendations for federal
action.
The Administration is pursuing many other regulatory reforms that will make housing more affordable
and support greater supply. Table 1 contains a more complete list of the actions the Federal
Government is taking to reduce regulatory burdens and support greater housing supply to meet the
needs of American families across the income spectrum.
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Table of federal regulatory recommendations
The agencies participating in the fact-finding for this report considered changes to statutes, regulations, and guidance, as well as improvements
in processes, to reduce regulatory barriers. Table 1 identifies specific changes to federal regulations that (1) have been completed, (2) are in the
process of being implemented, or (3) are under review. The table captures the wide range of actions the Administration has undertaken to
increase housing supply and decrease housing costs, but it is not an exhaustive list.
Table 1: Federal Regulatory Recommendations
Agency

Topic

Recommendation

Citation

Action

ACTIONS COMPLETED
DOI

Environmental
review

Streamlined agency consultation process under Endangered Species
Act to make it timely, efficient and predictable.

50 CFR Part
402

Completed

DOL

Labor

29 CFR 541

Completed

DOL

Labor

Adopted a regulation that accounts for updated wages when
determining an increase in the salary level threshold for overtime
eligibility, but does not include an automatic increase of the overtime
salary threshold or change the duties test. The Overtime Final Rule,
effective January 1, 2020, adds clarity for employers and allows them
to use bonuses and incentive payments to satisfy up to 10 percent of
the standard salary level in recognition of evolving pay practices. For
example, bonuses earned by construction project and site managers
may now count toward reaching that salary level to attain exempt
status.
Adopted a regulation that clearly defines what is required to be
deemed a joint employer under the Fair Labor Standards Act. The
regulation should focus on whether the potential joint employer
actually exercises control. The regulation, effective March 16, 2020,
breaks down barriers that keep companies from constructively
overseeing, guiding and helping their business partners. For small

29 CFR 791

Completed
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Agency

Topic

DOL

Labor

DOL

OSHA standards

DOT

Pilot Program
for Transit
Oriented
Development
(TOD) Planning
Helping Obtain
Prosperity for
Everyone
(HOPE)

DOT

Recommendation
business owners and employees, the relationship and the guidance
coming from other contractors, as is often the case in the
construction industry in which prime contractors subcontract work to
multiple layers of lower-tier subcontractors, can greatly improve the
workplace and help create jobs.
Provided clarity under the Fair Labor Standards Act on when a true
employment relationship is created. This will increase willingness to
cooperate and form relationships and could reduce contractors’ and
sub-contractors’ costs.
Adopted changes in the use of Beryllium in construction to: (1) more
appropriately tailor the requirements of the construction and
shipyards standards to the particular exposures in these industries in
light of partial overlap between the beryllium standards’
requirements and other OSHA standards; (2) more closely align the
shipyards and construction standards to the general industry
standard, where appropriate; and (3) clarify certain requirements
with respect to materials containing only trace amounts of beryllium.
Funding notification includes criteria for TOD planning and
development, including actions that reduce regulatory barriers that
unnecessarily raise the costs of housing development or impede the
development of affordable housing.
Funding notification includes criteria to identify proposed actions
that reduce regulatory barriers that unnecessarily raise the costs of
housing development or impede the development of affordable
housing near existing transit assets.
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Citation

Action

Completed

29 CFR 1910

Completed

Completed

Completed

Agency
EPA

Topic
Clean Water Act

Recommendation
Published a final rule to implement Section 401 of the Clean Water
Act (CWA) in June 2020. The rule increases the transparency and
efficiency of the 401 certification process and promotes timely
review of infrastructure projects, streamlining the process for
constructing new energy infrastructure projects.

Citation
40 CFR 121

Action
Completed

EPA

Navigable
waters

85 FR 22250

Completed

EPA

Stormwater
management

HUD

Environmental
review

With the Department of the Army, published a final Navigable
Waters Protection Rule in April 2020, clarifying application of the rule
through streamlining definitions, identifying clear exclusions, and
defining terms. In more clearly distinguishing between federally
protected waterways and state protected waterways, the rule
reduces uncertainty, which previously created barriers for property
owners and others.
Modified the 2017 Construction General Permit (CGP) (effective
2017-2022) on June 27, 2019, to clarify individual operator
responsibilities in multiple operator scenarios, remove references to
“joint and several liability,” and revise three requirements to align
more closely with the Construction and Development Effluent
Guideline text. Developers and builders must seek coverage under
the CGP for construction that disturbs more than 1 acre, or less than
1 acre within a larger common plan of development, such as an
individual builder constructing a home on a single building lot within
a residential subdivision. The EPA CGP is a NPDES permit issued
under the Clean Water Act for those areas where EPA is the NPDES
permitting authority. It serves as a model for states when they
develop their own stormwater permitting requirements under the
federal Clean Water Act.
Delegated more environmental responsibilities to state and local
governments.
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Completed

24 CFR Part 58

Completed

Agency
HUD

Topic
Environmental
review

Recommendation
Published a notice that provides environmental review streamlining
and relief of administrative burdens for small and rural public
housing agencies.

Citation
FR-6115-N-02

Action
HUD

HUD

Environmental
review

24 CFR 51.201

Completed

HUD

Fair housing

85 FR 47899

Completed

HUD

Fair housing

Revised rules on mandatory separation distances between HUDassisted projects and “hazardous” materials, as defined in regulations
at 24 CFR 51.201, to better align HUD requirements with industry
standards, effective February 2020. Specifically, HUD removed
liquified petroleum gas (LPG or propane) tanks 1,000 gallons or less
that are in compliance with the National Fire Protection Association
Code 58, 2017, from coverage under the HUD separation distance
requirements. Before this action, HUD’s separation distances for
propane tanks of a size commonly used in residential applications
significantly differed from industry and state standards, forcing HUDassisted projects to implement costly mitigation not required of
other housing development and not necessary for safety.
Issued the Protecting Community and Neighborhood Choice final rule
in August 2020, under which grantees’ certifications that they are
affirmatively furthering fair housing will be deemed sufficient
provided the grantee took any action during the relevant period
rationally related to promoting fair housing, such as helping
eliminate housing discrimination.
Brought uniformity, clarity, and certainty by updating the Disparate
Impact regulation in September 2020 to better reflect the Supreme
Court’s 2015 ruling in Texas Department of Housing and Community
Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project, Inc.

24 CFR Part
100

Completed
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Agency
HUD

Topic
FHA Multifamily

HUD

FHA Multifamily

HUD

FHA Multifamily

HUD

FHA Multifamily

Recommendation
Issued a Housing Notice and related Mortgagee Letter in its
Multifamily Accelerated Processing (MAP) Guide in March 2020
revising the policy that had required 3 years of post-construction
sustained occupancy before the date of application for FHA mortgage
insurance for refinancing or acquisition of existing properties under
Section 223(f) of the National Housing Act (the "Three Year Rule").
The revised policy allows for applications for refinancing of newly
built or substantially rehabilitated properties as soon as these
properties achieve the applicable programmatic Debt Service
Coverage Ratio for at least 1 full month.
Issued guidance on acceptable procedures for use of electronic
signatures and electronic transmission and storage of documents and
files pertaining to assisted multifamily housing properties.

Citation
Guidance

Action
Completed

Guidance

Completed

Revised requirement to allow for delayed funding of Operating
Deficit escrow on 221(d)(4) transactions until construction
completion. The requirement (for non-Pilot transactions) to fund the
escrow at Initial Endorsement results in a funded and unused escrow
held by the lender through the construction period, though the
Operating Deficit escrow is not needed until after Final Endorsement.
The timing of the funding creates unnecessary interest carry costs
when the equity bridge loan is used to fund the escrow.
Reviewed potential revisions to the Subordination Agreement. The
2014 Subordination Agreement was generally accepted by state and
local jurisdictions that provided subordinate financing for affordable
transactions. The new form has presented challenges that are
preventing these important sources of financing from being
combined with HUD transactions.

Guidance

Completed

Guidance

Completed
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Agency
HUD

Topic
Manufactured
housing

HUD

Manufactured
housing

HUD

Manufactured
housing

HUD

Manufactured
Housing

HUD

Native
American
programs

HUD

Project based
vouchers

Recommendation
Extended Alternative Construction Letters and significantly reduced
production and inspection reporting requirements for maintaining
these letters, reducing the administrative burdens of building
innovative homes by more than one-half.
Clarified recreational vehicles are not regulated by HUD to provide
consumers and industry clarity on structures subject to HUD's rules
and regulations.
Updated the formaldehyde emissions requirements aligning HUD's
requirements with EPA's requirements to reduce regulatory
obligations and eliminate a previously implemented health notice
that was not required in any other housing type.
Published a final rule in January 2021 to reflect the third set of
recommendations adopted by the Manufactured Housing Consensus
Committee (MHCC) to revise the Construction and Safety Standards.
The rule reduces the regulatory burden and allows more design
flexibility by eliminating the need for manufacturers to obtain special
approvals from HUD for certain construction features and options.
Convened the Tribal Housing and Related Infrastructure Interagency
Task Force to coordinate and streamline environmental reviews for
tribal housing and related infrastructure to reduce development
costs and production time.
Revisited process for Subsidy Layering Reviews (SLR) to create
efficiency, consistency, and reliability. SLR conducted by both the
field office and headquarters could create a backlog, with the delay
worsening with HUD staffing shortages. States could take over
reviews, but they also have capacity and staffing challenges.
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Citation
24 CFR
3282.14

Action
Completed

24 CFR
3282.15

Completed

24 CFR Part
3280 and 3282

Completed

24 CFR Part
3282

Completed

Completed

Completed

Agency
Treasury

Topic
Low-Income
Housing Credits
(LIHTC)

Treasury

Capital Magnet
Fund (CMF
program)

USDA

Lending
programs

USDA

Lending
programs

USDA

Lending
programs

Recommendation
Issued proposed regulations to restore the availability of sample sizes
that were acceptable before the current regulations, not to exceed
the 20 percent minimum, to reduce housing credit agencies’ burden
of monitoring compliance with LIHTC requirements in smaller
projects.
Incorporated questions in the Capital Magnet Fund (CMF) program
application that evaluate an applicant’s prospective and past efforts
to partner with local governments undertaking efforts to reduce
regulatory barriers to affordable housing.

Citation
85 F.R. 40610

Action
Completed

Included in
FY2020 CMF
Application

Completed

Introduced new single close new construction process to 1) increase
liquidity for lenders by permitting them to securitize the loans up to
12 months sooner than in the past; 2) free up capital for
homebuilders to invest in more new construction projects; and 3)
provide low- and moderate- income households with an affordable
opportunity to purchase new dwellings.
Introduced the payment of loss claims at the time of foreclosure
instead of after 9-month marketing period to 1) improve lender
liquidity because claims are paid more timely and 2) reduce agency
staffing needs in administering the payment of loss claims. Improving
lender liquidity facilitates additional investments in rural areas with
the potential of increasing loan affordability.
Removed a maximum interest rate cap that posed a regulatory
burden on lenders trying to make small loans in rural areas. Lenders
under certain interest rate environments had been unable to make
profitable small loans. The change increased the availability of
mortgage credit for affordable homes in rural areas.

7 CFR 3555

Completed

7 CFR 3555

Completed

Hand Book-13555

Completed
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Agency
USDA

Topic
Manufactured
housing

Recommendation
Eased restrictions on the acquisition of existing manufactured
housing units, on a pilot basis, increasing the inventory of affordable
housing in rural areas.

Citation

Action
Completed

ACTIONS IN PROCESS
Interagency

Environmental
review

Interagency

Lessons from
COVID-19
response

DOE

Energy codes

DOE

Energy
efficiency
standards

Led by the Council on Environmental Quality, agencies across the
Federal Government have undertaken significant reviews of their
environmental review regulations to better balance their missions
with their statutory obligations under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).
Agencies are tracking the success of the activities undertaken to
further reduce regulatory barriers in responding to the COVID-19
challenges to see if they are effective and to determine which ones
should be made permanent or may require statutory changes.

In process

DOE makes determinations for updates to residential (IECC) and
commercial (ASHRAE 90.1) building energy codes regarding increases
in energy efficiency over the previous version of each code. DOE's
role in evaluating the cost-effectiveness of building codes provides
key information to Federal and State governments in their adoption
decisions. DOE is reviewing agency assessment methodologies to
ensure an accurate calculation of increases in energy efficiency and
life-cycle cost-effectiveness for building code updates.
Proposed an interpretive rule that would determine, for residential
gas furnaces, whether condensing and non-condensing are
performance characteristics that cannot be eliminated by the
imposition of energy efficiency standards. This would help
affordability by sparing homeowners of older properties with aging
gas furnaces from needing to make costly home renovations when
the furnace must be replaced.

In process
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In process

In process

Agency
DOE

Topic
Energy
efficiency
standards

DOE

Energy
efficiency
standards

DOI

Environmental
review

DOI

Historic
preservation

DOI

Native
American
lending

Recommendation
Engaged in a rulemaking to issue energy efficiency standards for
manufactured homes, receiving input from stakeholders, and
consulting with HUD. Proposed rule is expected in 2021 with final
rule in 2022, in accordance with a court-approved consent decree.
Published a proposed rule to streamline DOE’s test procedure waiver
decision-making process. DOE would be required to notify an
applicant for an interim waiver of the disposition of the request, in
writing, within 30 business days of receipt of the application.
Otherwise, the request for interim waiver would be deemed granted
based on the criteria in DOE’s waiver regulations. This proposal
would reduce delays in DOE's current process for considering
requests, which can result in significant delays for manufacturers
bringing new and innovative products to market.
Modernize and clarify environmental review regulations in
coordination with the Council on Environmental Quality to reflect
current technologies and agency practices, eliminate obsolete
provisions, and improve readability of the regulations.
Proposed rule published March 2019 to implement the 2016
Amendments to the National Historic Preservation Act, extend the
timeline for the Keeper to respond to appeals, and ensure a
proposed district will not be listed if the owners of a majority of the
land area in a proposed historic district object to the listing.
Develop portal that allows HUD access to DOI’s Trust Asset and
Accounting Management System (TAAMS) to access title search
records and the certified title status report when the Office of Loan
Guarantee is insuring tribal properties to improve processing
efficiency and hasten the issuance of loan guarantee certificates to
lenders to improve the home buying process and increase
homeownership on Tribal Trust lands.
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Citation

10 CFR §
430.27

Action
In process

In process

In process

36 CFR part 60

In process

In process

Agency
DOL

Topic
OSHA standards

DOT

Environmental
review

EPA

Lead
remediation

Recommendation
Proposing corrections and amendments to the final standard for
cranes and derricks published in August 2010. The standard contains
provisions designed to improve crane safety and reduce worker
injury and fatality. The proposed amendments include: 1) correct
references to power line voltage for direct current (DC) voltages as
well as alternating current (AC) voltages; 2) broaden the exclusion for
forklifts carrying loads under the forks from "winch or hook" to
"winch and boom"; 3) clarify an exclusion for work activities by
articulating cranes; provide four definitions inadvertently omitted in
the final standard; 4) replace "minimum approach distance" with
"minimum clearance distance" throughout to remove ambiguity; 5)
clarify the use of demarcated boundaries for work near power lines;
6) correct an error permitting body belts to be used as a personal fall
arrest system rather than a personal fall restraint system; 7) replace
the verb "must" with "may" used in error in several provisions; and 8)
resolve an issue of "NRTL-approved" safety equipment (e.g.,
proximity alarms and insulating devices) required by the final
standard, but not yet available.
Allow approved states to substitute their NEPA-comparable state
environmental regulation (e.g., California Environmental Quality Act)
for NEPA, removing the requirement for DOT projects in the
approved states to conduct separate, duplicative environmental
reviews under both NEPA and state law.
Evaluate opportunities to lower consumer costs for lead remediation
in residential areas while still being protective by combining
remediation projects for multiple media where lead is a concern
(e.g., superfund lead soil removal, lead service replacement and lead
testing for paint in homes).
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Citation

Action
In process

82 FR 45220

In process

In process

Agency
HUD

Topic
Administrative
process
improvements

HUD

Environmental
review

HUD

Environmental
review

Recommendation
Published proposed regulations in September 2019 implementing
provisions of the Housing Opportunity Through Modernization Act of
2016 (HOTMA). The provisions are intended to streamline
administrative processes and reduce burdens on public housing
agencies and private owners. The proposed rule also aligns policies
and procedures across program offices, where appropriate, to
include programs that are administered by HUD's Office of
Community Planning and Development, including the HOME
Investment Partnerships, Housing Trust Fund, and Housing
Opportunities for Persons With AIDS programs. Alignment will
reduce disparities between the programs and better simplify
program administration for HUD grantees that manage multiple
programs.
Review the types of activities determined by HUD to be "choice
limiting." Allow entities to acquire property without HUD funds
during the environmental review process without violating HUD's
environmental rules related to choice limiting action.
Make environmental reviews less burdensome: (1) reduce
duplication, (2) reduce length of time for review, (3) reduce public
comment period, (4) expand categorical exclusions for single family
activities and activities during disaster, (5) streamline historic
preservation requirements with DOI and ACHP using available tools
under Section 106 regulations, (6) apply less restrictive
environmental review requirements for existing HUD projects
obtaining new assistance (new capital or rental subsidies), and (7)
reduce and streamline environmental review requirements for small
rural PHAs with rehabilitation and construction activities with a cost
of more than $100,000 as instructed by the Economic Growth Act.
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Citation
84 FR 48820

Action
In process

24 CFR 58.22

In process

24 CFR Parts
58/50

In process

Agency
HUD

Topic
Environmental
review
Environmental
review

Recommendation
Adopt an infrastructure categorical exclusion consistent with USDA
Rural Development.
Reduce inconsistencies in interpretations of requirements and
regulations among different jurisdictions and reviews.

Citation
Parts 50/58

Action
In process

Parts 50/58

In process

HUD

Environmental
review

50.4(d)/58.5(d)

In process

HUD

Environmental
standards

Six HUD regional offices have executed regional programmatic
agreements with their counterparts in EPA to facilitate faster
compliance for sole source aquifer compliance and other regions are
pursuing similar agreements.
HUD is comprehensively reviewing its noise policy in partnership with
the Department of Transportation Volpe Center and evaluating
revisions to streamline the process. These changes would impact all
HUD programs.

24 CFR Part 51B

In process

HUD

Fair housing

HUD

FHA Single
Family

HUD
HUD

FHA Single
Family
FHA Title I

HUD

HOME

HUD

Housing Choice Vouchers are not accepted at many privately owned
and operated apartments. A range of program requirements have
been identified as barriers. HUD is in the process of reviewing and
streamlining some of those requirements. Additionally, HUD has
established a landlord task force to better serve and connect with
landlords.
Modernize FHA IT systems to reduce delays and costs, have more
efficient transfer of documents, and increase the number of
electronic processes.
Consider accepting private flood insurance on FHA loans to increase
competition for insurance and lower consumers’ costs.
Update FHA Title I financing to make it easier for manufactured
housing lenders and borrowers to access financing.
A HOME proposed rule is on OMB's semi-annual agenda that will
address a number of issues raised by stakeholders. Items include: 1)
streamline and simplify property standard requirements for
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In process

In process

In process
In process
24 CFR Part 92

In process

Agency

Topic

Recommendation
rehabilitation of rental housing, rehabilitation for homeowner
housing, and homeownership housing acquired with HOME downpayment assistance (92.251); 2) expand utility allowance
requirement to include the public housing authority (PHA)
established utility allowance; 3) eliminate the requirement that a
CHDO continue to own a rental housing project throughout the
period of affordability; 4) correct drafting issues related to allowable
CHDO roles; 5) minor streamlining of other CHDO requirements; and
6) make certain Opportunity Zone-related changes.
HUD should issue clear guidance to PHAs about how to apply HCV to
shared living, specifically how to assess fair market rental value
(FMR).
Adopt the fourth set of recommendations by the MHCC to revise the
Construction and Safety Standards

Citation

Action

HUD

Housing Choice
Vouchers

HUD

Manufactured
housing

HUD

Manufactured
housing

Undertake efforts to complete HUD Code updates more quickly to
implement innovation and best practices and expedite the
Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee (MHCC) process.

In process

HUD

Moving to Work

Implement the expanded Moving to Work Demonstration authorized
by Congress.

In process

HUD

Residential care
facilities

USDA

Construction
materials

Revise the “Three Year Rule” by eliminating the regulatory provision
mandating any non-FHA insured facility seeking Section 232
insurance be at least 3 years out from completion of construction or
from initial occupancy. This deregulatory amendment is particularly
important during COVID-19 recovery, when non-FHA sources of
financing will be more limited than pre-COVID.
Proposed rule provides categorical exclusions for restoration projects
such as removing trees through commercial timber
harvesting to expedite the time and amount of lumber available.
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In process

In process

24 CFR
232.902

In process

84 FR 27544

In process

Agency
USDA

Topic
Rental
assistance

Recommendation
Proposed regulatory change to replace Conventional Rents for
Comparable Units (CRCU) used in all multifamily direct lending and
asset management with the industry standard Fair Market Rents
(FMRs).

Citation
7 CFR Part
3560

Action
In process

RECOMMENDATIONS UNDER REVIEW
DOT

DOT

DOT

HUD

HUD
HUD

HUD

Better Utilizing
Investments to
Leverage
Development
(BUILD)
Infrastructure
for Rebuilding
America (INFRA)

Evaluate the opportunity to add language in future funding notices
that requires the applicant to remove artificial barriers to housing,
including, but not limited to, relaxation of density, height, and use of
zoning restrictions.

Under review

Evaluate the opportunity to add language in future funding notices
that requires the applicant to remove artificial barriers to housing,
including, but not limited to, relaxation of density, height, and use of
zoning restrictions.

Under review

Capital
Investment
Grant (CIG)
Program
FHA Single
Family

Evaluate the opportunity to add language to the land use guidance

Under review

Manufactured
housing
Manufactured
housing
Manufactured
housing

document and CIG guidance that require the applicant to remove

artificial barriers to housing, including, but not limited to, relaxation
of density, height, and use of zoning restrictions.
Issue guidance that will allow servicers to use new technology to
more efficiently and effectively meet the face-to-face meeting
requirement.
Amend Onsite Completion of Construction rule to better enable
manufactured housing to meet consumer demands
Revise the regulations pertaining to manufacturer handling of
consumer complaints and associated remedies for systemic
production issues (Subpart I).
Address foundation requirements for freezing climates.
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Under review

Under review
Under review

Under review

Agency
Treasury

Topic
LIHTC

Treasury

LIHTC

Treasury

LIHTC

Recommendation
Solicit public input on the statutory and administrative rules
governing the LIHTC tax incentive. Following receipt of stakeholder
input, Treasury could undertake a policy process to issue additional
administrative reforms and propose legislative reforms of the tax
incentive. Areas of consideration may include providing incentives or
instituting requirements to control costs, encouraging innovative
construction practices, aligning and streamlining targeting
requirements under Qualified Allocation Plans, and implementing
data and reporting requirements to improve the efficiency of the
LIHTC incentive, limit costs, and prevent fraud.
Clarify meaning of “federally- or state-assisted” for exception from
“ten-year rule” to remove obstacle preventing taxpayers from
acquiring and rehabilitating buildings. This clarification may take the
form, for example, of a sub-regulatory safe harbor.
Prevent abusive “planned foreclosures” of LIHTC buildings from
terminating the requirement that these buildings continue to satisfy
affordability and habitability requirements during the “extended use
period” (LIHTC extended-use requirements). The extended-use
period generally lasts at least 15 years after the end of the years
during which violations of the affordability and habitability
requirements would result in adverse tax consequences. Although
the LIHTC extended-use requirements generally end if the building is
acquired through foreclosure, a statutory anti-abuse rule prevents
this if it is determined that the LIHTC building’s “acquisition is part of
an arrangement with the taxpayer a purpose of which is to
terminate” the LIHTC extended-use requirements. The proposed
anti-abuse regulations would make that determination for specified
foreclosure acquisitions, including between related parties.
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Citation

Action
Under review

Under review

Under review

Agency
Treasury

Topic
LIHTC

Treasury

LIHTC

Treasury

CMF program

Treasury

CMF program

Recommendation
To increase alignment with Opportunity Zones and effectiveness in
Qualified Census Tracts (QCT), either— (i) provide a nationally
applicable definition of “concerted community revitalization plan”; or
(ii) authorize each HCA to determine the meaning of that term for
allocations that it makes.
Recommend Congress explore incentives to limit high development
costs on LIHTC projects, including (i) redefining the computation of
LIHTCs earned to incentivize developers to constrain costs (such as
limiting credits on a per-residential unit or per square-foot basis);
and (ii) causing HCA determinations of feasibility and viability to
consider innovative housing construction practices (such as
manufactured and prefabricated housing), to lower upfront
construction and ongoing maintenance costs. Reforms should,
however, avoid an outcome whereby cost limits lead to poor
construction and lower quality housing.
To lower costs, consider whether and how CMF compliance and
regulatory requirements common to key affordable housing
financing resources, particularly LIHTC, could be better aligned to
increase efficiency and reduce duplication. An update of the CMF
regulations would be needed to implement.
Explore how to integrate training on successful local partnering
strategies for working with state and local jurisdictions to reduce
regulatory barriers for CMF applicants and awardees—such as
incorporating an Educational Component Module into future CMF
funding rounds.
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Citation

Action
Under review

Under review

Under review

Under review

SECTION 5. STATE, LOCAL, AND TRIBAL OPPORTUNITIES
Increasingly strict local and state government regulations have driven up the cost of building new homes
and prevented housing supply from keeping up with demand.112 Regulatory barriers are particularly
costly in large metro areas along both East and West Coasts, including some of the strongest labor
markets. However, some forms of regulatory barriers, such as restrictions on apartments, manufactured
housing, and other low-cost housing types, are nearly universal across the country.
Local land use regulations affect all housing development, including federally-assisted housing. The term
“land use regulations” is used to refer to the wide range of ordinances and procedures local jurisdictions
adopt to govern development within their boundaries, including zoning laws, subdivision rules, and
adequate public facility ordinances. While one often thinks of restrictive land use regulations in the
context of highly regulated markets with high priced housing, many communities throughout the
country limit the production of the “missing middle” housing, that set of diverse, unsubsidized housing
options that blend into single family neighborhoods, ranging from bungalow courts, townhouses,
duplexes to fourplexes, and courtyard apartments, which is necessary to meet the spectrum of housing
needs.
Local jurisdictions’ authority to enact land use regulations is governed by the states. Ultimately, each
state determines the amount of authority it will provide local governments to govern development.
States also impact housing through a range of regulations, including building codes, environmental
policies, tax structure, and many others. Thus, states have an important role to play in increasing
housing supply. The Federal Government can support and encourage state and local efforts to revise
their land use regulations to increase housing supply, reduce price pressures, and increase affordability
with strategies that meet the unique conditions of local housing markets and residents’ needs.
This is a critical time to take action to increase housing production. As the COVID-19 response has
reminded communities of the importance of nurses, teachers, first responders, grocery clerks, skilled
laborers, factory workers, and janitors as neighbors, housing these essential front-line workers
continues to be a challenge in much of the country. Starter homes, garden apartments, and other
components of the “missing middle” housing are not being produced to satisfy demand. Allowing more
building opportunities can serve as a stimulus for the construction industry. It would “get workers back
to work, provide safe and affordable living for those hard hit by this pandemic and get property taxes

112

Joseph Gyourko and Raven Molloy, Regulation and Housing Supply (Philadelphia, PA: The Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania, 2015), https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Regulationand-Housing-Supply-1.pdf; Chang-Tai Hsieh and Enrico Moretti, “Housing Constraints and Spatial Misallocation,”
American Economic Journal 11, no. 2 (2019): 1–39, http://eml.berkeley.edu//~moretti/growth.pdf
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and other revenue flowing.”113 A research brief notes continued supply constraints will result in lowprice home and rental prices continuing to increase faster than prices for high-price homes, widening
residual income inequality between low- and high-income households and hurting the ability of lowincome households to build financial resources to protect them from future economic shocks.114 Yet, in
the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, many longstanding patterns may change in response to different
housing preferences, greater acceptance of teleworking, and new social practices. Local jurisdictions
may want to avoid making sweeping changes before the nature and scope of those permanent changes
(if any) are better known.
This section discusses actions governments are taking to increase housing supply. The report does not
identify “best practices,” because the effectiveness of a specific policy depends on the local context,
including the housing market.

State actions
State governments have a wide range of legal and financial tools that can be deployed to influence local
governments’ decisions on land use regulations. This section briefly outlines some of the tools states can
use and gives some examples of current policies.

State and local tax policy
Tax policies can encourage or discourage the development and density of housing. For example,
California’s Proposition 13, which limits property tax increases, is considered to have motivated
jurisdictions to favor retail, office, and industrial properties over residential properties to compensate
for a lack of property tax revenues with increased sales and business taxes, and high-end residential
over other housing.115 States’ officials may want to consider reviewing their property tax system to
ensure it does not create disincentives to behavior the state wants to encourage. Implementing a land
value tax, which charges a higher tax rate on land and a lower rate on structures, could encourage
owners of expensive land to build more speedily and intensively. Pennsylvania authorized its cities to
implement a split rate tax in 1913, charging a higher rate for land than buildings, and more than a dozen
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Carol Galante, “Now Is the Time to Embrace Density,” The New York Times, May 12, 2020
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/12/opinion/sunday/urban-density-inequality-coronavirus.html.
114
Jung Hyun Choi, John Walsh, and Laurie Goodman, Why the Most Affordable Homes Increased the Most in Price
between 2000 and 2019 (Washington, DC: The Urban Institute, 2020)
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/why-most-affordable-homes-increased-most-price-between-2000and-2019.
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Bill Fulton, “How to Fix Proposition 13,” The Planning Report, July 18, 2018,
https://www.planningreport.com/2018/07/18/bill-fulton-how-fix-proposition-13
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cities have chosen to do so.116 Connecticut recently authorized a pilot program to explore land value
taxation, but results are not yet available.117
Local jurisdictions also have opportunities to influence development through tax policy. For example,
Akron, Ohio, implemented a tax policy designed for a city fighting decline. Its Residential Property Tax
Abatement is a 15-year tax abatement on residential investments and construction. If a resident were to
invest $10,000 to replace heating and cooling systems in her home, for example, the taxable assessment
would not rise to reflect the new investment for 15 years.118 Tax increment financing is another tool
available to jurisdictions to provide an incentive for housing development.119

Incentives
Another financial tool available to states is using funding to encourage localities to undertake regulatory
reforms.
 Utah recently updated its General Plan requirements for counties and municipalities to include a
moderate-income housing plan element to meet the needs of people of various income levels
living, working, or desiring to live or work in the community by, among other things, adopting at
least 3 of 23 recommended strategies.120 Each jurisdiction must submit an annual report to the
state to indicate its progress, including the number of housing units affordable at various
income levels. Failure to adopt or implement the plan will limit the jurisdiction’s ability to access
Utah’s Transportation Investment Fund.
 In 2004, Massachusetts adopted a statewide Smart Growth Overlay District (also known as
Chapter 40R), which offers local governments financial incentives to increase allowable density
near transit stations. The assistance is intended to offset increased demand for local public
services, including schools, that accompanies new housing. Cities have a further incentive, as
units adopted under the Chapter 40R program satisfy certain requirements under
Massachusetts’ Chapter 40B, which provides for by-right housing approvals in cities that do not
allow sufficient affordable housing to be constructed.121 Relatively few jurisdictions have chosen
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to adopt a smart growth overlay, likely because state law requires a two-thirds vote, making the
effectiveness of Chapter 40R difficult to analyze.
States allocate Low-Income Housing Tax Credits through a Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP), in
which the state identifies priorities. These choices influence what gets built and where.122 States
could adjust their QAPs to support projects in development-friendly jurisdictions. Mississippi
revised its QAP to encourage development in Opportunity Zones.123

State pre-emption for rent control and inclusionary zoning
Because local governments’ authority to regulate land use is granted by state governments, states have
the legal authority to limit local jurisdictions from adopting certain policies and practices. That is, state
governments can pre-empt local regulations.124 While pre-emption is not a new concept,125 several
states have begun using it more intentionally to limit rent control and inclusionary zoning.
 The majority of states pre-empt rent control.126
 Several states, including Arizona, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia, pre-empt local governments
from adopting mandatory inclusionary zoning programs. Inclusionary zoning programs require
developers to set aside some below-market rate units when building unsubsidized housing
developments, which often increases the price of the other units.127 Local governments in these
states can create voluntary inclusionary zoning programs, offering density bonuses or other
financial incentives to developers who choose to designate some units for below-market rate
rents.

Housing targets
States that want to encourage or require local governments to produce more housing can set numeric
targets for each local government, while allowing local jurisdictions flexibility in deciding how to reach
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the target.128 For instance, some communities might decide to concentrate new development along
transit corridors or near job centers, while others choose to allow “gentle density” throughout all
residential neighborhoods.
 Illinois, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and New Jersey, have implemented systems by which they
periodically determine regional needs and then designate jurisdictional “fair shares” for
developing housing at below market rents.129 Enforcement is in part through a “builder’s
remedy,” which allows developers to proceed with a project if the local government has failed
to meet its target or submit a required plan to meet the need. These systems focus on providing
housing for low-income households.
 California, Oregon, and Washington have adopted allocation systems that require local
jurisdictions to plan for enough housing across all income levels to accommodate the projected
population, submit their plans for review, and make local decisions in conformance with the
plan.130

Reduce costs
States and localities can support greater development by identifying ways in which regulations slow
down development and increase costs. In places where land is expensive, allowing more housing units
to be built per acre of land could be beneficial. In parts of the country where land is more affordable,
reducing barriers that drive up design, materials, and soft costs could generate substantial savings.131
Zoning rules limit how much housing can be constructed on a given site in numerous ways; which
specific rule is the binding constraint varies across locations. Even on land parcels zoned to allow
multifamily housing, dimensional requirements such as maximum floor-to-area ratio, lot width, or
setbacks may make a particular lot unusable or financially infeasible. Relaxing these requirements could
allow developers to make more efficient use of vacant parcels. For instance, Philadelphia allows
multifamily buildings on “skinny” lots (as narrow as 11 feet, compared with the typical 16-foot width) to
support more infill development.132 North Carolina eliminated a minimum unit size for one- and twounit dwellings.133
128
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In places where land is expensive, allowing more housing units to be built per acre of
land is beneficial. In parts of the country where land is relatively cheap, reducing
costs of design, materials, and soft costs could generate substantial savings.

Support development
Many models are available that make housing development easier or less expensive. These range from
reducing discretionary processes, to supporting conversion of vacant commercial properties to
residential units, to supporting community land trusts to promote long term affordability. Jurisdictions
may want to review their current land use regulations and zoning ordinances to identify opportunities to
better align the regulations with their housing needs.134
Federal agencies can support local efforts through sharing strategies, engaging with jurisdictions that
want to make improvements, and supporting innovation in areas such as regulation, construction, and
community engagement. This report highlights an array of methods, techniques, and approaches
adopted throughout the country aimed at increasing the supply of affordable housing. However, what
might work in one part of the country might not work in another. Thus, states have an important role in
giving localities flexibility to increase housing supply and meet their own diverse community needs.
By-right development. Allowing by-right development can decrease housing production costs because it
eliminates the cost and delay of a discretionary approval process and reduces the price of land per unit.
The American Enterprise Institute (AEI) considers this strategy an effective “market-based solution that
would substantially ameliorate the current supply-demand imbalance.”135 Several stakeholders
emphasized the desire for market-driven solutions. Many statutes that allow up to four-unit buildings by
right as a positive step, giving owners more choices for developing their land. Other strategies that
support market activity should be reviewed and shared: “removing existing hurdles and preventing
localities from developing new ones” was suggested as a good template.136
Several states have taken action to increase local landowners’ ability to build “gentle density” options
by-right.137 A number of local jurisdictions have revised their zoning to increase density in strategic
locations, for instance, around new transportation infrastructure or in mixed residential-commercial
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areas.138 Denver, CO adopted a hybrid form-based and context-based zoning code in 2010, which a
roundtable participant noted has provided more options for landowners. As with most land use
regulations, the appropriate strategy depends on the local context.
Form-based codes. Form-based codes reflect a particular type of “place” or built environment based on
a collective or shared vision of the kind of community resident’s desire, with accepted cultural norms
and social habits. The goal is to establish guidelines for the design of streets, open space, and other
physical features of the built environment rather than on the separation of building types or uses typical
of traditional zoning. Ideally, the form-based code reflects a mix of uses, serving as a land development
plan that allows most daily needs to be located in close proximity to where people live, work, and play.
Its focus should be on regulating the form of the built environment, promoting interconnected streets
that center the pedestrian, and paying particular attention to neighborhood characteristics that reflect
resident desires—whether those desires include increasing or reducing density.
HUD’s Regulatory Barriers Clearinghouse has compiled examples of form-based code adoptions across
the country. These include:
 Addison, Texas used a form-based code to create mixed-use housing development and
commercial building types in its inner-ring suburban community that incorporate multi-modal
transportation options for its residents.139
 Billings, Montana adopted a long-range development plan focused on creating opportunities for
walking and biking and transit-oriented development, with a range of commercial and cultural
attractions specifically requested by community residents.140
 Dover, New Hampshire adopted a “Context Sensitive Zoning” plan while implementing a
streamlined application and review process to reduce delays and complexity.141
 Cleveland, OH is currently exploring a form-based code, beginning with a few pilot
neighborhoods.142
The Richard H. Driehaus Form-Based Codes Award, sponsored by the Form-Based Code Institute (FBCI),
recognizes communities that adopt exemplary form-based codes that are models for other
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jurisdictions.143 Driehaus winners include Hartford, Connecticut (2016), which eliminated parking
requirements, expanded affordable housing options for its residents, and updated recreational spaces
for a bike and walking trail. Planners replaced the 50-year-old zoning code with the new form-based
code that consists of three pages of tables and illustrations, with easy-to-read graphics that guide the
reader through the standards that apply to their project. The Buffalo Green Code (2017) focuses on
streamlining the building permitting process to reduce delays and the costs of environmental review.
Allow and encourage manufactured housing. Manufactured housing is an important source of
affordable units, but it is often prohibited or restricted by local zoning ordinances. Revising zoning
ordinances to enable families to acquire manufactured housing more widely in the jurisdiction can
support an increased supply of affordable homes. Manufactured and other factory-built housing may
also be an efficient way for homeowners to acquire accessory dwelling units.
 Oakland, CA has permitted manufactured homes on permanent foundations in all residential
areas since 1980. Developers and nonprofit housing providers have turned to manufactured
housing to deliver low-cost urban housing solutions. Oakland Community Housing Incorporated
uses manufactured housing to provide affordable housing. In its Linden Terrace development,
the non-profit placed eight two-story manufactured homes atop ground-level garages that were
then sold to low- and moderate-income households.144
 Washington State requires all manufactured homes on a secure foundation be considered real
property for local titling and taxation purposes and requires local land-use regulations to treat
HUD Code–compliant manufactured housing the same as traditional site-built housing. The state
adopted a law prohibiting discrimination against manufactured housing in 2005. The law
spurred local regulatory reform, a deal with a regional power company to subsidize energy
efficiency upgrades in manufactured homes, and several model manufactured home
communities that attracted national media attention for their innovative designs.145
Support land banks and land trusts. Other structures are available for reducing housing costs for
individuals, such as land banks and community land trusts (CLTs), both of which involve non-profit land
ownership. Although frequently grouped together, they offer advantages in different market contexts.
CLTs are a form of shared-equity homeownership, in which a non-profit organization (or potentially
public agency) retains ownership of a land parcel while homes built on that parcel are purchased by
income-eligible households. CLTs generally cap the amount of capital gains homeowners can realize
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when they sell their homes (similar to inclusionary zoning homeownership programs).146 These two
mechanisms – separating the cost of the land from the cost of the structure and capping appreciation
when the property changes hands – allow CLTs to maintain long-term affordability, even in rapidly
appreciating housing markets.147 Some CLTs act as developers, producing new housing on land in the
trust, while others primarily acquire existing structures.
Land banks are public or non-profit entities that acquire vacant, abandoned, or financially delinquent
parcels, such as properties that have undergone tax foreclosure. In the wake of the Great Recession,
land banks in cities such as Cleveland and Baltimore played an important role in acquiring foreclosed
homes and demolishing vacant structures to mitigate blight in hard-hit neighborhoods. A land bank is an
important tool in achieving and sustaining vibrant, healthy, and secure neighborhoods, and its success
requires that the land bank’s policies, priorities, and activities complement other community strategies
and activities—such as strategic code enforcement, effective tax collection and enforcement, data
collection and analysis, and smart planning and community development. 148 Whereas CLTs may act as
developers and co-owners of affordable housing, land banks serve an intermediary role, generally
focusing on transferring empty parcels to developers or long-term owners.149 Their ability to convey
properties at below market cost provides the opportunity to reduce the cost of obtaining housing.
Eliminate urban containment policies. Urban containment policies have a long history in the United
States, beginning with Lexington, KY’s adoption of an urban growth boundary in 1958 to protect its
bluegrass and horse farms by requiring most development to take place within the boundary and
severely limiting development outside the boundary.150 Urban containment broadly encompasses a
range of regulations that limit or prohibit housing development beyond a specified boundary, including
greenbelts, urban service areas, and urban growth boundaries. They are a subset of “growth
management” tools.151 Urban containment planning has two basic purposes: (1) to promote compact,
contiguous, and accessible development with efficient infrastructure; and (2) to preserve open space,
agricultural land, and environmentally sensitive areas.152
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Arthur Nelson, who has researched and written extensively on smart growth, identifies the challenges of
urban containment policies: “On the one hand, measures aimed at reducing traffic congestion or
infrastructure costs, or improving the aesthetic quality of urban areas, are appealing. On the other hand,
measures that are seen to limit land supply and potentially cause housing prices to increase are
unappealing, particularly to those seeking to expand the stock of affordable housing.”153

Reuse of existing properties
An important resource for increasing housing supply is existing properties. New construction is typically
more expensive than renovation or rehabilitation. A variety of models are available by which new
housing units are created, such as by converting buildings with a non-residential use to housing,
rehabilitating existing housing, or enabling more units to be created from existing stock.
An important resource for increasing housing supply is existing properties. New construction is typically
more expensive than renovation or rehabilitation. A variety of models are available by which new
housing units are created, by converting a non-residential use to housing, rehabilitating existing housing,
or enabling more units to be created from existing stock.
Conversion of commercial properties. One strategy that can increase housing supply is converting
commercial properties to housing or mixed-use (residential and commercial). While this practice is
becoming more common in urban centers, as technology, telecommuting, and preferences have
resulted in increasing commercial vacancies, it can also be implemented for vacant suburban stripmalls.154 This strategy is particularly pertinent as the commercial real estate industry adjusts to the
disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Reusing buildings has been found to generate savings of
10 to 12 percent over new construction. In addition, federal, state, and local incentives, such as New
Markets Tax Credits and historic tax credits can further reduce redevelopment costs.155 Two of FHA’s
multifamily mortgage insurance programs, Section 220 and Section 221(d)(4), have been used to insure
loans for projects converting buildings, such as commercial buildings, office towers, schools, and
hospitals, to residential or mixed use. Jurisdictions may want to review their land use regulations to
ensure they do not impose barriers or unnecessary costs to converting commercial properties to
residential and mixed uses.
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In 1999, the City of Los Angeles adopted an Adaptive Reuse Ordinance to encourage conversion
of vacant commercial buildings in Downtown Los Angeles into housing.156 LA’s City Planning
Department estimates several thousand housing units have been created since the ordinance
went into effect.157 The suburban Washington, DC office market has also seen a number of
conversions of vacant office buildings.158 Large commercial parcels such as Big Box stores,
shopping centers, or even industrial parks that are not financially feasible for conversion to
residential use may be suitable for reuse as community centers, schools, or other anchor
institutions that are complementary to residential neighborhoods.159

Adaptive reuse of historic properties. Historic buildings, such as banks, stores, and schools, offer
innovative examples of adaptive reuse. If the historic building will be used for affordable housing, it may
qualify for the Federal Historic Tax Credit, which allows a 20 percent tax credit for the rehabilitation of
income producing historic properties and provides capital for rehabilitation of historic housing stock or
the adaptation of other historic buildings for residential use. The Federal Historic Tax Credit often is
combined with the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, and 37 states have state historic tax credits that can
be used with it.160 Examples of historic commercial properties being preserved and transformed into
housing include the following:
 The Boston Store Place, originally home to the Erie Dry Goods Store, was constructed in 1931 in
Meadville, Pennsylvania. When The Boston Store closed in 1979, the building sat vacant until it
was renovated in 1996 for apartments. In 2019, Housing and Neighborhood Development
Service (HANDS) purchased the building, which has 92 affordable housing units, financed
through $825,000 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credits, and 33 market-rate units.161 A brewery
and radio stations occupy the commercial space. HANDS is upgrading the property through
funding from the Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency’s Revised Community Leveraging
Assistance Initiative Mortgage (ReCLAIM) program, a pilot program designed to identify
buildings suitable for adaptive reuse incorporating housing and commercial space that support
neighborhood revitalization. The ReCLAIM program is also supporting the redevelopment of the
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not historic James T. Givner Building in Pittsburgh, PA, from a commercial building into a mixeduse building with six affordable rental units, a restaurant, and a bakery.162
The historic Lima Trust Company Building, built in 1926 in Lima, Ohio, has been converted into a
mixed-income residential building.163 It contains 37 apartments affordable for families, seniors,
and individuals earning up to 60 percent of the area median income and 10 market-rate units.
Seven units include ADA features for persons with disabilities, and two have features for persons
with sight or hearing impairments. The $16.8 million development was financed through LowIncome Housing Tax Credits allocated by the Ohio Housing Finance Agency, Federal Historic Tax
Credits through the National Park Service, and state historic tax credits allocated by the Ohio
Development Services Agency and State Historic Preservation Office. Additional funding includes
HOME funds, a 12-year tax abatement from the city of Lima, a permanent bank loan, and a
bridge loan.
In North Carolina, at least 19 historic buildings have been adaptively reused for low-income
senior housing since 2000, particularly schools and hospitals.164 The Paul Braxton School, in Siler
City, is one example. Built in 1922, the Art Deco style building was vacant for nearly 25 years
until Community Housing Partners converted the 32 classrooms into income-restricted
apartments in 1999, using Low-Income Housing Tax Credits and Federal Historic Tax Credits.

Encourage reuse of existing housing stock. A jurisdiction can increase its housing supply by encouraging
rehabilitation or reuse of existing stock, which reduces expenses on site preparation, foundation, and
building exteriors, even if the interior space requires substantial rehabilitation. This strategy has been
successfully used to create affordable housing across U.S. cities.165
Many stakeholders emphasized rehabilitation of existing housing is typically less expensive than new
construction and, while some jurisdictions need new units, others would benefit most by improving
existing stock. State and local officials attending a White House roundtable noted the need to rebuild
housing stock that was more than 50 years old, including manufactured housing, stressing the need for
willing builders as well as financing options.
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San Antonio, TX provides incentives for landlords and homeowners for minor and substantial
rehab. For example, following substantial rehabilitation of residential properties in local historic
districts, city property taxes are frozen at the assessed value before rehab for up to 10 years.166
San Antonio also offers a deferred, forgivable loan for qualified low- to moderate-income
homeowners to rehabilitate substandard and non-code compliant single-family homes to cover
the cost of the needed repairs. These repairs focus on health and safety, accessibility, and major
system concerns, as well as weatherization and energy savings.167
Racine, WI offers loans for structural repairs for homeowners and landlords who lease to lowincome residents in buildings with four or fewer units.168
Oregon has introduced a program to rehab manufactured housing, funding its Manufactured
Home Preservation Fund with $2.5 million to provide loans of up to $35,000 per individual
homeowner to replace older, inefficient manufactured homes with energy-efficient ones that
meet state standards. A regional partnership launched a pilot program to retire aging
manufactured homes and replace them with new, energy-efficient manufactured homes that
exceed code requirements. Evaluation activities will help the state understand the benefits
achieved from the replacement homes, needed financial resources, and challenges of replacing
the homes.169

Creating a housing unit within an existing home, often a form of accessory dwelling units, is another way
existing housing can be reused to serve more households. Programs that support homeowners in
designing, financing, and managing these units, such as the Alley Flat Initiative in Austin, TX,170 provide
an essential resource to enable more units to be created and more households to benefit, while
protecting homeowners from potential predatory actors.171
Support shared housing. Shared housing, a living arrangement in which two or more unrelated people
share a house or apartment, ranges from home sharing, where a homeowner rents a room in his home
to a person seeking affordable housing, to co-living, in which an individual rents a private room and
shares common areas with other tenants. Safe shared housing provides greater flexibility for existing
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housing stock to meet current market demands by housing more individuals in a single housing unit.
Supporting these efforts may require revising local regulations, such as occupancy limits and density
requirements. Resources to help people convert underutilized spaces in their home, safely identify
housemates, and learn their rights and responsibilities are needed to support these opportunities.172
 Boston created the Intergenerational Homeshare Pilot, a collaboration between the City’s Age
Strong Commission, the City’s Housing Innovation Lab, and Nesterly, a shared housing entity
specializing in intergenerational housing in the Boston area.173 The program matched elderly
homeowners who had a spare bedroom with students in search of affordable housing.
 In New York City, the Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD) began the
ShareNYC initiative in 2018, a pilot program to create or preserve 300 affordable housing
units.174 Co-living corporations partnered with developers and submitted proposals for co-living
developments. Under the initiative, Cypress Hills Local Development Corporation and PadSplit
are rehabilitating a two-story single room occupancy building to create 11 fully furnished units
for low-income tenants.

Infrastructure costs
Many developers identify impact fees assessed by jurisdictions as a significant cost in providing housing.
Stakeholders at the roundtables mentioned fees of $14,000 per unit in Florida, $50,000 in Montgomery
County, MD, $75,000 in Des Moines, IA, and $100,000 in Oakland, CA. The fees they mention, while
often quite large, may reflect a combination of costs they are asked to bear, only a portion of which is an
“impact fee.”175 Impact fees are common, in part because they enable local governments, which receive
little financing from the federal or state government for infrastructure and face financing constraints, to
provide the facilities needed for new development without raising taxes.176 A guide on impact fees
explains, “While in theory there are many better ways to finance infrastructure, in practice impact fees
often become the path of least political and legal resistance.”177
Building new housing in a community increases the demand for local public services, such as schools,
roads, and parks, all of which fall under the general definition of “infrastructure.” Communities have to
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find ways to pay for those services – or accept declines in service quality. Broadly speaking, local
governments have two decisions to make about how they pay for infrastructure: (1) whether to pay
upfront or spread the costs over a longer time frame, and (2) how broadly to diffuse the costs across
different segments of their tax base (businesses versus residents, new residents versus existing
residents).
State fiscal environments set the stage for local decisions on infrastructure funding. Local governments
have a more limited set of fiscal tools than states or the Federal Government. Localities are not
permitted to run deficits.178 Each state defines how its local governments may raise revenues. Most
localities are not allowed to impose local income taxes, for instance, and most states have caps on
property taxes, the largest single source of local revenues for most localities, through rate limits, levy
limits, and/or assessment limits.179 States also decide how much to share state-level resources with
localities for public services, by passing through federal funds such as CDBG to smaller jurisdictions or
redistributing state revenues across localities (for example, California has high levels of redistribution for
school funding but has severe limits on property taxes).
Within that context, local governments generally choose to pay for infrastructure through some
combination of property taxes, impact fees, special taxing districts, and municipal bonds (debt). How
much new housing increases demand for public services – the true “cost” of new housing to the local
government – varies considerably by project type. Greenfields development (i.e., on previously
undeveloped land) imposes greater needs for roads, sidewalks, water and sewer systems than infill
development that can use existing infrastructure.
Restrictions on density and mixes of uses are likely to lead to higher infrastructure costs per capita to
serve more dispersed development patterns and handle additional automobile transportation needs
that accrue from separated land uses. In addition, land use restrictions near mass transportation
facilities make those systems less financially viable, requiring more public subsidies for their operations
by lowering fare revenues and farebox recovery ratios.180
Given the complexity of infrastructure funding, no set of overall “best practices” would apply across the
United States. Solutions may vary based on current state policies. The key is to recognize the need to
fund local infrastructure and determine an equitable way to apportion the costs.
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The key is to recognize the need to fund local infrastructure and determine an
equitable way to apportion the costs.

A few general principles have been identified to reduce the burden of impact fees:
 Certainty and transparency are beneficial. Fees should be consistently assessed across similar
projects, rather than negotiated on an ad hoc basis. Fee schedules should be transparent and
readily observable to developers, for instance, posted on the jurisdiction’s website. Fees agreed
to at the beginning of the project should not be changed during the development process.181
Florida recently enacted a bill that requires counties and municipalities to include data on their
impact fees in their annual financial reports, including the purpose and amount of each fee.182
 The timing of when the fee is determined and when it is collected matters. The cost per unit for
schools or transportation may increase significantly during the years the project is in the
approval process, according to some developers. Whether payment is due when the permit is
issued or when the certificate of occupancy is issued is significant. Developers noted that, when
possible, payments for infrastructure should not be frontloaded since expenses will not be
recouped until the units are sold or occupied. One recommendation was to have the jurisdiction
issue infrastructure bonds that could be funded from impact fees paid over the course of
development, giving the jurisdiction access to funds for necessary infrastructure immediately
but delaying the imposition of the cost on the developers before they have produced units.
 The basis on which the fee is imposed (e.g., unit size, unit type, infill/greenfield) influences
development, particularly affordable units. If a locality wishes to encourage density, one
comment recommended charging impact fees on a gross land or square footage basis rather
than per unit.
Other mechanisms for funding infrastructure may better encourage development. A report by the
National Association of Home Builders identified several limitations of impact fees: they cannot be used
to pay for maintaining existing infrastructure; they are an unreliable source of revenue, relying on the
construction cycle; and they drive up housing costs, among other issues.183 The report presents a
number of alternatives as possible solutions, including: tax increment financing, community
development districts, and state infrastructure banks. State and local governments may want to explore
the range of options to find the best way to fund infrastructure in their communities while supporting
housing development.
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Improve the development and permitting process
A consistent finding in the research was reinforced by stakeholders: a lengthy, unpredictable
development process is one of the biggest regulatory burdens to housing development. A roundtable
participant from Texas noted, “it’s not about reducing regulations but implementing them in an
expeditious manner. Time costs more than the regulations.” A local official in California explained how
“builders lost confidence in the town,” when the approval process added considerable uncertainty to a
project. A recent article outlines how a local development process affected a development, resulting in a
proposed 18-unit affordable building costing $414,000 per unit being approved more than 10 years later
as a 10-unit building, with each unit cost more than $1 million.184 States and local jurisdictions have
many tools at their disposal to improve the development process. One of the first steps is understanding
how many agencies are involved in the review and how many steps the approval requires (e.g.,
community meetings, preliminary plan, project plan, site plan, forestry plan). Mapping the process can
help identify opportunities to remove inefficiencies.

Transparency and data quality
The lack of clear, consistent, transparent information about local development rules is a substantial
hurdle to policymakers and developers. Developers have expressed that they cannot assess the
potential costs and profits of building housing in the absence of full information on fee schedules, for
instance. State policymakers who want to create financial incentives tied to reducing regulatory barriers
are hampered by data gaps on what current rules are. States can use several approaches to improve
transparency and data quality.
 Require local governments to post up-to-date versions of zoning laws, zoning maps, impact fee
schedules, and other development-related regulations on their websites. Recent research finds
that California’s cities and counties often do not publish clear, consistent schedules of impact
fees, making it hard for developers to assess the financial feasibility of proposed projects.185
 Post PDF versions of zoning maps or the underlying GIS shape files to enable state policymakers
and researchers to accurately determine how land is zoned186 Improving the data helps to set
benchmarks and track changes.
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“Shot clocks” for approvals
The time needed to obtain all required approvals for development can substantially increase the cost of
new housing. Some states are granting automatic approval to projects if local governments do not
review and decide on applications within a set time period.
 North Carolina requires localities to make decisions on permit applications for one- and twofamily structures within 15 days.187
 Texas requires all cities and counties to respond to a subdivision application within 30 days and
to subsequent submissions within 15 days. Otherwise, the plat or plan will be considered
approved. A conditional approval or disapproval must be directly related to statutory
requirements or ordinances and may not be arbitrary.188 Dallas created a “gold card” plan that
reduced permit approval times for smaller projects to just 45 minutes by giving by-right
approvals to developers who have completed mandatory training and consistently submit
quality requests.189
 Florida requires municipalities complete permit reviews within 30 days of application if they
have enacted inclusionary zoning programs, providing an additional incentive to developers.190
Other strategies have been implemented to reduce permitting times, such as one-stop permitting and
online submissions and tracking. Goodyear, AZ established a one-stop permit shop for its Planning,
Building Safety, Development Services, Economic Development and Engineering departments, a permit
by email system, and online permit tracking, and implemented electronic plan review in 2015.191
Jurisdictions have assigned “case managers” to track individual applications through the review process
to ensure all local agencies meet required timelines.

Coordination among local agencies
Coordinating among the different local agencies can be a challenge for a developer. For example, the
street in front of the development has to be designed to address stormwater management, emergency
services, pedestrian and bike usage, among other needs. Creating a collaborative environment and
187
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having a system to resolve internal government conflicts can reduce costs and delays and provide a
more welcoming environment for development.
 Leesburg, VA, recognized for its one-stop permitting system, has extended its integration
beyond the paperwork submission phase to reduce silos. In the past, for example, an applicant
could receive comment letters from the Departments of Planning, Zoning, and Development,
Utilities, and Public Works at different times with conflicting requests. Now, a single project
manager is assigned to the application and responsible for consolidating all town and county
agency comments to provide a single letter conveying clear and consistent direction to the
project engineer and owner.192
 Sonoma County, CA created an ombudsman position within its Permit and Resource
Management Department to have a single point of contact who provides customer service on
individual projects and facilitates process improvements by working within and across divisions
to create a more efficient and friendly process for customers and staff.193
 The Washington State Legislature established the Governor’s Office for Regulatory Innovation
and Assistance in 2007 to work with local governments and applicants to help improve
development permitting processes. The Office identified a number of best practices for
processing permits, such as pre-submittal discussions and consolidated comment letters, which
have been implemented by local governments. In 2012, Washington State created a Local
Government Performance Center, an initiative of the State Auditor’s Office, to foster more
efficient and effective local government. The Center offers trainings and resources to local
government entities, including a Lean Academy to increase process efficiency in local permitting
departments. Participating jurisdictions’ processing times have significantly decreased and
greater partnership has occurred between the permitting agencies and applicants.194
As noted above, what works in one jurisdiction may not be effective in another. A roundtable participant
lamented that, “We removed barriers, we have all our departments in a room conducting the review at
once, yet we still can’t get developers to build mid-range housing.” Other tools may be necessary to
support housing production in a specific community.

Construction
Construction costs are affected by land use regulation and associated approval processes, such as a
subdivision ordinance’s design features, minimum setbacks, or on-site parking requirements. However,
residential construction involves more than land use regulations; it includes environmental regulations,
building codes, and a host of other rules.
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By the end of 2019, housing production in the United States had increased to more than 1.25 million
units from a low of 584,000 units in 2011.195 COVID-19 was expected to reduce construction in 2020 as a
result of government office closures, supply chain disruptions, and efforts to limit worker risks.196 While
many states classified residential construction as essential work, some states and cities did not, halting
construction in places like New York State and Boston, MA. In many jurisdictions, local government
offices closed, delaying permitting, reviews, and inspections, particularly where online systems were not
in place. The National Multifamily Housing Council’s construction survey found about one-half the
responding firms experienced construction delays, driven primarily by permitting delays.197 These
challenges may have slowed construction initially, but housing starts increased significantly in July.198

Reduce construction costs
Changes to zoning and building codes, which strongly influence building size, design, materials and
construction techniques, and related regulations such as utility hook-ups, could reduce the “hard” costs
of construction, labor, and materials.
Limit local design standards. Local regulations may dictate that new housing meets certain design
features or uses specific construction materials, especially on building exteriors. Design standards can be
an important component of preserving a neighborhood’s identity and ensuring architectural integrity
and diversity. Discretionary approval processes allow existing neighbors the opportunity to weigh in on
design features, effectively giving them veto power based on their aesthetic preferences. This can push
developers to use more costly materials or incorporate expensive design features.199 Several states are
considering regulatory changes that would allow greater flexibility on design standards.
 Texas has limited cities’ ability to reject building materials if they are accepted by international
building codes.200
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Arkansas prohibits counties from regulating residential building design elements, which include
exterior building color; type or style of exterior cladding material; style or materials of roof
structures, roof pitches, or porches; the minimum square footage of a structure; and other
architectural components.201
Indiana is considering state pre-emption of design requirements imposed by local
governments.202

Reduce off-street parking requirements. Zoning laws in most jurisdictions require new housing units to
include a minimum number of off-street parking spaces, with more spaces required for larger units. The
construction costs associated with structured parking in two jurisdictions were typically $50,000 per
space.203 Costs increase significantly when parking is underground or multilevel because of the costs of
digging deeper and the demands parking places on building structure. A requirement of two parking
spaces for a two-bedroom unit therefore adds at least $100,000 to each apartment’s cost in those
jurisidctions. Developers may choose to build off-street parking in locations that lack reliable public
transportation, because consumers are reluctant to buy or rent homes without dedicated parking
spaces.
The challenge is to determine the “right amount” of parking: “Good parking systems are carefully
balanced to be specific to their settings and are adaptable to changes over time.”204 This requires
consideration of a jurisdiction’s transportation and land use policies. For example, minimum parking
requirements in locations well-served by public transit may add costs with less value to consumers.205 In
a survey of multifamily housing in the Boston metro area, only 74 percent of multifamily residential
parking spots were used.206 A range of policy options are available for jurisdictions interested in reducing
parking and the associated costs.207
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Buffalo, NY eliminated all parking minimums in 2016 when the adopted a Unified Development
Ordinance.208
In 2013, Portland, OR reduced minimum parking requirements in exchange for meeting other
policy priorities, such as including affordable housing units, providing bicycle parking, or
preserving trees.209
Minneapolis, MN reduced its one-spot per unit parking requirement for new developments near
high frequency transit in 2015, implementing a 50 percent reduction for buildings with more
than 50 units and eliminating all requirements for smaller buildings. While developers may
continue to provide parking to meet lender requirements or market preferences, the greater
flexibility may reduce costs.210
Coral Gables, FL adopted a shared parking ordinance in 2016.211 Shared parking optimizes
parking capacity by calculating how different users can share the same parking spaces. This is
particularly useful with mixed-use developments, as residents and businesses often need
parking at different times.
Developers also offer innovative solutions. A roundtable participant described a project in which
the developer built structured parking that could be transitioned into housing units. The design
required an investment of upfront costs but provided future flexibility.

Develop local skills. The San Felipe Pueblo developed 150 homes on land donated from the Tribe after
40 years with no new housing in the community.212 The San Felipe Pueblo Housing Authority (SFPHA)
used an innovative mix of HUD Title VI and Section 184 loan guarantees and private loans to fund the
project. The first 28 units were constructed by a general contractor. The company set up a temporary
modular construction unit on-location to save transportation costs and employed some members of the
Pueblo. SFPHA realized having a force account crew could lower costs and create sustained employment
opportunities so completed the process required under Indian Community Development Block Grant of
certifying as a force account crew. The crew of about 40 members built the remaining units, including
some of the site development work, enabling SFPHA to employ more Tribal members and control quality
and cost. Furthermore, SFPHA has created capacity in areas including construction, management,
housing counseling, housing design, and loan processing, which will benefit the Tribe long-term.
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Building codes
Building codes were created in the early 1900s to minimize risks to property and occupants, with the
first code in the United States created by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, an insurance group.
Building codes serve an important purpose by assuring residents of the safety of the dwelling units they
want to occupy and addressing the quality of the home as collateral for financing. Different codes were
developed by different organizations over time. The International Code Council (ICC), established in
1994, brought together three organizations that had developed separate sets of model codes.
The ICC published its first set of “I-codes” in 2000; these include the International Building Code,
International Residential Code, International Energy Conservation Code, and mechanical, plumbing, fire
and other codes. The ICC provides 15 codes, and each code is amended on a 3-year cycle.213 By 2007, Icodes had been adopted in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.214 The codes are typically adopted
by jurisdictions on widely varying schedules, with adaptations or omissions by state and local
governments creating inconsistencies. The different building codes among municipalities add to the
complexity and cost of building homes.215
Four areas were identified in which building codes may be barriers to housing production:
 Expanding beyond health and safety. Some were concerned the code required higher cost
materials for aesthetic reasons, raising home prices. Several commenters noted the codes
benefit specific manufacturers by adopting certain products in the code. Others were concerned
the code was integrating aspirational goals (such as energy efficiency), rather than focusing on
health and safety. One recommendation was for the ICC to distinguish between “required” and
“recommended” or “smart investment” and let jurisdictions consider voluntary incentives for
aspirational elements.
o The LEED and NGBS rating systems are examples of voluntary standards, as is the
DOE/EPA EnergyStar program.
o Maine amended its Uniform Building and Energy Code in 2019 (S.P. 480) to establish an
optional energy efficiency code that exceeds the state’s energy code requirements for
local government adoption.216 The state will maintain a public list of municipalities that
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adopt the voluntary appendix. Texas created an optional energy efficiency code for
industrialized housing (HB 2456).217
Diminishing returns of ongoing revisions. Each time a new code is adopted, all parties involved
in the building and inspection process must purchase the new code book and then learn the
changes through a class or self-instruction, imposing significant costs and creating a burden for
the jurisdiction’s staff as well as builders and engineers. Increased costs from changes to
building codes over the past 10 years was identified as the government regulation that was the
highest share of multifamily development costs in a 2017 survey, with an average cost of 7
percent of total development costs.218 Increasing technical assistance, similar to DOE’s help desk
for energy efficiency code questions, and transitioning to online materials could be beneficial.
Application to existing residential buildings. Some commented the codes are designed for new
suburban construction, making renovation of older buildings cost-prohibitive by requiring
modern standards rather than requiring the building to be safe. Building codes can address that
issue by distinguishing between new and legacy elements when existing buildings are
renovated. HUD studied the use of Nationally Applicable Renovation Rehabilitation Provisions,
which provide a framework to encourage this hybrid approach,219 and has funded research on
best practices for rehabilitating affordable housing.220
Preventing innovation. Building codes have been identified as barriers to innovation that could
reduce housing production costs.221 This was noted, for example, in creating “tiny homes,”
developing housing units in small scale commercial buildings, and other strategies for crafting
affordable housing options. One recommendation was to consider code categories based on
building size to improve affordability. Stakeholders suggested ways to enable builders to use
alternative materials, designs, or methods of construction if supported by valid and
appropriately certified research as an alternative to the ICC’s evaluation service process. It is not
always the building code that hinders innovation; a local inspector or permit reviewer may
interpret the code in a way that creates a barrier. More training and better communication may
be important components to supporting innovation.

Additional stakeholder recommendations on building codes included the following:
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Consider regional differences when designing the building codes, as is done with energy codes,
since regions have different challenges, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, cold, and heat. A
related recommendation was to consider implementing an earthquake zone map so the building
code’s seismic requirements are not applied when properties are not in an earthquake zone.
Building codes could be subject to an affordability review to ensure the focus is on safety and
health issues. One example cited by a commenter was how circuit breakers were replaced by
GFI breakers, which have now been replaced by Arc fault protectors, increasing electrical costs
significantly while providing greater safety. The affordability lens should consider lifecycle costs,
not just initial construction costs.
Recognize the value of resilience features that improve the structural safety of the home and
contribute to health benefits (for example, reducing mold lowers the potential for associated
respiratory ailments; greater energy efficiency can help the elderly during a summer heat wave).
Resilient design and construction of buildings reduce loss of life and property during and after
natural disasters and minimize demands on federal, state and local disaster resources. Resilient
features may add to home values and lead to insurance savings. For example, the National Fire
Protection Association developed the Firewise program to increase the “ignition resistance” of
homes in wild-fire prone areas, and certain insurers are providing discounts on homeowners’
insurance for homes located in Firewise communities.222 However, resilient elements that are
cost-effective based on a life-cycle analysis could create upfront costs that affect the
affordability of a home or the rent on an apartment.

Vesting
Land use regulations, including zoning ordinances, are often changing, introducing additional
uncertainties into the development process. Vesting, which is the point in time when the landowner can
expect to develop under a set of rules that will not change, is determined by state law, often through
case law. Once vested, applicants’ rights are no longer contingent or conditional; they know they will be
able to develop the property as proposed. Later vesting means a longer period of uncertainty with its
associated risks. Those risks are a factor in determining the financial feasibility of the project and can
affect financing.223
In Washington State, rights vest at the time a land use application is submitted. The state court initially
implemented this vesting rule through case law, but the legislature then codified it.224 By contrast,
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Maryland is a “late vesting state”; the applicant is vested once the “footers are in the ground,”225 when
construction has begun. To address this difficulty, legislation was enacted permitting jurisdictions to
enter into Developers Rights and Responsibilities Agreements (DRRAs), which enable owners to vest
certain rights to develop property under the regulations in place at the time the DRRA is executed in
return for accepting certain obligations relating to development of the property.226 The jurisdiction may
then bargain for additional public benefits in exchange for the certainty.
Vesting is an example of the ways various laws and practices can impede housing production and
increase costs, often without any intent to do so. Conducting regulatory reviews, working with
developers, and learning from peers are among the steps state and local governments can take to
reduce barriers and better meet their residents’ housing needs.

Environmental regulations
Stormwater management
Many stakeholders identified stormwater management as a regulation that is often applied by state and
local governments in a way that creates unnecessary burdens. This provides opportunities for potential
improvements.
 In Wichita, KS, the city revised requirements for water quality management on development
sites based on input from the city’s stormwater advisory group. As an alternative to onsite water
quality, developers can pay a fee into an enterprise fund used to prevent water pollution
elsewhere. The fund typically makes improvements on agricultural land at a lower cost and at
greater environmental benefit than water treatment specifically targeted to a development site.
The alternative is particularly important for infill development, where smaller lots and high
levels of impermeable surfaces make water treatment more difficult and costly. It encourages
reuse of urban lots and increases density, reducing demand for greenfield development.227 This
approach, amending stormwater management regulations and development codes to allow offsite stormwater management, especially for infill and redevelopment areas, has been supported
by EPA.228
 A stakeholder described how a multi-agency, multi-level approval process results in numerous
revisions to the water management plans. Using Wisconsin as an example, the stakeholder
recommended having a single state-designated entity manage those federal water rules
225
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administered by state and local governments. Such an approach, he estimated, could save
$3,000 per home if it were applied in Minnesota.

Environmental reviews
In the 1970s, as the Federal Government enacted the Federal Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, and other
environmental legislation, many states passed their own environmental protection laws to protect open
spaces and curtail urban sprawl.229 These laws, although well-intentioned, have become a significant
impediment to housing development, including the construction of infill housing in high demand urban
neighborhoods, where housing would enhance environmental quality. States could reduce housing costs
by amending these statutes and regulations to make them less burdensome.
One example of such laws and the burdens they impose is the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA). CEQA is often described as a tool individuals and organizations use to delay projects, create
uneconomic approval conditions, or reject multi-family infill developments. As one study explains:
Anti-housing communities can and do use CEQA to indefinitely delay, decrease, or derail new
housing. Courts have uniformly declined to enforce any deadline whatsoever for completing the
CEQA process, thereby empowering unelected staff as well as local elected officials to take years
– sometimes many years and millions of dollars in studies – before approving General Plans and
zoning that allows more housing, and as a tool to deny . . . approvals even to housing that
complies with these local requirements. The CEQA process can also easily be “slow-walked” and
manipulated to quite end it all for politically unpopular housing plans.230
Over the years, a number of provisions have been added to CEQA to provide exemptions from
completing a full Environmental Impact Report for certain types of housing, such as infill development or
affordable units, but such exemptions “are narrow and themselves riddled with exceptions. . .. [A]
developer hoping to qualify for the Infill Housing in Urbanized Areas near Transit exemption must satisfy
no fewer than 27 distinct conditions.”231 A California State Senate report found 42 percent of
development across California’s cities and counties received some form of streamlining or exemption
through CEQA.232 When an exemption is granted, it is frequently appealed in court, increasing the
229
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development costs and resulting in higher prices and rents. Many individuals responding to HUD’s
request for information identified CEQA as a regulatory barrier to housing development, particularly the
ability to file anonymous lawsuits to delay or stop a project. Eliminating duplicative and anonymous
CEQA lawsuits is a frequent recommendation.233
Washington State enacted its State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) in 1971 to require governments and
companies to consider the potential negative environmental impact of their projects. A SEPA review is
required when a developer proposes a new housing project of a certain size or a city government
considers a land use change. If city officials decide the potential negative impacts are not significant, the
project receives a Determination of Non Significance (DNS) and can proceed. Otherwise, the project
must undergo a more comprehensive environmental review that results in an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) and may require adjusting a policy or project to better mitigate its impacts. Even if a
project receives a DNS, the finding can be challenged by anyone who asserts the impacts are significant
and merit a full review for the cost of the filing fee. The review and ruling can take six months or more to
complete. Individuals also may appeal the final EIS.
As an example, the Seattle city council introduced a proposal to permit backyard cottages in early 2016.
The proposal received a determination of non-significance. Opponents filed a successful SEPA appeal,
which required the city to complete a full environmental review. The opponents then filed another
appeal, alleging the final impact statement failed to offer less impactful alternatives to the city’s plan
and did not sufficiently consider the unique character of each neighborhood. Although the city won, the
lengthy appeals process delayed implementation of the policy for years. Washington has limited SEPA
appeals as part of a housing density bill passed in 2019, exempting city actions to increase density from
SEPA appeal. The temporary provision is a first step to removing a duplicative and time-consuming
barrier.

Other policies
Rent control
Rent control, a common term used to cover a range of rent regulations, is often adopted to maintain
apartments at affordable rents without an explicit government subsidy, instead shifting the burden for
below-market housing onto private owners. The objective of rent regulation is to protect existing
tenants from rent increases, resulting from price gouging or normal market forces, that would make
their housing unaffordable. The programs vary significantly, covering issues such as: how broadly the
program applies; how annual increases are determined; the circumstances under which landlords can
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increase rents; tenants’ rights in regulated units; when, or whether, units can be deregulated; and how
rents are tracked and enforced.234
More commonly, rent regulations have been adopted in jurisdictions with strict land use regulations and
complex development processes that limit the supply of new housing, enabling existing landlords to
charge higher rents. California, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Oregon, and the District of Columbia
have rent regulation programs. Thirty-six states expressly prohibit or preempt rent control. The other
nine states allow it, but none of their jurisdictions have adopted rent regulations.235
Economic research, going back to Friedman and Stigler in 1946, has examined the consequences of
keeping rents below market rates: a cap on rents would lead landlords to sell their rental properties to
earn the market price for the property; landlords may not invest in maintenance since they cannot
recoup the cost by raising rents; rent control can lead to a “mis-match” between tenants and rental
units as a tenant with a rent-controlled apartment may choose not to move in the future, even if his
housing needs change; and with below market rents, renters may consume excessive quantities of
housing.236
A study of an expansion of rent controls in San Francisco found that tenants in rent-regulated units
enjoyed lower rents and stayed in their homes longer. Rent regulation led some landlords to demolish
their units for new construction or convert them to other uses; these actions lead to a reduction in
rental supply, a stock serving higher income individuals, and ultimately higher rents.237 The resulting
restricted supply ends up hurting some of the lower-income renters they are intended to help.238
Existing tenants benefit from the insurance provided by rent control, but the cost of such insurance is
high.239 Rent control's inability to restrain housing prices is not surprising, as it does not address the
problem: lack of housing supply. Instead, it further reduces the quantity of available housing by
diminishing the profit incentive to build more rental housing.240 If a jurisdiction wants to provide social
insurance against rent increases, it may be less distortionary to do so through a government subsidy or
tax credit.241
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The current attention on rent regulations reflects the pressures many cities face as residents experience
rising housing costs. Experience and economic theory suggest that rent regulations are not the best
answer as they may reduce the quality and quantity of affordable housing. The most effective long-term
solution is to reduce barriers to development and build more housing, more quickly and cheaply.

Government deregulation
Members of the Governors’ Initiative on Regulatory Innovation, announced by the Administration on
October 21, 2019, are working to extend the President’s historic regulatory reform to state, local, and
tribal governments. This initiative aims to cut regulations and costs, advance occupational licensing
reform, and better align local, state and federal regulations. Focusing on “people over paperwork,”
government leaders are championing deregulatory and smarter regulation activity. One major area of
activity involves passing occupational licensure reciprocity across states, eliminating unnecessary
licensure and reducing licensure fees to lessen burdens on employers and encourage opportunities for
the skilled workforce. These efforts assist military families who have been unable to work while awaiting
an occupational license following a permanent change of station to a new state and low-income workers
who are unable to earn a living when they cannot transfer their license to a new state or afford the
renewal fees.
Along with regulations reforming occupational licensing, elected officials may want to consider
amending regulations to expand home-based business opportunities. A policy brief from Mercatus on
helping communities recover from the COVID-19 crisis suggests supporting home-based businesses,
such as tax preparers, tailors, daycares, as a source of employment and income that can contribute to
making housing more affordable for these business owners.242 Models cited by Mercatus include San
Diego, which revised its home-based business ordinance to eliminate burdensome rules and costly
permits, instead focusing on activities that bother neighbors, and California and Colorado, which have
eased rules for daycares and cottage food production.
Another focus of the initiative is removing regulations that have built up over the decades and create
costs and barriers but no longer provide benefits. The Governors of Idaho, Arizona, and Ohio are a few
of the champions leading their states in implementing comprehensive regulatory reviews with a
directive to reduce regulation that is harming businesses and employees. Applying this approach to land
use regulations and other regulations that constrain the supply of housing may further benefit states
and their residents.
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SECTION 6. SUPPORTING STATE, LOCAL, AND TRIBAL ACTIVITIES
For many American families, entry-level housing options, including starter homes, condominiums, and
manufactured housing, serve as important stepping stones to achieving their ultimate dream of
purchasing a single-family home in which to raise their children and build wealth for the long term. The
Federal Government plays a critical role in helping creditworthy first-time and low- and moderateincome borrowers achieve their goals, for example, through FHA’s insurance of entry-level housing,
from which borrowers can successfully graduate to non-government-supported loans for future homes,
and USDA’s insurance of housing in rural areas. While the Federal Government directly assists
households in obtaining safe and affordable housing, it also can play an important role in supporting
state, local, and tribal governments through education, outreach, and research.

Education and outreach
The Federal Government can support jurisdictions seeking to reduce local regulatory barriers and
increase housing supply by sharing solutions, helping jurisdictions that want to make improvements, and
supporting innovation in areas such as regulation, construction, and community engagement.

Technical assistance
Many federal agencies provide technical assistance (TA) to improve the capability of state, local, and
tribal governments and other program participants to successfully use and comply with federal
programs. TA provides skills and knowledge by introducing new materials and techniques, offering
innovative approaches, and demonstrating ways to improve services to citizens.243 TA can take many
forms, including direct TA and capacity building, development of tools and products, and in-person and
online trainings. The wide range of activities include one-on-one targeted support, running a helpdesk,
creating toolkits, and offering training, policy academies, and peer-to-peer assistance exchanges for
customers with similar local market contexts, challenges, opportunities, and community needs. The
array of activities covered under TA provides opportunities for the Federal Government to assist officials
in jurisdictions working that want to reduce barriers to housing supply and better meet the need for
housing across income ranges.
Housing strategies. Many local governments want to take steps to address housing affordability issues
to respond to residents’ needs, but struggle to understand how to best do so. Stakeholders identified
key obstacles that include: (1) lack of staff capacity to comprehensively assess available policy options
and determine which ones are best to pursue; (2) fragmentation within local government that inhibits
collaboration across the many government agencies that affect housing affordability; (3) inadequate
understanding of the need, and potential, for local action to make a substantial difference; (4) lack of
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awareness of similar jurisdictions that are pursuing initiatives to use local policy levers to increase
housing supply and improve housing affordability; (5) disagreements among local stakeholders on how
best to proceed that complicate efforts to adopt new legislation; and (6) state policy barriers. Technical
assistance could help fill some of this knowledge gap.
To address these challenges, a broad array of technical assistance is needed, including:
 tools and products to help local government leaders better understand their housing challenges
and the options available to address them;
 direct technical assistance to local governments individually and through cohort learning to help
them conduct and interpret needs assessments, develop comprehensive local housing
strategies, build political support for change, and build bridges across agency silos; and
 guidance for states on how to provide maximum support for local housing strategies through
supportive legislation as well as state-led technical assistance.
To avoid reinventing the wheel, it would be most effective for these efforts to supplement and extend
the reach of existing TA efforts.
In addition to the standard technical assistance activities, jurisdictions may benefit from increased
awareness of the importance of local governments proactively developing comprehensive local housing.
The longer in the housing cycle cities and counties with growing housing costs wait, the more difficult
and expensive it will be to act. Because role models are often lacking, or at least lagging, cities and
counties may not fully understand their challenges and strategies to address them. Many also do not
fully understand the importance of coordinating efforts across multiple local government agencies. TA
may be particularly important for places with smaller populations (under 50,000), including rural
counties and Tribes, that have limited capacity for planning.
HUD’s ability to educate jurisdictions before their housing market becomes constrained, offer models
appropriate to a jurisdiction, support peer to peer learning, and encourage local regulatory relief actions
can provide a beneficial resource to places where housing supply is not responsive to demand. However,
HUD recognizes the need to support jurisdictions where regulations are not the barrier to the affordable
housing supply, but the local market is not attracting the development and financing needed to safely
and affordably house residents. HUD will be considering how to best design a toolbox that can help with
the range of challenges jurisdictions face in supplying housing to their residents across the income
spectrum.
Consolidated Plans. Local communities spend a lot of time preparing their Consolidated Plans, a
requirement to receive HUD funds that is designed to help states and local jurisdictions assess their
affordable housing and community development needs and market conditions, and make data-driven,
place-based investment decisions. In many communities, these efforts are focused on complying with
HUD requirements and planning the use of CDBG, HOME, and ESG funds, rather than on the broader
task of developing a comprehensive local housing strategy that uses the full array of available policy
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options, including regulatory barriers relief. Local stakeholders may want to make Consolidated Planning
more useful to their jurisdiction; technical assistance could help them accomplish that goal.
Discussions with stakeholders could address whether it would help to give jurisdictions greater flexibility
to count locally-developed housing planning processes toward their Consolidated Planning requirements
if they meet certain minimum requirements and what type of guidance or training would be useful to
help support Consolidated Planning that is of maximal value to local jurisdictions and helps them
develop more comprehensive local housing strategies that leverage HUD block grant funding with other
local resources and barrier reduction efforts to increase the overall impact. In this connection, HUD
requires the Consolidated Plan to explain whether the cost of housing or the incentives to develop,
maintain, or improve affordable housing in the jurisdiction are affected by public policies, including the
jurisdiction’s tax policies affecting land and other property, land use controls, zoning ordinances,
building codes, fees and charges, growth limits, and policies that affect the return on residential
investment.244
Regulatory barriers. HUD is well-positioned to offer TA related to land use regulations, building on its
previous work on eliminating regulatory barriers dating back to 1991 and continued through today’s
Regulatory Barriers Clearinghouse, as discussed in more detail below. Other agencies offering technical
assistance could assess their programs to identify opportunities to help state, local, and tribal
governments review their regulatory environments and remove unnecessary regulatory barriers.
For example, a report on rural housing identifies opportunities for the USDA to provide TA to support
the preservation of rural multifamily housing, such as providing easy-to-use public data to increase
transparency with improved accuracy of public data; helping stakeholders learn more about the possible
preservation uses of USDA’s Community Facilities programs and the Business and Industry guarantee
program; supporting an exchange through which stakeholders can share information; and building on
the helpful preservation technical assistance program.245
Lenders are another group identified by stakeholders that could benefit from technical assistance,
particularly for lending on tribal trust land, lending for small balance multifamily properties, and
financing innovative construction strategies and technologies. Financing continues to be a barrier to
affordable housing, and while it was beyond the scope of this work, these recommendations may inform
housing finance activities.
EPA provides a variety of technical assistance programs through its Office of Community Revitalization
to help states and communities develop in environmentally and economically sound ways.246 Technical
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assistance includes training programs, tools, resources such as case studies and community workbooks,
and individualized assistance. These tools provide opportunities for jurisdictions to tackle regulatory and
process barriers that, among other things, can inhibit housing supply. Programs include:
 Building Blocks for Sustainable Communities to give communities tools to implement smart
growth development approaches. Eligible applicants are tribal, county, and local governments,
and nonprofit organizations that have the support of the local government on whose behalf
they are applying.
 Recreation Economy for Rural Communities to help communities develop strategies and an
action plan to revitalize their Main Street through outdoor recreation. Eligible applicants include
local governments, Indian tribes, and nonprofit institutions and organizations.
 Smart Growth Implementation Assistance to work with public-sector entities that want to
incorporate smart growth techniques into their development. EPA's regional staff identifies and
selects communities to assist.
Building and energy codes. Stakeholders mentioned the challenges posed by inconsistent code
interpretations and inspections that do not follow standardized procedures. In the past, HUD, in
partnership with the National Association of Home Builders, provided a hotline to address questions
from builders and inspectors, similar to the help desk DOE administers to assist individuals with
questions about energy codes. Stakeholders recommended that technical assistance, such as on-line
tutorials and “quick guides,” be provided to raise awareness and educate builders and contractors on
building inspection processes and the roles of state and local entities in code adoption and enforcement.
One noted that efforts to speed permitting should be coupled with resources and training for building
and fire officials to ensure community safety is adequately protected.247
DOE provides technical assistance related to building energy codes, ranging from technical analysis used
in development of the standards through state implementation and builder training. It provides states
with resources, including the formation of adoption and compliance plans, economic analysis, cost
impacts and analysis, and field research. These activities enable states to determine the investments
and benefits of adopting a code update. Through its Building Energy Codes Program, DOE also delivers
training for code officials and builders to help them stay up to date on code changes. Increasing
education and training would be helpful in improving compliance while reducing builders’ costs and
delays as they adjust to new rules and supporting consistent code enforcement. Linking the training
programs with existing state licensure requirements may increase uptake.
DOE offers a range of other TA resources. For example, it supports a Better Buildings Residential
Network bringing together jurisdictions, organizations, and individuals implementing energy efficiency
programs to increase the number of energy efficient homes. In addition to toolkits and publications,
DOE hosts peer exchange calls for network members to discuss needs and challenges and collectively
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identify effective strategies and useful resources.248 Its Building America Solution Center provides expert
information for building professionals on hundreds of high-performance construction topics.249 DOE’s
efforts extend beyond design and construction to address financing and homeowner acceptance.
Environmental reviews. The Department of Transportation provides a range of training resources to
grantees. Some examples follow:
 The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) provides training on the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) implementation, Section 4(f), Environmental Justice, Public Involvement, and
other training relevant to FAST-41 projects. FHWA has also provided training on topics such as
the application of the One Federal Decision process and the collaboration process between
agencies during conferences, quarterly environmental webinars, and workshops.
 The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) is developing training for environmental reviews
related to California’s high-speed rail project. In July 2019, FRA and California entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding by which the California High-Speed Rail Authority was assigned
FRA’s responsibilities as lead agency under NEPA. FRA is developing training to ensure that the
Authority is equipped to assume environmental review responsibilities under NEPA and other
federal environmental laws.
 The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) disseminates useful resources (e.g., environmental
standard operating procedures, guidance documents, Q&As, rules) and delivers its Managing
the Environmental Review Process seminar, in conjunction with the National Transit Institute,
for project sponsors and other stakeholders. In FY2019, FTA established a Regional
Environmental Training Program for FTA staff to ensure consistent implementation of best
practices.
Transit oriented development. FTA launched the Transit-Oriented Development Technical Assistance
Initiative in 2015 to provide technical assistance activities leading to improved access to public
transportation, new economic opportunities, pathways to employment, and support for transit-oriented
development (TOD) within transportation corridors and around public transportation stations, with a
focus on economic development through innovative financing.250 The Initiative brings together
resources and provides training on public transit, TOD, land use, innovative finance strategies, urban
planning, affordable housing, and economic development. The Initiative advances TOD through on-site
technical assistance, a peer network to exchange best practices and communications, outreach, and
research. Smart Growth America administers the initiative, providing the technical assistance to selected
jurisdictions, tracking progress, and improving the components of the TA through case studies and
integrating lessons learned.
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Innovation. The need for greater innovation was identified across a number of fields, including design,
construction, and stormwater management. While industry may drive innovation, the Federal
Government can play a role in disseminating lessons learned.
As an example, HUD formed the Joint Venture for Affordable Housing in 1982, a public-private
partnership to combat the problem of high housing costs from outdated and unnecessary building and
land use regulations.251 Through conferences, workshops, demonstrations, and other activities, the
organizations worked to identify ways to reduce construction costs. Builders worked with local officials
to modify or interpret local building codes and development regulations to enable more cost-effective
construction. Demonstrations were conducted in numerous locations throughout the country, including
Tulsa, OK, Portland, OR, Phoenix, AZ, Elkhart County, IN, Everett, WA, Knox County, TN, Sioux Falls, SD,
and Valdosta, GA. The findings were disseminated to encourage wider adoption of these approaches.252
Stormwater management, an expensive component of development, seems an area where innovation
has been stymied but could be extremely beneficial, both by using better technology and improving
processes. EPA could support innovation by developing a mechanism for identifying acceptable practices
to enable state and local jurisdictions to accept those innovations without fear of penalties, encouraging
pilots, and continuing its work to stand up its Clean Water Technology Center to support these efforts.
The DOE Building America Program has been a source of innovation in residential building energy
performance, durability, quality, affordability, and comfort for more than 20 years. This research
program partners with industry, including many of the country’s top home builders, to bring cuttingedge innovations and resources to market. In January 2019, the program announced up to $11.5 million
in Building America Industry Partnerships for High Performance Housing Innovation to drive innovation
and early-stage research and development that will improve the energy performance of building
envelopes and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems in American homes.253 Projects
will also address key challenges impacting building industry design and construction practices.
To ensure federal agencies can use their technical assistance funding to support regulatory reform,
some changes to current TA programs may be needed. For example, jurisdictions that do not receive
funding directly from a federal agency may need assistance, requiring clarification that such entities are
authorized to receive TA. Additional funding would be required to develop and provide the necessary
technical assistance to state, local, and tribal jurisdictions dedicated to regulatory reform efforts.
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Regulatory Barriers Clearinghouse
As directed by the American Homeownership and Economic Opportunity Act of 2000, HUD established
the Regulatory Barriers Clearinghouse (Clearinghouse) to collect, process, assemble, and disseminate
information on state and local regulations and policies affecting the creation and maintenance of
affordable housing.254 The Clearinghouse provides a natural home for resources for state, local, and
tribal governments on strategies to reduce regulatory barriers.
Maintaining a clearinghouse poses several challenges. First, its value depends on obtaining useful
materials from the parties involved in regulatory change. While access to a city’s housing policy plan or a
state’s legislative language can be informative, information needs to be in a useful form for the party
seeking it. Second, no single answer is appropriate for all jurisdictions; capturing the context is as
important as describing the strategy. A successful practice in Austin, TX may not be what is needed in
Norman, OK. Users need to be able to match potential strategies with the challenges they face. Third, an
innovative approach is not necessarily a best practice. It takes time to see if a zoning change will be
successful or whether a shot clock produces the desirable outcome. Yet, a county council can still
benefit from connecting with peers who have tackled a similar regulatory barrier and learning the
policies and procedures they considered and challenges they faced.
While the Clearinghouse was recently redesigned to make it easier to find materials, it could be further
restructured to be more useful and reach a broader audience. The most important change is to obtain
resources from the parties engaged in regulatory relief and housing production to learn more about the
process and outcome than can be captured from reading a report. But finding time to report on
activities in one’s jurisdiction can be difficult. Several possibilities are under consideration. The
Clearinghouse could be restructured to operate more like a “wiki” with a simple entry format that
includes context to make it quick and easy to submit information and enable others to revise it, add
lessons learned, or identify challenges. One of the benefits of a wiki-like entry process would be to
enable the resources to better serve a wider range of potential users – mayors, city council and county
commission members, developers, housing advocates, and others in the housing development
ecosystem; any of them could create, edit, or supplement an entry.
Establishment of an awards program could encourage jurisdictions to submit information on their
strategies and highlight their accomplishments by rewarding some that have moved the needle in
creating additional housing supply. The Robert L. Woodson, Jr. Award was implemented as part of the
America's Affordable Communities Initiative launched in 2003 to recognize local governments that
worked to reduce regulatory barriers to affordable housing. The Woodson awards, although they did not
provide monetary compensation, highlighted innovation around the U.S. HUD is considering how to
develop regional monetary awards in partnership with corporations and local educational institutions
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that would serve as a mechanism for receiving information and building regional relationships to solve
supply challenges, particularly involving land use regulations and processes. The University of Utah’s
Ivory Prize for Housing Affordability, initiated in 2018 to identify innovative ideas in construction and
design, finance, and regulatory and policy reform, may serve as a model.255
In addition to capturing the activities and experiences occurring in state, local, and tribal jurisdictions,
the Clearinghouse will continue to be a source of research and data. For example, many jurisdictions
continue to exclude manufactured housing from single-family-zoned districts. Better knowledge of the
many advances made in manufactured housing design and construction may help jurisdictions
reconsider their zoning choices.256 To support innovative construction strategies and technologies, the
Clearinghouse could feature multifamily properties that have used off-site construction and identify cost
savings and efficiencies achieved, including FHA-insured properties. HUD also could publish guidance on
leveraging off-site construction to boost housing affordability, encouraging the use of these approaches
when suitable.

Research
Data needs
Several stakeholders expressed the need for better collection or publication of data to enable
policymakers to make more informed, accurate decisions. As a roundtable participant noted, “We have
a complete lack of data. To evaluate what works, we need data to see the effect of rules.” This need is
particularly acute as the country responds to the economic challenges posed by the coronavirus
pandemic. The following are some of the areas stakeholders identified as needing enhanced data.
Building permit data. Census Bureau publishes information on the number of new residential
construction permits, along with building starts and completions. Much less information is available on
permits for home improvements, demolition, conversions, etc. In some local areas, demolitions and
changes to existing stock are substantial shares of the overall construction universe. HUD’s Components
of Inventory Change (CINCH) report provides estimates at high geographic aggregation and with
substantial time lag. HUD and Census could collaborate to provide more descriptive information on
permits.
Capital expenditures on multifamily properties. Expenditures or outcomes on improvements and
renovations in multifamily buildings provide useful information on how responsive local housing
markets are to changes in demand. Cities that are experiencing lots of improvements or renovations in
multifamily housing but building few new apartments are generally places with supply constraints. This
is also a signal of how much existing “naturally occurring” affordable housing (i.e., housing that is
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affordable without a subsidy) is being lost. Expenditures are reported in the NCREIF (National Council of
Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries) database, which is limited to institutional investors, but that is also
very closely held data.
Construction and land development loan terms. Data on construction and land development (CLD) loans
are not readily available, particularly concerning the covenants of CLD loans. For example, a
construction loan disperses in tranches once specific benchmarks have been reached in the
development project, i.e., a percentage of completed or pre-sold units for a development of singlefamily homes. Knowing how those covenants change over time will provide insights on when banks start
to tighten access to credit.
Data needs should be prioritized since pursuing any of these activities will require additional funding.
Better data will be important to help jurisdictions identify and implement regulatory change and support
research efforts.

Research needs
Research will be needed to design TA materials and support innovation. Specific areas identified by
stakeholders include:
 Case studies of local efforts to develop comprehensive housing strategies and innovative
approaches in a variety of markets could contribute directly to technical assistance efforts.
 Rigorous evaluation of a range of local housing policies (including but not limited to barrier
reductions efforts) to better understand their outcomes and how different decisions made
during implementation can affect their final results.
 Exploration of the serious capacity issues many communities face in terms of not having enough
developers capable of producing non-luxury housing at scale. This is a problem particularly in
rural areas, but also in some urban and suburban areas.
 Research could help clarify opportunities for improving coordination between state and local
housing and transportation agencies, including the extent to which existing coordination efforts
like the provisions for rewarding jurisdictions with affordable housing strategies in the federal
New Starts process are effective or could be improved.257
 Innovation in construction techniques has the potential to reduce costs and address labor force
constraints. Better coordination and dissemination of the research conducted through DOE’s
Advanced Building Construction Initiative and other programs, HUD’s Affordable Housing
Research and Technology Division, and the National Institute of Building Sciences, a non-profit
non-governmental organization, may improve construction productivity.
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Analyses of different mechanisms for producing affordable housing, identifying a “return on
investment,” could inform which federal programs enable the Federal Government to get the
most out of its funds.258 Different programs may be more successful in certain housing
ecosystems.

As agencies develop their Annual Evaluation Plans pursuant to the Evidence Act, research topics related
to regulatory barriers are candidates for inclusion.
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SECTION 7. NEXT STEPS
This report identifies many federal regulations and practices that could be revised to eliminate
unnecessary burdens to providing Americans with affordable, safe, quality places to live. Several
agencies have already taken action on a number of the recommendations received. The work is not
done. Agencies are encouraged to continue their efforts to reduce regulatory burdens, including
pursuing recommendations contained in this report.
In addition, the report recognizes HUD and other federal agency commitment to working with state,
local, tribal, and private sector leaders to address, reduce, and remove overly burdensome regulations
and practices that contribute to the lack of housing supply to meet the demands of the free market. The
report shows a range of activities federal agencies could undertake to encourage and support state,
local, and tribal governments in their efforts to increase the supply of housing.
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APPENDIX. QUANTIFICATION METHODOLOGY
A greater understanding of the distortions caused in the housing market from the interaction of
regulations at all levels of government across all housing markets can inform efforts to tackle regulatory
barriers. Measurement of the stringency of a regulation, the extent to which policies are enforced, and
the extent to which regulations are motivated by local housing market conditions, all present difficulties
in characterizing the regulatory environment and estimating its impact. Despite the challenges in
arriving at an all-encompassing point estimate of the economic impact of housing regulations, the
importance of residential real estate in the U.S. economy merits such an attempt.
Residential private investment ranges from 4 to 5 percent of gross domestic product (GDP);259 housingrelated expenditures are one-third of consumer spending;260 mortgage debt is two-thirds of household
liabilities;261 and real estate is one quarter of all household assets.262 Households are willing to spend,
borrow, and invest so much because of the basic need for shelter but also for housing as a platform for
quality of life and economic opportunity. Even slight distortions in the housing sector can have
substantial impacts on residents’ well-being. HUD estimates the adverse impact of regulations, in terms
of higher housing costs or lost economic opportunities, ranges from $100 billion to $200 billion annually.
This estimate does not account for benefits that regulations and other housing policies can provide to
consumers and producers when efficiently designed and implemented. However, by calculating the
burden on households in the highest cost areas, the methodology seeks to capture regulations that
exceed the efficient level thus unnecessarily driving up costs.

Evidence of regulatory barriers
As this report discusses, a wide variety of policies directly affect production of housing, including local
land use regulations, building codes, energy efficiency standards, environmental protections, policies
affecting the cost of building materials, and construction labor policies. These regulations can help
markets behave efficiently when they correct for negative externalities caused by residential real estate
development. The standard economic model can indirectly observe an inefficient regulatory regime
through its impact on a housing market. A distortionary regulation that either limits the quantity or
increases the price of a good predicts the burden will be shared by producers and consumers. Another
important insight is that the economic loss is reflected directly by higher prices for consumers but also
indirectly through the cost of lost production and consumption opportunities (deadweight loss). Some
analyses reach beyond the housing market and address the indirect burden of an inefficient regulation
on economic growth and mobility, especially for the most vulnerable populations.
259

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, “Value Added by Private Industries: Construction as a Percentage of GDP
[VAPGDPC],” FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, June 30, 2020, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/VAPGDPC.
260 260
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Consumer Expenditure Surveys,” https://www.bls.gov/cex/.
261
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Q1 2020 B.101.h Balance Sheet of Households,
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/release/tables?rid=52&eid=810420.
262
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Q1 2020 B.101.h Balance Sheet of Households
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Measurement at the national level
HUD’s Request for Information on Eliminating Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing solicited ideas
from stakeholders on how to measure the impact of regulations on the cost of affordable housing
development and how to identify jurisdictions possessing a healthy regulatory environment where the
costs of necessary regulation are balanced by their benefits. The American Enterprise Institute
suggested the AEI Carpenter Index, which measures the percentage of entry-level home prices that are
affordable to a carpenter (using a threshold of less than 3 times a carpenter’s household income).263 The
Mercatus Center at George Mason University suggested measuring the pace of housing construction per
capita and proposed 5 percent as a healthy threshold of the net addition to housing stock over a five
year period, a standard which is most applicable in high-demand markets.264
By some measures, the United States economy is effective in providing housing. The long-run
responsiveness of the supply of housing to changes in price is greater for the U.S. than any other nation
for which comparable data exist.265 Of all occupied units, 45 percent of households pay less than 20
percent of their income for housing costs.266 Incomes have kept pace with housing prices, adjusted for
quality. The nominal sales price of a constant quality home (average sales price of a typical 2005 home)
divided by median family income has varied over time but did not drift upwards between 1963 and
2018. However, the ratio of average sales prices of homes sold to median family income (average
SP/MFI) and the ratio of median sales price of new homes to median family income (new SP/MFI) have
risen from 1963 to 2018. (See Figure A-1) The greatest proportional increase is for the average sales
price of homes sold (average SP/FMI), from a ratio of approximately 3 to 5. When normalized by per
capita income, which has increased at a greater rate than median family income, the sales price to
income ratio of a constant quality home has decreased from 13 to 7 over the 55 years since 1963. The
average sales price of homes sold to per capita income ratio has remained relatively stable. One could
interpret these trends in different ways. The upward trend of the average home price to median family
income to that of the constant quality home could indicate the presence of building regulations
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Edward J. Pinto and Tobias Peter, AEI comment letter, https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=HUD-20190092-0305
264
Salim Furth and Emily Hamilton, Mercatus Center comment letter,
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=HUD-2019-0092-0070. A standard based on a minimum rate of
housing construction is inappropriate for housing markets characterized by weak or declining demand, which
generates low levels of investment regardless of regulation.
265
Aida Caldera and Åsa Johansson, “The Price Responsiveness of Housing Supply in OECD Countries,” Journal of
Housing Economics 22, no. 3 (2013): 231–249; Maria Chiara Cavalleri, Boris Cournède, and Ezgi Özsöğüt, “How
Responsive Are Housing Markets in the OECD? National Level Estimates” (working paper, no. 1589, OECD
Economics Department, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2019), https://doi.org/10.1787/4777e29a-en
266
ACS, 2018 5-year estimates. The proportion paying less than 20 percent of income varies by tenure status: 25
percent of rental units, 45 percent of owned housing units with a mortgage, and 75 percent of owned units
without a mortgage.
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requiring the market to provide high-quality homes.267 However, when normalized by per capita income,
there appears to be an increase in construction efficiency over time.268
Figure A-1: Trends in home prices to income 1963-2018
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Source: Data from https://fred.stlouisfed.org. Computations and analysis by HUD.

Other measures show evidence of an affordability challenge when considering the cost of housing
relative to income. The consumer price index for housing consumption has increased faster than the
overall rate of inflation (44 percent more than general inflation from 1970 to 2019).269 A cost increase is
also apparent when comparing sectors of the U.S. economy: growth of the producer price index for
residential private fixed investment has outpaced that for nonresidential private fixed investment by a
factor of three. These data are not necessarily indicative of the cost of housing regulations. Other factors
can lead to inflation in housing prices such as demographic changes or financial innovation. For example,
annual data from 1890 to present assembled by Robert Shiller suggest home prices were most in line
with construction costs during a period of high interest rates.270 Regardless, the housing industry is
restricted in productivity growth relative to other sectors that rely less on immobile factors of
production such as land, making inefficient regulation of that factor more difficult to overcome.
Comparing changes in the price of new housing with changes in construction cost (labor and building
materials) is one way to identify the cost of land. The (nominal) price of a single-family home and the
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For a further discussion of this idea, see John M. Quigley and Steven Raphael, “Is Housing Unaffordable? Why
Isn’t It More Affordable?” Journal of Economic Perspectives 18, no. 1 (2004): 191–214.
268
All data from https://fred.stlouisfed.org. Computations and analysis by HUD
269
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, “Personal Consumption Expenditures: Chain-type Price Index”
[DPCERG3A086NBEA], FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, July 15, 2020,
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/DPCERG3A086NBEA
270
Online Data Robert Shiller, http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm.
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R.S. Means construction cost index have increased every year (except for 2008-2011). However, inflation
of new single-family home prices has outpaced that of construction for most of the past 50 years except
the early 1970s and 2010 through 2012. The difference in the inflation rate has trended upwards
suggesting that land or some other input not included in the construction cost index has become more
expensive. Some researchers attribute this gap between the price and cost of a new addition to the
housing stock to land-use regulations.271,272 A trend line suggests the nation-wide increase of the price of
new homes from unidentified costs has increased from 5 to 15 percentage points from 1970 to 2019
(see Figure A-2: Homes sales prices increase more than construction costs from 1970 to 2019.Figure A2). Closing this 10-percentage point gap even slightly could lead to significant cost savings.
Figure A-2: Homes sales prices increase more than construction costs from 1970 to 2019.
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The gap between housing prices and construction costs cannot be attributed to regulations alone. A
well-functioning land market could result in a wedge between the price of newly developed residential
land and construction costs from opportunity costs of development such as rents from agricultural land,
the value of other potential land uses, uncertainty concerning future prices, and even anticipated
economic growth. A higher cost of land acquisition could also be attributed to prior building activity that
already developed the most cost-effective sites. In certain circumstances, it can become more profitable
to demolish or rehabilitate existing housing and rebuild it with newer, larger, or more dense housing on
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Quigley and Raphael, “Is Housing Unaffordable?”
Other researchers attributed much of the divergence between prices and construction costs to a speculative
demand for housing. See Karl E. Case and Robert J. Shiller, “Is There a Real Estate Bubble?” Brookings Papers on
Economic Activity 1 (2004).
272
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the site.273 The importance of the unique features of the natural and built environment in determining
the impact of regulations makes metro-level studies more revealing than estimates derived from
national data. Analysis at an aggregated level will not reflect disproportionate burdens on specific areas,
income groups, or demographic groups.
The rent-to-income ratio and housing share of total expenditures are commonly used measures of the
burden of housing cost.274 Because of the complex nature of housing as a good, housing cost ratios
should be used cautiously as a measure of burden. An accurate measure of cost would control housing
prices for quantity and quality of housing consumed, locational amenities, and use an estimate of a
household’s permanent income as the denominator. Despite the imperfections of the measure,
comparisons of unadjusted ratios across time, income classes, and even nations can reveal important
trends in the housing market. In 2019, U.S. households with the lowest income (bottom fifth) devoted
40 percent of all spending to housing compared to 30 percent by the highest income quintile (see Table
A-1).275 The difference between the expenditures of low- and high-income households is an indicator of
the fixed cost of basic shelter. It also shows housing is a necessary good: the proportion of expenditures
spent on the good falls with income. In 1984, the first year for which these data exist, the expenditure
share of housing for the lowest income quintile was 35 percent, indicating a 5-percentage point increase
in the housing share over the past two decades. For all Americans, the increase amounted to 3 percent
of their expenditures. The increase in the expenditure share could arise from many sources: declining
income, higher prices, or consuming more housing, and is likely a combination of factors.
Table A-1: Share of Expenditures Spent on Housing by Income Quintile, 2019
Year All consumer
Lowest
Second
Third
Fourth
units
20 percent
20 percent
20 percent
20 percent
1984
2019

29.8
32.8

35.1
40.2

31.4
36.6

29.9
34.1

28.6
31.8

Highest
20 percent
28.7
29.9

Source: Consumer Expenditure Survey, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Paavo Monkkonen, Ian Carlton, and Kate Macfarlane, One to Four: The Market Potential of Fourplexes in
California’s Single-Family Neighborhoods (Los Angeles, CA: UCLA, The Ralph and Goldy Lewis Center for Regional
Policy Studies, 2020), https://escholarship.org/uc/item/8gh2x0tj.
274
Both measures are used to measure the expenditures on housing relative to a household’s overall budget.
There are slight differences in both the numerators and denominators of both measures. The expenditure uses
total expenditures on all goods as base whereas a rent-to-income ratio uses the income earned by a household.
The definition of housing expenditures by the Bureau of Labor Statistics includes contract rent, utilities, fuels, as
well as household operations, housekeeping supplies, furnishings, and appliances. The U.S. Census Bureau
definition of gross rent is the contract rent plus the estimated average monthly cost of utilities and fuels. For both
measures, if the occupant owns the property, contract rent is replaced by mortgage interest and charges, property
taxes, and home insurance. Maintenance costs are included in the expenditure share.
275
Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Consumer Expenditure Survey, 2018,” Table 1101. Quintiles of Income Before Taxes:
Annual Expenditure Means, Shares, Standard Errors, and Coefficients of Variation.
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Oft-cited numbers from a National Association of Home Builders’ survey of developers estimate
compliance with regulation amounts to 32 percent of the development costs of multifamily housing and
24 percent of the costs of a single-family home.276 These figures are consistent with other studies.
Limitations of the survey, including a small number of participants and reliance on their perspectives,
demonstrate the difficulty of calculating a single number to capture the impact of regulation on housing
prices nationwide.
The Advisory Commission on Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing, in the Not In My Backyard
report it issued in 1991, identified excessive and unnecessary government regulation at all levels of
government resulting in housing costs 20 to 35 percent higher than they should be in areas most
severely regulated.277 A member of the Commission separately opined that regulatory barriers may raise
prices by 50 percent or more.278
Measurement at the local level
Land use regulations represent only one realm of the regulatory barrier landscape. Nevertheless, land
use regulations represent an important and heavily researched component of the overall body of
regulations that affect affordability in housing markets. The focus on these studies is merited by the
importance of land as an essential input to housing production. Land use regulations have been
measured through surveys, like the Terner Center Residential Land Use Survey279 and the Wharton
Residential Land Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI).280
Efforts to understand the relationship between land use regulations and housing prices have spanned
over 50 years.281 A 2005 summary notes weak and indirect measures of regulatory variables, a focus on
specific geographies, and lack of outcome measures, all of which make it difficult to determine the
276

Paul Emrath and Caitlin Walter, Regulation: Over 30 Percent of the Cost of a Multifamily Development, National
Association of Home Builders, National Multifamily Housing Council, 2018,
https://www.nmhc.org/contentassets/60365effa073432a8a168619e0f30895/nmhc-nahb-cost-of-regulations.pdf.
277
Advisory Commission on Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing, “Not in My Backyard”: Removing Barriers to
Affordable Housing, 1991, https://www.huduser.gov/Publications/pdf/NotInMyBackyard_508.pdf.
278 278
Anthony Downs, “The Advisory Commission on Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing: Its Behavior and
Accomplishments,” Housing Policy Debate 2, no. 4 (1991): 1095–1137. A contemporaneous analysis using price
changes in California between 1970 and 1980 estimated a 33-percent differential resulting from growth controls, a
subset of the many regulations to which housing development is subject. See William A. Fischel, “Comment on
Anthony Down’s ‘The Advisory Commission on Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing: Its Behavior and
Accomplishments,’” Housing Policy Debate 2 no. 4 (1991): 1139–1160.
279
Sarah Mawhorter and Carolina Reid, Terner California Residential Land Use Survey (Berkeley, CA: University of
California, Berkeley, 2018).
280
Joseph Gyourko, Jonathan Hartley, and Jacob Krimmel, “The Local Residential Land Use Regulatory Environment
across U.S. Housing Markets: Evidence from a New Wharton Index (NBER Working Paper No. 26573, Cambridge,
MA, National Bureau of Economic Research, 2019).
281
John M. Quigley and Larry A. Rosenthal, “The Effects of Land Use Regulation on the Price of Housing: What Do
We Know? What Can We Learn?” Cityscape 8, no. 1 (2005): 69–137,
https://www.huduser.gov/periodicals/cityscpe/vol8num1/ch3.pdf.
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regulations’ effects. A more recent review of the literature identifies the 1970s as the period when
constraints on new housing construction began reducing supply and increasing prices.282
Most economic research attempts to calculate the “regulatory tax” of a home price by subtracting from
the total price the cost of construction, the cost of land, and sometimes the value of other amenities
and characteristics associated with the home’s quality and location. Glaeser and Gyourko estimate 26
percent of U.S. housing stock (in 2013) is subject to a regulatory tax of at least 20 percent.283 They find
this varies by metropolitan area from a 10 to 33 percent tax (in Boston, New York City, and Washington,
DC), to a 33 to 50 percent tax (in Los Angeles, Oakland, San Francisco, and San Jose) (in 2005).284 Studies
based on similar methodologies have found that regulation accounts for between 21 to 35 percent of
housing prices in Florida,285 to 24 to 45 percent in San Diego County.286
Similar studies present regulatory costs in terms of the cost per new regulation, rather than the cost of
the overall regulatory scheme. Each additional regulation is associated with a 4.5 percent increase in the
price of owner-occupied housing and a 2.3 percent increase in the price of rental housing in California,287
and a 7 percent increase in housing prices in eastern Massachusetts.288 These studies are limited by
what they count as a regulation; most focus on land use regulation or a particular subset of land use
regulations (for instance, Glaeser and Ward examine the effects of wetlands, septic system, and
subdivision requirements in eastern MA).
Several housing policy calculators specific to certain cities have attempted to simulate the housing
supply and rents charged if various development or policy inputs were changed. The Terner Center
Housing Development Calculator models rents and production feasibilities in California based on
changes in affordable housing requirements, height and parking requirements, and additional planning
approvals needed, among other factors.289 Up for Growth has developed Housing Policy and
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Joseph Gyourko and Raven Molloy, “Regulation and Housing Supply,” Handbook of Regional and Urban
Economics 5 (2015): 1289–1337.
283
Edward L. Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko, “The Economic Implications of Housing Supply,” Journal of Economic
Perspectives 32, no. 1 (2018): 3–30.
284
Edward L. Glaeser, Joseph Gyourko, and Raven Saks, “Why is Manhattan So Expensive? Regulation and the Rise
in House Prices,” Journal of Law and Economics 48, no. 2 (2005): 331–370.
285
Ron Cheung, Keith Ihlanfeldt, and Tom Mayock, “The Incidence of the Land Use Regulatory Tax,” Real Estate
Economics 37, no. 4 (2009): 675–704.
286
Fermanian Business & Economic Institute at Point Loma Nazarene University, Opening San Diego’s Door to
Lower Housing Costs (2014), https://www.housingyoumatters.org/images/HousingYouMatters.pdf.
287
John M. Quigley and Steven Raphael, “Regulation and the High Cost of Housing in California,” American
Economic Review 95, no. 2 (2005): 323–328.
288
Edward Glaeser and Bryce Ward, “The Causes and Consequences of Land Use Regulation: Evidence from
Greater Boston,” Journal of Urban Economics 65, no. 3 (2006), 265–278.
289
Terner Center for Housing Innovation, Housing Development Dashboard: Development Calculator Berkeley, CA:
University of California Berkeley, 2016), https://ternercenter2.berkeley.edu/proforma.
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Affordability Calculators for Seattle, WA290 and Charlotte, NC291 that model the impacts of city-specific
policies on outcomes for market-rate housing, like rents. These models rely on assumptions about
developers' behavior, calculating a construction likelihood from the ratio of a parcel’s residual land value
to its market land value. Up for Growth’s Portland, OR Calculator finds that scenarios enacting certain
housing policies, such as building housing near jobs, transit, and amenities, developing missing middle
and medium-density housing in underutilized sites and in transit corridors, and allowing accessory
dwelling units and garden-style apartments in single-family neighborhoods, could increase supply and
reduce overall rents, yet still leave a gap in the citywide market for low-income housing.292
An overly burdensome regulatory environment may reduce competition in the development industry. As
regulations increase so does the time it takes to finish a project, the interest expenses on borrowed
capital, and the costs of real estate options required to secure property for development. Only
developers who can afford the uncertainty and added expense can survive. Studies have shown this
market concentration has led to lowered overall housing production. For example, economists found
development in most local markets was concentrated in the hands of a few builders and, through a
counterfactual analysis, estimated recent home prices were increasing twice as fast as they would have
without market consolidation.293
As mentioned in Section 3, the regulatory scheme of one jurisdiction places pressure on neighboring
jurisdictions. These interjurisdictional spillover effects have been shown to compound affordability
challenges presented by local regulations.294 Significant cost spillovers inhibit competition in the housing
market among buyers, sellers, and even among local governments.295 For this reason, researchers use
data at the metropolitan level to assess the impacts of land-use and housing policies.
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Mike Kingsella, Phillip Kash, Arjun Gupta Sarma, Mary Jiang, and Daniel Warwick, Housing Policy and
Affordability Calculator: An Overview of the Calculator’s Methodology, Assumptions Used, and Conclusions
Reached in Our Analysis of the City of Seattle’s Regulatory and Housing Market Environment (Washington, DC: Up
for Growth National Coalition and HR&A Advisors, Inc., 2019),
https://www.upforgrowth.org/sites/default/files/2019-06/UFGNCCalculatorWhitePaper.pdf.
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HR&A Advisors and Up for Growth. Housing Policy and Impact Calculator: Charlotte, NC: Working White Paper:
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Up for Growth, Housing Underproduction in Oregon, https://www.upforgrowth.org/research/housingunderproduction-oregon.
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Jacob Cosman and Luis Quintero, “Fewer Players, Fewer Homes: Concentration and the New Dynamics of
Housing Supply” (working paper, Carey Business School, Johns Hopkins University, 2019),
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/5fcb6a_38293a75ef124a238571b148b9ddbf69.pdf.
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Henry O. Pollakowski and Susan M. Wachter, “The Effects of Land-Use Constraints on Housing Prices,” Land
Economics 66 no. 3 (1990): 315–324; Desen Lin and Susan Wachter, “The Effect of Land Use Regulation on Housing
Prices: Theory and Evidence from California,” (working paper 817, Samuel Zell and Robert Lurie Real Estate Center,
Philadelphia, PA, 2019), http://realestate.wharton.upenn.edu/wpcontent/uploads/2019/04/LinWachter19_04042019.pdf.
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Competition between local governments would, in the absence of spillover effects and excessive commutes,
benefit an area’s residents by offering greater choice of taxes and expenditures Charles M. Tiebout, “A Pure Theory
of Local Expenditures,” Journal of Political Economy 64, no. 5 (1956): 416–424.
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Estimating impact of all regulations
An estimate of the national impact of regulations at all levels of government would require an
international comparison of the consequences of housing market regulations on housing markets. Most
empirical studies of housing-related regulation are of local regulations within U.S. housing markets.
While this literature does not help us to provide an exact estimate of the impact of federal regulations, it
demonstrates the regulatory environment can have a substantial impact on the housing market. The
cost of complying with federal regulations would be greatest in tight housing markets. In those naturally
or artificially constrained markets, developers would not have as much flexibility to minimize the costs
of national regulations. Consumers would also be limited in adjusting to cost burdens where housing
markets are restricted.
This analysis uses the rent-to-income ratio for low-income households as an indicator of barriers to
entry in regional housing markets. More specifically, it adopts the ranking strategy used for designating
“Difficult Development Areas” for the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit.296 The measure, derived from a
ratio of 40th percentile Fair Market Rents for two-bedroom apartments in 2019 to the income of very
low-income 4-person households in 2019, indicates the cost of providing low-income housing relative to
households’ ability to support these costs. Ranking metropolitan areas by cost burden and summing
over households yields a distribution of the highest cost areas.297 The four highest cost areas are: New
York, NY HUD Metro FMR Area; Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA MSA; San Francisco, CA HUD Metro FMR
Area; and San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA HUD Metro FMR Area; representing 4.5 percent of all
metropolitan housing.298
A measure of annual aggregate minimum rent is used as a base for estimating the cost of excessive
regulations on metropolitan housing markets; it is equal to the number of housing units (Census, 2010)
multiplied by an estimate of the 40th Percentile Fair Market Rent for 2-bedroom apartments.299 Fair
Market Rents are used as a measure of the cost of providing housing services. Such a measure does not
capture the variety of the housing stock (including owner-occupied vs. rental housing), the opportunity
296

See https://www.huduser.gov/portal/Datasets/qct/QCTDDA2020_Notice.pdf for a description of the
methodology. The analysis in this study is different than standard practice for DDA designation in two respects.
The cumulative distribution of the highest burden areas is summed over metropolitan areas instead of ZCTAs to
reflect the spillover of restrictive practices. The unit of summation is housing units instead of population to better
align with academic studies that estimate the impact per household.
297
Using a rent-to-income indicator may incorrectly characterize some high-amenity areas, where residents are
willing to pay more for a higher quality of life, as high-cost areas. However, we expect that even in those highamenity areas lower-income households could have difficulty competing in the housing market and may be
displaced depending on the type of amenities.
298
The cumulative distribution is not smooth because the most expensive metropolitan areas are typically large.
For example, the most expensive metro areas containing 5 to 10 percent of all metros represents only 3.2 percent
of all housing units. Los Angeles, with 3.4 million units, would have been included in this category but doing so
would have extended this category beyond 10 percent of all housing units.
299
The measure of aggregate rent is not necessarily greater for the high burden areas because burden is measured
by rent-to-income ratio. For example, cities in Puerto Rico are characterized by low rents but even lower incomes.
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costs of higher versus lower rent housing, and whether units are vacant. However, this measure –
aggregating below median rents across all housing units -- approximates the annual revenue from
providing basic housing services. A conceptual reason for basing the estimate on the lower end of the
rent distribution is to implicitly account for the benefits of a regulation. Much of the burden of an
excessive regulation will be levied on the fixed cost of providing housing. Applying a measure of the
average housing payment (rather than minimum rent) could exaggerate the estimate of regulatory cost
by including quality effects that are the very motivation of higher-income households for certain
regulations.
To quantify the impact of a regulatory tax, the cost of restrictive regulations is assumed to represent a
portion of housing costs.300 There is a wide range of estimates of the regulatory tax, as there should be:
the response of a local housing market will vary by time and place. Descriptions of these estimates are
summarized in Table A-4: at the end of this appendix. Consider the Glaeser-Gyourko estimate that 26
percent of households experience at least a 20 percent tax. The analysis adapts this baseline estimate to
the top quartile high-cost housing markets. The aggregate annual 40th percentile fair market rent across
all housing units for these areas is approximately $625 billion, yielding a conservative estimate of an
annual regulatory cost of at least $125 billion (20 percent of $625 billion), as shown in Table A-2.301
Table A-2: Regulatory tax of 20 percent on most rent burdened metro areas
Scenario 1. 25 percent most burdened metro areas bear regulatory tax of 20 percent
Percentile
Category

up to 5
5 to 10
10 to 15
15 to 20
20 to 25
25 +
All Units

Average Rent
Burden: 40th
percentile
FMR to VLIL
0.54
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.42
0.33
0.36

Regulatory
Tax (%)

20
20
20
20
20
0
5

Rent Burden
without tax

0.43
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.34
0.33
0.34

Aggregate
Rent
($billions)
161
87
156
118
103
1,094
1,720

Regulatory
Burden
($billions)
32
17
31
24
21
0
125

FMR = Fair Market Rent, VLIL = Very Low-Income Limit
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We assume that the estimates of the regulatory tax are a portion of current housing expenditures so that the
cost of a 50 percent tax is one-half of the current price rather than one-half of the untaxed price (a 100 percent
tax).
301
Most empirical studies examine the impact of regulations on the price of single-family housing. The
proportional change of rents is expected to be equivalent because monthly rent is related to the asset price of
housing through the user cost of capital. However, the proportional change in rents would not be identical to the
proportional change in rents, if as a result of the regulation, there were a change in user costs in addition to the
supply of housing.
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Research makes it clear that the cost associated with regulations varies by market. If the regulatory tax
is highest for the least affordable areas, then ranking metropolitan areas by rent burden permits a
sensitivity analysis of varying regulatory taxes. Consider the possibility that most metropolitan housing
markets are healthy and eliminating the regulatory tax would reduce housing burden to a common
national average. The median burden for metro areas is 0.31. The hypothetical regulatory tax could be
such that all areas without a regulatory tax would be characterized by a housing burden of 0.31 or
lower. Reducing such a regulatory tax for all metro areas would result in savings for producers and
consumers of housing of $450 billion. Alternative estimates involve different assumptions of the
maximum burden imposed by a well-functioning market. The top quartile of most-burdened metro
areas faces a minimum burden of 0.41: assuming that as the maximum would yield an estimate of
regulatory costs of $96 billion. An intermediate threshold of 0.35 is explored in Scenario 2, shown in
Table A-3. The hypothetical taxes for each category of metro areas are well within standard estimates of
regulatory taxes (20 percent to 40 percent and as high as 50 percent for highest cost areas).302 The
estimated regulatory burden using this approach is $255 billion annually.
Table A-3: Regulatory tax proportional to excess rent burden
Scenario 2. Burdened metro areas bear regulatory tax proportional to excess burden
beyond 0.35
Percentile
Category

up to 5
5 to 10
10 to 15
15 to 20
20 to 25
25 +
All Units

Average Rent
Burden: 40th
percentile FMR
to VLIL
0.54
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.42
0.33
0.36

Average
Regulatory
Tax (%)

Average
Rent Burden
without tax

54
36
31
27
20
3*
15

0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.32
0.31

Aggregate
Rent
($billions)
161
87
156
118
103
1,094
1,720

Regulatory
Burden
($billions)
87
31
49
32
21
35
255

Note: Tax = Rent burden/0.35 - 1. The minimum tax is zero.
*Some metro areas in this category have rent burdens greater than 0.35.

The estimates of cost are limited to the highest cost metropolitan areas because constrained markets
are the most adversely affected by regulations. These estimates are suggestive of the potential
magnitude of regulatory costs.303
Labor market impacts

302

In this example, the hypothetical regulatory tax for a category of metro areas is equal to the rent-income ratio
/0.33 – 1.
303
Greater accuracy would be accomplished by a more explicit analysis of the lost consumer and producer surplus.
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A balance between jobs and housing is important for maximizing productivity and growth, at both a
local and aggregate level.304 Several studies have attempted to estimate the cost of housing regulations
on a macroeconomic scale by simulating where people would live, and the associated contribution to
economic growth, if housing supply constraints were relaxed in certain high-productivity and high-cost
cities. Hsieh and Moretti (2019) estimate local constraints have limited aggregate economic growth over
the past 40 years and conclude that U.S. GDP (in 2009) would have been 3.7 percent higher in the
absence of regulatory barriers.305 Glaeser and Gyourko (2018) re-estimate these effects using more
conservative labor demand elasticities and arrive at an upper bound of 2 percent of GDP.306 These
studies call attention to the extent of the potential damage to economic growth of restrictive regulatory
practices.307
Another study finds that, in a constrained housing market (measured by a high number of land use
related court cases), the net migration of workers of all skill types from poor to rich places is replaced by
skill sorting.308 Skilled workers move to high-cost, high productivity areas, and unskilled workers move
away due to rising house prices. The estimate of the impact of regulations on housing costs may not
fully account for the impacts on the aggregate U.S. economy. Other costs and benefits to consider arise
from families’ access to high opportunity areas.309
Benefits of regulation
A limitation of many estimates of regulatory costs is a cursory consideration of the economic benefits
imparted by regulations. At a minimum, a legal framework is necessary for the property, financial, and
insurance markets on which housing relies.310 To attract and retain residents and employment,
communities must offer basic infrastructure, health, and safety through a regulatory framework. Best
practices such as streamlined regulation of harmful externalities, efficient provision of public goods, and

304

Chang Tai Hsieh and Enrico Moretti, “Housing Constraints and Spatial Misallocation,” American Economic
Journal: Macroeconomics 11, no. 2 (2019): 1–39; Gilles Duranton and Diego Puga, “Urban Growth and Its
Aggregate Implications,” (NBER Working Paper No. w26591, National Bureau of Economic Research, Cambridge,
MA, 2019); Kyle F. Herkenhoff, Lee E. Ohanian, and Edward C. Prescott, “Tarnishing the Golden and Empire States:
Land-Use Restrictions and the U.S. Economic Slowdown,’ Journal of Monetary Economics 93 (2018): 89–109.
305
This estimate of lost productivity growth is substantial when compared to housing expenditures of 12 percent
of GDP.
306
Glaeser and Gyourko, “The Economic Implications of Housing Supply.”
307
Lost growth amounting to only 1 percent of GDP would constitute a cost of $200 billion. U.S. GDP was $21,429
billion in 2019 (Bureau of Economic Analysis, January 30, 2020).
308
Peter Ganong and Daniel Shoag, “Why Has Regional Income Convergence in the U.S. Declined?” Journal of
Urban Economics 102 (2017): 76–90.
309
See, for example, Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren, and Lawrence F. Katz, “The Effects of Exposure to Better
Neighborhoods on Children: New Evidence from the Moving to Opportunity Experiment,” American Economic
Review 106, no. 4 (2016): 855–902.
310
For an example of the benefits of standards, see Gay D. Libecap and Dean Lueck, “The Demarcation of Land and
the Role of Coordination Property Institutions,” Journal of Political Economy 119, no. 3 (2011): 426–467.
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reducing distortionary taxation would enhance the value of a community’s real estate assets.
Empirically, whether there are net benefits is not observed through prices alone. A higher housing price
could indicate greater costs of development or the value of living in a particular community.311
Considering only private costs would lead to an incorrect evaluation of a policy that raises the long-run
cost-effectiveness of providing a built environment. For example, the National Institute of Building
Sciences’ multi-year study on natural hazard mitigation has found that designing buildings to meet the
latest International Residential Code and International Building Code can generate as much as $11 in
national benefits for every $1 of investment.312 Another example is the development impact fee charged
to developers. A development fee could reduce regulatory barriers and improve infrastructure finance.
A panel study in Florida found that impact fees for public infrastructure like schools, roads, and parks
increased multifamily housing construction in inner suburban areas.313 However, if impact fees are set
beyond the marginal cost of providing infrastructure, imposing them can discourage development and
reduce land values.
HUD’s experience in building regulation is in the realm of manufactured housing.314 The safety standards
were amended to provide more stringent wind standards in 1994 as a response to the disproportionate
damage to manufactured homes of Hurricane Andrew. An analysis of the increased cost of production
and resulting deadweight loss compared to the averted public and private damages from a hurricane
predicted significant net-benefits of the rule (benefit cost ratio of 8 to 5).315 Ten years later, during
another difficult hurricane season for Florida, homes built to the 1994 standard performed significantly
better than pre-1994 homes.316 Despite the success of the engineering standard, the economic benefits
may not be realized by all residents of manufactured housing built to the new standard. Much of the
benefit of the rule was to reduce disaster assistance for displaced residents and limit damage to
neighboring properties. The rule removed an implicit social subsidy of manufactured housing in
vulnerable areas. The long-term benefits are to promote a lower depreciation of the housing stock.
However, this gain in efficiency cannot be easily transferred to low-income residents.
311

Some researchers stress the importance of using accurate measures of housing prices, such as repeat-sales
indices, to capture the market effects of housing regulation. Repeat sales indices are more useful in controlling for
characteristics of a location or structure that change over time and have the added advantage of reflecting market
transactions. See John M. Quigley and Larry A. Rosenthal, “The Effects of Land Use Regulation on the Price of
Housing: What Do We Know? What Can We Learn?” Cityscape 8, no. 1 (2005): 69–137.
312
National Institute of Building Sciences, Natural Hazard Mitigation Saves: 2018 Interim Report (Washington, DC:
Multihazard Mitigation Council, 2019)..
313
Gregory Burge and Keith Ihlanfeldt, “The Effects of Impact Fees on Multifamily Housing Construction,” Journal
of Regional Science 46, no. 1 (2006): 5–23.
314
In 1974, Congress passed the National Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act, which
authorized HUD to establish and enforce construction and safety standards for factory-built manufactured
housing.
315
For a brief description, see Housing Impact Analysis, prepared for U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, January 2006.
316
Institute for Building Technology and Safety, An Assessment of Damage to Manufactured Homes Caused by
Hurricane Charley, prepared for U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, March 31, 2005.
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The question should be: at what point do certain construction and development regulations become a
barrier rather than an essential tool for supporting efficient housing markets. Whether a regulation acts
as a barrier is determined, in part, through the growth and diversity of household incomes of a
jurisdiction as well as neighboring jurisdictions. Government failure would be reflected by reduced
market activity and lower land values. Most economic research concludes that, even accounting for the
benefits of housing regulations, many regulations impose net costs to the economy.317
Public practices affecting the housing market may have been promulgated to accomplish important
goals. However, not all policies have the intended effect; some are not cost effective; some interact with
different policies in unexpected ways; and still others become obsolete and no longer serve the original
intention. Even if aggregate benefits are greater than all costs, the net benefits may be distributed such
that some consumers are made better off at the expense of others. Understanding the burden imposed
on households across the nation should make all levels of government more sensitive to implementing
models that accomplish policy goals with the least costs and fewest barriers to entry.
Table A-4: Estimates of Regulatory Costs

Author

Estimate of Regulatory Cost

Limitations (including
methodology and geography)

National Association
of Home Builders &
National Multifamily
Housing Council
(2018)318

32% of total development costs
of multifamily housing

Based on subjective responses
of 40 housing developers

National Association
of Home Builders
(2016)319

24% of the price of a singlefamily home, or ~$84,671 on
average

Based on survey of undisclosed
sample of single-family
developers

Glaeser, Gyourko, and
Saks (2005)320

Gap between construction costs
and home prices (“regulatory
tax”) is:

Limited to condo development
in Manhattan and metro-level

317

Joseph Gyourko and Raven Molloy, “Regulation and Housing Supply,” Handbook of Regional and Urban
Economics 5 (2015): 1289–1337.
318
Paul Emrath and Caitlin Walter, Regulation: Over 30 Percent of the Cost of a Multifamily Development, National
Association of Home Builders, National Multifamily Housing Council, 2018,
https://www.nmhc.org/contentassets/60365effa073432a8a168619e0f30895/nmhc-nahb-cost-of-regulations.pdf.
319
Paul Emrath, Government Regulation in the Price of a New Home (Washington, DC: National Association of
Home Builders, 2016),
https://www.nahbclassic.org/fileUpload_details.aspx?contentTypeID=3&contentID=250611&subContentID=67024
7.
320
Edward Glaeser, Joseph Gyourko, and Raven Saks, “Why Is Manhattan So Expensive? Regulation and the Rise in
House Prices,” Journal of Law and Economics 48, no. 2 (2005): 331–370.
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Author

Glaeser and Gyourko
(2018)321
Housing Impacts

Estimate of Regulatory Cost

Limitations (including
methodology and geography)

10-33% in Boston, NYC, DC
33-50% in LA, Oakland, SF, SJ
>50% in Manhattan

single-family development in
21 MSAs

Using microdata:
~26% of housing has regulatory
tax of at least 20%
~10% of housing has regulatory
tax of at least 50%

Assumes:
Land values are <20% of the
total cost of land and
construction costs

Using MSA data:
In 1985, only 6% of housing had
regulatory tax of at least 20%,
compared to 49% of housing in
2007 and 16% of housing in 2013

Builders have gross profit
margin of 17%
Uses mean construction costs
for modest-quality one-story
home
Regulatory tax is tied to
housing boom-bust cycles

Glaeser and Gyourko
(2018)
Labor market Impacts

2% GDP based on labor
reallocation (upper bound)

General equilibrium model
using city-level labor demand
elasticities

Hsieh and Moretti
(2019)322

9% of GDP (~$1.3T, assuming
perfect mobility)

General equilibrium model
using Cobb-Douglas production
function (with high elasticity of
labor demand)

4% of GDP (~$530B, assuming
imperfect mobility)

Cheung, Ihlanfeldt,
and Mayock (2009)323

[36% of aggregate growth from
1964 to 2009]

Assumes labor mobility by only
relaxing housing constraints in
NYC, SF, San Jose

Amenity-corrected regulatory tax
for FL MSAs ranges from 21% /
$44,392 (Tallahassee) to 35% /
$134,517 (West Palm Beach) in
2005

Limited to Florida (but uses
house-level data, captures
housing quality data, and
includes amenity adjustment
via distance to CBD or coast)

321

Edward L. Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko, 2018. “The Economic Implications of Housing Supply,” Journal of
Economic Perspectives 32, no. 1 (2018): 3–30.
322
Chang-Tai Hsieh and Enrico Moretti, “Housing Constraints and Spatial Misallocation,” American Economic
Journal: Macroeconomics 11, no. 2 (2019): 1–39.
323
Ron Cheung, Keith Ihlanfeldt, and Tom Mayock, “The Incidence of the Land Use Regulatory Tax,” Real Estate
Economics 37, no. 4 (2009): 675–704.
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Author

Estimate of Regulatory Cost

Limitations (including
methodology and geography)
Limited to single-family
housing
Captures housing boom to
2005 (but 70% of price
appreciation comes from
increase in construction costs)

Quigley and Raphael
(2005)324

Each additional regulatory
measure is associated with a 3%
(1990) or 4.5% (2000) increase in
price of owner-occupied housing,
or 1% (1990) or 2.3% (2000)
increase in price of rental
housing

Limited to California

Glaeser and Ward
(2006)325

Each additional type of
regulation (wetlands bylaws,
septic rules, subdivision rules)
raises housing price by 7% on
average (and reduces new
construction by 10%), holding
other factors constant

Limited to eastern
Massachusetts

Glaeser, Schuetz, and
Ward (2006)326

If housing stock had increased at
same rate from Moyock 19902005 as it did from 1960-1975,
housing prices would be 23% to
36% lower (median house price
would be $155,800 lower)

Limited to Boston MSA

Fermanian Business &
Economic Institute at

40% cost of housing (weighted
average of sales and rentals)
ranging from 22% ($125K) in

Limited to San Diego County

324

Limited to specific types of
regulation (wetlands, septic
system, and subdivision rules)

John M. Quigley and Steven Raphael, “Regulation and the High Cost of Housing in California,” American
Economic Review 95, no. 2 (2005): 323–328.
325
Edward Glaeser and Bryce Ward, “The Causes and Consequences of Land Use Regulation: Evidence from
Greater Boston,” Journal of Urban Economics 65, no. 3 (2006): 265–278.
326
Edward L. Glaeser, Jenny Schuetz, and Bryce Ward, Regulation and the Rise of Housing Prices in Greater Boston:
A Study Based on New Data from 187 Communities in Eastern Massachusetts (Boston, MA: Pioneer Institute for
Public Policy Research, 2006).
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Author

Estimate of Regulatory Cost

Limitations (including
methodology and geography)

Point Loma Nazarene
University (2014)327

Santee to 44% ($282K) in
Carlsbad to 47% in San Diego City

Limited to certain regulations
(permits, sewer, water,
schools, drainage, traffic)

Could gain $3.1B (1.7%) in gross
regional product and $2.5B
(1.5%) in total personal income
by reducing regulatory costs by
3% and opening up housing to
6750 currently priced-out
households

327

Fermanian Business & Economic Institute at Point Loma Nazarene University, Opening San Diego’s Door to
Lower Housing Costs, 2014, https://www.housingyoumatters.org/images/HousingYouMatters.pdf.
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